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In January, the Committee
on Attorneys in Public Service
presented our annual Award
for Excellence in Public Ser-
vice. The Committee presents
the Award to recognize excel-
lence by a member or mem-
bers of the legal profession in
the commitment to and per-
formance of public service.
This year, the Committee hon-
ored three co-recipients:

• Jonathan Lippman, the Chief Administrative
Judge of New York State,

• David B. Klingaman, the late Chief Clerk of the
New York Court of Claims, and,

• The Office of the Staff Judge Advocate General
(JAG) of the Army National Guard for the 42nd
Infantry Division.

At the time we announced the Award, the JAG Offi-
cers were on station in Tikrit, Iraq, administering a civil
justice program as a part of the American occupation in
that country. By the night of the Award Reception in
January, the 42nd Infantry Division’s deployment to
Iraq had ended and some members of the JAG Staff
were able to attend the Reception to receive their
Award.

The January 24th Reception to honor the Award
recipients was the most crowded and the most emotion-
al such Reception since the Committee created the
Award. Mrs. Alicia Klingaman attended the Reception,
with her children and their families, and accepted the
Award for her late husband. In introducing the Award
for Mr. Klingaman, Chief Judge Richard Sise of the
Court of Claims spoke about Mr. Klingaman’s long and
distinguished service at the Court of Claims. A large
number of Judges and staff from the Court of Claims
attended the Reception to honor their former colleague.
Judge Sise and Associate Judge Susan Read from the
Court of Appeals submitted the Klingaman nomination
for the Award. In accepting the Award on behalf of the
JAG Officers, Lt. Col. Robert Moscati spoke about the
sacrifices that the Officers and their families made dur-
ing the deployment in Iraq and about the work that the

Message from the Chair
By James F. Horan

JAG Officers did while on deployment. Also, Judge
Lippman spoke movingly about public service in
accepting his Award. Chief Judge Judith Kaye nominat-
ed Judge Lippman for the Award and Judge Kaye intro-
duced Judge Lippman at the Reception.

In choosing the Award recipients each year, the
Committee must struggle in selecting who we will
honor from a usually large number of highly qualified
and dedicated public servants. This year, we made an
excellent choice in honoring two men for long and ded-
icated service in managing the court system and seeing
to the day-to-day administration of justice and in hon-
oring a group of men and women, who over a short
and very trying time period, away from their homes
and families, established and administered civil justice
in a dangerous and unstable location. 

The Award Reception was one of the highlights of
the Bar Meeting this year and was one of the highlights
of my three-year term as the Chair of the Committee.
That term is ending now and my Vice-Chair, Patty
Salkin, will become Chair on June 1st. I’d like to thank
Patty for her assistance to me with the general business
of the Committee and especially with this Journal and
with the Committee’s excellent educational programs.
I’d also like to thank the Committee’s members for their
assistance, especially my predecessor, Barbara Smith,
Sub-Committee Chairs Donna Case, Jim Costello, James
McClymonds, Larry Storch, Spencer Fisher and Steve
Casscles and the Journal’s Editor, Rose Mary Bailly. No
one has provided me greater assistance nor has worked
harder to make the Committee’s work successful than
Patricia Wood, the Committee’s NYSBA Staff Liaison.
Once again, I thank Pat and her Staff for all their work.
Finally, I thank the NYSBA Leadership for their contin-
uing support for the Committee and our mission to rep-
resent the interests of public service attorneys within
NYSBA. 

Hon. James F. Horan, Chair of the NYSBA Com-
mittee on Attorneys in Public Service, serves as an
Administrative Law Judge with the New York State
Department of Health. He is a past President of the
New York State Administrative Law Judges Associa-
tion.
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Today New York can
boast the presence of seven
federally recognized Indian
nations: the Cayuga Nation,
the Oneida Nation, the
Onondaga Nation, St. Regis
Band of Mohawk Indians, the
Seneca Nation, the Tonawan-
da Band of Senecas, and the
Tuscarora Nation. In addition,
the Shinnecock Tribe and
Poospatuck Unkechauge Nation occupy reservations on
Long Island. While recent press coverage of the Indian
nations in New York has focused on casinos, there are
many issues that confront Indian communities through-
out the state. This issue of the Government, Law and Poli-
cy Journal takes up several of the legal issues that con-
cern Indian nations, including land claims,
environmental management, cultural rights and prob-
lems of heritage through children. We are fortunate to
have many noted scholars on Indian affairs contribute
to this Issue. 

Our introductory articles provide background for a
deeper appreciation of the current state of Indian
affairs. “The Iroquois Influence on American Democra-
cy” by Cynthia Feathers and Susan Feathers highlights
research about the role of the Iroquois Confederacy in
influencing our founding fathers. The Feathers’ article
reminds us that when the first colonists landed on these
shores the Iroquois had been here for many hundreds
of years. “American Indian Nations, Indian Treaties,
and Tribal Sovereignty” by the Honorable Elizabeth
Furse and Professor Robert J. Miller provide us with a
thoughtful analysis of the historical and current rela-
tionship between the United States and the Indian tribal
governments. 

Several authors explore the impact of two recent
federal court decisions on future Indian land litigation
in New York. In City of Sherrill v. Oneida Indian Nation of
New York, the United States Supreme Court held that
recently acquired tribal land was not immune from
local government taxes although the taxing authority
could not enforce a remedy for the tribe’s non-payment.
Following on the heels of City of Sherrill, the Second Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals held in Cayuga Indian Nation v.
Pataki that a tribal nation could not collect damages for
past trespasses on its lands because such claims were
barred by equitable defense of laches.

Peter D. Carmen, in his article, “The Impact of the
Supreme Court’s City of Sherrill Decision on Lands
Reacquired by Indian Tribes in New York,” explains the

history of Indian land litigation prior to City of Sherrill
and describes the possibility of tribes applying to the
federal government to place reacquired land in trust to
secure its immunity from local government authority.
Although early in this country’s history the federal gov-
ernment’s goal was to break up Indian lands to facili-
tate the tribes’ integration into the non-Indian commu-
nity, he notes that by 1934 that policy was reversed and
the Secretary of the Interior was authorized to acquire
lands by a number of means, including trusts, as a way
to secure lands for the tribes. Noting that the City of
Sherrill’s comment on placing land into trust as a way
to secure immunity, David M. Schraver’s article,
“Acquisition of Land by the United States in Trust for
Indians and Indian Tribes,” details that process, one
that New York tribes have recently embraced to counter
the result of City of Sherrill.

S. John Campanie’s article, “Impact of City of Sher-
rill v. Oneida Nation of New York,” is critical of the way in
which tribes exercised sovereignty over reacquired land
in the past and opines that the impact of City of Sherrill
will be “profound” because it will reverse the trend of
upholding Indian land immune from local laws.

In “Laches at Law: The Second Circuit and the
Cayuga Case,” Matthew Leonardo explores the equi-
table defense of laches and declares that in Cayuga Indi-
an Nation the Second Circuit Court of Appeals took an
extraordinary step when, based on the City of Sherrill, it
applied the equitable remedy of laches to bar the Cayu-
gas’ claim for rent for Cayuga land occupied by two
New York counties. Mr. Leonardo argues that by apply-
ing laches the court “ignored the weight of precedent
that favored the Cayugas.”

Similarly, Arlinda Locklear, in her article, “Tribal
Land Claims: Before and After Cayuga,” argues that in
Cayuga the Second Circuit misread City of Sherrill’s con-
clusion in dismissing all remedies, even money dam-
ages in the Cayuga land claim. She notes that despite
Cayuga, the tribal nations’ desire to rectify disputes
about Indian land remains and a way should be found
to address them fairly and honorably.

The next series of articles focuses on the use and
protection of Indian land from the environmental per-
spective. Traditional native culture includes great
respect for “Mother Earth” and protection of the envi-
ronment for future generations. Two articles convey a
distinctly Haudenosaunee perspective on dealing with
environmental issues, and exercising hunting and fish-
ing rights guaranteed by treaty and law. Grant W.
Jonathan’s article, “Protecting Mother Earth for the Sev-

Editor’s Foreword
By Rose Mary Bailly



enth Generation,” calls for cooperation between the Iro-
quois Confederacy, the United States and New York
State to address environmental concerns. Christopher
A. Amato’s article, “Haudenosaunee Hunting and Fish-
ing Rights in New York State,” discusses treaty hunting
and fishing rights, and calls for New York State to enter
into cooperative agreements with the Haudenosaunee
that strike a balance between the need for resource con-
servation and respect for treaty rights. Eleanor Stein’s
article, “Global Warming: An International Human
Rights Violation? Inuit Communities Petition at the
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights,”
explains the efforts of the Inuit people from the Arctic
region to seek redress for the impact of global warming
on their land, property, culture and way of life. 

Our final series of articles focuses on culture and
heritage. The tension between a correctional facility’s
institutional goals and the observation of spiritual ritu-
als is examined in Amy Lavine’s article “Free Exercise
Claims of Incarcerated Indians: Grooming Regulations
and Judicial Standards.” In “The Indian Child Welfare
Act Implementation in New York,” Frederick Magovern
analyzes the effect of the federal Indian Child Welfare
Act (ICWA) on the decision of an Indian birth parent to
place a child for adoption outside the parent’s tribe. As
Mr. Magovern explains, ICWA was enacted to ensure
the protection and continuity of tribal culture by man-
dating preference be given to tribal placements in pro-
ceedings involving separating Indian children from
their birth parents. However, jurisdictions across the
country disagree as to the extent that concern for conti-
nuity of tribal heritage should override an individual
birth parent’s wishes. 

Finally, many readers will be intrigued by efforts to
gain casino gambling rights on Indian land described in
Bennett Liebman’s article, “Off-Reservation Indian
Gaming: Will Congress Change the Rules?” The rules
for obtaining an exception to the general prohibition on
gaming on Indian land are complicated and, in some
instances, cause months or years of delay but Mr. Lieb-
man deftly guides us through the maze. 

Once again a wonderful collaboration produced
this fascinating issue. First and foremost, I want to
thank June Egeland, Esq., and Robert Batson, Esq., our
special guest editors for this issue. Their expertise on
the subject of Indian Law infuses this issue. June Ege-
land is an enrolled member of the Tuscarora Nation and
an attorney. She is currently the Clerk of the Assembly
for the New York State Assembly. Her previous work
experiences include DNA—People’s Legal Services on
the Navajo Reservation, where she handled a significant
poverty law caseload, and consultant to the Seneca
Nation Peacemaker Courts. Bob Batson is an attorney.
He teaches Indian Law at Albany Law School and prior
to his retirement from New York State Government
focused on Indian law. 

Our Board of Editors was again instrumental in
making very helpful suggestions and providing sup-
port. The admirable skills of the Albany Law School
student editorial staff, Executive Editor Ryan Emery
and his colleagues Joshua Oppenheimer, Andrew
Poplinger, Suzanne Post, Jessica Satriano and Sharalyn
Savin assisted all of us through the editorial process.
The New York State Bar Association staff, Pat Wood,
Wendy Pike and Lyn Curtis, deserve special thanks for
their wonderful patience and good humor.

Finally, any flaws, mistakes, oversights or short-
comings in these pages are my responsibility. Your
comments and suggestions are always welcome at
rbail@mail.albanylaw.edu or Government Law Center,
80 New Scotland Avenue, Albany, New York 12208.

* * *

Postscript: On May 15, 2006, as this issue of the
Government, Law and Policy Journal was going to press,
the United States Supreme Court denied the petition for
certiorari in Cayuga Indian Nation of New York v. Pataki,
74 USLW 3452, leaving undisturbed the Second Cir-
cuit’s decision which is discussed in several articles
herein.
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The Iroquois Influence on American Democracy
By Cynthia Feathers and Susan Feathers

For centuries, the Consti-
tution of the Iroquois was
unwritten, as the Iroquois
tradition of democracy was
“transmitted orally from gen-
eration to generation through
certain lords or sachems of
the Confederacy who had
made it their business to
learn it.”16 In more modern
times, several written ver-
sions of the Constitution
were produced.17

In the 18th century, “Iroquois territory comprised a
large part of what is now New York State.”18 The
colonists had long had significant interaction with
American Indian societies in diplomacy and trade, and
for most of the 18th century, they had relatively friendly
relations with the Iroquois.19 The founding fathers
made many treaties with the tribes, were accustomed to
dealing with them, and were familiar with their prac-
tices and government.20 To colonists, American Indians
were powerful and living “proof that human societies
could and did live in liberty.”21 Among our founding
fathers, perhaps Benjamin Franklin best dramatizes the
influence the Iroquois had on Americans.22 Franklin,
who had a thriving printing business in Philadelphia,
started printing small books containing proceedings of
Indian treaty councils in 1736.23 They were some of the
first distinctive forms of indigenous American literature
and sold quite well, prompting Franklin to continue
publishing such accounts until 1762.24

A particularly noteworthy treaty proceeding
occurred in 1744 in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, when
envoys from Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Virginia met
with sachems of the Six Nations.25 The Iroquois leader
Canassatego advocated the federal union of the Ameri-
can colonies, exhorting the colonists: 

Our wise forefathers established a
union and amity between the Five

When our nation drafted
its Constitution, the Iroquois
Confederacy had been a
functioning democracy for
centuries, and many histori-
ans believe that Iroquoian
ideas of unity, federalism,
and balance of power were
among the influences on the
creation of our system of
government.1

According to various
authorities, the Cayuga,
Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, and Seneca Nations came
together to become the Iroquois Confederacy sometime
between 1000 and 1450.2 In the early 18th century, the
Tuscaroras joined the Confederacy.3 Referred to as the
Six Nations by the English, and the Iroquois by the
French, the Confederacy called themselves the Hau-
denosaunee, or “People Building a Long House.”4

Under the Iroquois Constitution, known as the
Great Binding Law or Great Law of Peace, each nation
elected delegates, or sachems, who dealt with internal
affairs.5 The Confederacy’s Grand Council met to dis-
cuss matters of common concern, such as war, peace,
and treaty making.6 The Council could not interfere
with the internal affairs of each tribe.7 Unity for mutual
defense was a central concept; “[t]he oral tradition of
the Great Law of Peace uses the imagery of a bundle of
five arrows tied together to symbolize the complete
union of the nations and the unbroken strength that
such unity imparts.”8

The Great Law provided the process for how poli-
cies would be thoroughly debated.9 First the Mohawks
and Senecas, or Older Brothers, debated.10 When they
reached consensus, the Oneida and Cayuga, or Younger
Brothers, debated.11 If the Oneida and Cayuga could
not reach a consensus with the Mohawk and Seneca
decision, then the Onondaga could cast the deciding
vote.12 If the older brothers and younger brothers
agreed, the Onondaga would implement the unani-
mous decision, unless they disagreed with the decision
and referred the matter back to the Council.13 The
Council could overrule the Onondaga referral if it again
agreed on their decision.14 The Iroquois decision-mak-
ing system “with its elder and younger ‘houses’ and the
veto power of the Onondaga [acting as a quasi-execu-
tive branch], is strikingly similar to the bicameral legis-
latures and executive branch later found in the state
and federal governments which followed.”15

Cynthia Feathers Susan Feathers

“[M]any historians believe that Iroquoian
ideas of unity, federalism, and balance
of power were among the influences
on the creation of our system of
government.”



Nations. This has made us formidable.
This has given us great weight and
authority with our neighboring
Nations. We are a powerful Confedera-
cy and by your observing the same
methods our wise forefathers have
taken you will acquire much strength
and power; therefore, whatever befalls
you, do not fall out with one another.26

An Indian interpreter and old friend of Franklin’s
brought him the official transcript of the proceedings,
and Franklin immediately published the account.27

Impressed by Canassatego’s advice about unity among
the colonies, Franklin began a correspondence with
Cadwallader Colden, author of an authoritative book
on the Iroquois.28

In 1751, Franklin wrote a letter to James Parker, his
New York City printing partner, on the importance of
gaining and preserving the friendship of the Indians.29

Arguing for a union of the colonies, he mused: 

It would be a very strange Thing, if six
Nations of Ignorant Savages should be
capable of forming a Scheme for such
an Union, and be able to execute it in
such a Manner, as that it has subsisted
Ages, and appears indissoluble; and yet
that a like Union should be impractica-
ble for ten or a Dozen English Colonies,
to whom it is more necessary, and must
be more advantageous; and who cannot
be supposed to want an equal Under-
standing of their Interests.30

Despite the paradoxical use of the phrase “Ignorant
Savages,” there is support which “shows that Franklin
had a healthy respect for the Iroquois.”31 Such language
seems intended not so much as an insult to the Six
Nations, but rather as “a backhanded slap at the
colonists, who may have thought themselves superior
to the Indians but who, in Franklin’s opinion, could
learn something from the Six Nations about political
unity.”32 In an essay four decades later expressing
unabashed admiration for the Iroquois, Franklin states,
“Savages we call them, because their manners differ
from ours, which we think the Perfection of Civility;
they think the same of theirs.”33

Franklin carried the Iroquois concept of unity to
Albany in 1754, where he presented his plan of union
loosely patterned after the Iroquois Confederation.34

Several Iroquois leaders attended the Congress, con-
vened at an Albany courthouse, to cement an alliance
with the Iroquois against the French and to devise a
plan for a union of the colonies.35 An aging Mohawk
sachem called Hendrick received a special invitation
from the acting governor of New York, James de

Lancey, to attend the Congress and to provide informa-
tion on the structure of the Iroquois government.36 After
Hendrick spoke, de Lancey responded, “I hope that by
this present Union, we shall grow up to a great height
and be as powerful and famous as you were of old.”37

As the plan for the union was debated, Franklin
brought up the strength of the Iroquois Confederacy
and “stressed the fact that the individual nations of the
confederacy maintained internal sovereignty, managing
their own internal affairs without interference from the
Grand Council.”38

When Franklin published his “Short Hints Toward
a Scheme for Uniting the Northern Colonies,” his
Albany Plan proposed that each colony could govern its
internal affairs and that a “Grand Council” consisting of
a different number of representatives from each colony
would provide for mutual defense.39 This proposed
council closely resembled the Grand Council of the Iro-
quois nations.40 While the colonies and the Crown were
not ready for a colonial union and the Albany Plan was
not ratified, Franklin gained recognition as an advocate
of colonial union and a place in history as an originator
of our federalist system of government.41

In 1775, treaty commissioners from the Continental
Congress met with the chiefs of the Six Nations and
told them: 

Our business with you . . . is . . . to
inform you of the advice that was given
about thirty years ago, by your wise
forefathers, in a great council which
was held at Lancaster, in Pennsylvania,
when Canassatego spoke to us, the
white people, in these very words.42

After repeating Canassatego’s 1744 speech, the commis-
sioners declared: 

Brothers, our forefathers rejoiced to
hear Canassatego speak these words.
They sunk deep into our hearts. The
advice was good. It was kind. They
said to one another: “The Six Nations
are a wise people, harken to them, and
take their counsel, and teach our chil-
dren to follow it.” Our old men have
done so. They have frequently taken a
single arrow and said, “Children, see
how easily it is broken.” Then they
have taken and tied twelve arrows
together with a strong string or cord
and our strongest men could not break
them. See, said they, this is what the Six
Nations mean. Divided, a single man
may destroy you; united, you are a
match for the whole world.43
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States’ form of government. Senate
Concurrent Resolution 76 acknowl-
edges this vital Iroquois contribution to
the very foundation of democracy upon
which the United States is established.52

The House Report elaborates:

Long before the formation of this Coun-
try, the Iroquois Indians had developed
a sophisticated political system known
as the Six Nations Iroquois Confedera-
cy. As Oren Lyons, Chief of the
Onondaga Nation stated: “Upon the
continent of North America, prior to
the landfall of the first white man, a
great league of peace was formed, the
inspiration of a prophet called the
Peacemaker. He was a spiritual being,
fulfilling the mission of organizing war-
ring nations into a confederacy under
the Great Law of Peace. The principle
[sic] of this law are: peace, equity and
justice, and the power of good minds.”
. . . [T]he incorporation of such con-
cepts as freedom of speech, the separa-
tion of powers in government and the
balance of power within government so
impressed Benjamin Franklin that he
challenged the colonists to create a sim-
ilar united government. . . . [P]rincipal-
ly through the influence of such men as
George Washington and Benjamin
Franklin, the existence of such a suc-
cessful political system among the Iro-
quois influenced the confederation of
the original colonies into one republic
and . . . some of the democratic princi-
ples espoused by the Iroquois Confed-
eracy found their way into the United
States Constitution.53

This same spirit of acknowledging the influence of
the ancient Iroquois on the new United States was cap-
tured poetically by Oren Lyons in an interview with Bill
Moyers. Declaring Franklin a visionary who brought
Indian ideas of democracy, freedom, and peace to
America, Lyons said of the founding fathers: 

In North America at that time, they
took an ember, they took a light from
our fire, and they carried that over and
they lighted their own fire and they
made their own nation. They lighted
this great fire, and that was a great light
at that time of peace.54

While independence was debated by the Continental
Congress, the visiting Iroquois chiefs were formally
invited into the halls of the Continental Congress.44 The
Articles of Confederation were later approved by Con-
gress in 1777 and by the states in 1781.45

In 1787, John Rutledge, a member of the Constitu-
tional Convention and chair of the drafting committee,
opened a committee meeting by reading aloud “an Eng-
lish translation of the Iroquois’ oral tradition of the
founding of the Iroquois Confederacy.”46 He used the
structure of the Iroquois Confederacy as support for the
proposition that political power comes from “we, the
people,” an idea later expressed in the preamble to the
Constitution.47

Numerous scholars believe that the Albany Plan
was a landmark on the road that led to the Continental
Congresses, the Articles of Confederation, and the Unit-
ed States Constitution.48 Starting in the mid-19th centu-
ry, the “[c]omparison of the Iroquois governmental sys-
tem with that of the United States beg[un] with Lewis
Henry Morgan,” a Rochester lawyer, who noted that
“‘the six nations sustained nearly the same relation to
the Iroquois league that the American states bear to the
Union.’”49 In commenting on the Iroquois system of
checks and balances, Morgan noted that “‘[t]heir whole
civil policy was averse to the concentration of power in
the hands of any single individual, but [was] inclined to
the opposite principle of division among a number of
equals.’”50

In more recent times, in 1988, the 100th Congress
passed a concurrent resolution acknowledging the con-
tribution of the Six Nations of the Iroquois Confederacy
to the development of the United States government.51

After Senate hearings at which numerous scholars testi-
fied about the relationship between Iroquois and Unit-
ed States Constitutions, a Senate Report stated:

More than 200 years ago, the framers of
the United States Constitution reviewed
the principles of democracy and the
democratic institutions of the Six
Nations of the Iroquois Confederacy,
and then drew from the Iroquois’ expe-
riences in constructing the United

“Numerous scholars believe that the
Albany Plan was a landmark on the road
that led to the Continental Congresses,
the Articles of Confederation, and the
United States Constitution.”
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American Indian Nations, Indian Treaties,
and Tribal Sovereignty 
By Hon. Elizabeth Furse and Robert J. Miller

several States, and with the
Indian Tribes.”1 Thus, the
political, governmental status
of the Indian Nations was
expressly recognized in the
Constitution. The tribes’
inclusion in this list of gov-
ernments indicates, under
the statutory construction
principle of ejusdem generis,
that the Founding Fathers
believed that Tribes were
sovereign political entities
similar to the other listed governments.2

The very first Congress formed under our new
Constitution, in 1789-1791, immediately assumed this
power over Indian affairs and in the first five weeks of
its existence, it enacted four statutes concerning Indian
issues.3 On July 22, 1790, the first Congress also passed
a law which prohibited states and individuals from
buying Indian lands.4 That law is still in effect today.5

The Constitution also recognized by implication
that Indian Nations were governmental entities with
which the United States could enter diplomatic treaty
relationships. In Article VI, the Constitution provided
that “all Treaties made, or which shall be made, under
the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme
Law of the Land.”6 Notice that this provision had a past
and a future effect. Any treaty that would be made in
the future would become the supreme law of the land
as well as any treaty that the various forms of the U.S.
government had already made. By 1789, the United
States had entered about twenty-two treaties with vari-
ous foreign countries and it had already entered nine
treaties with Indian Nations. This constitutional provi-

Imagine if the State of
New York had to constantly
justify its sovereign existence
and governmental authority
to the State of New Jersey or
Connecticut, for example.
How much governing would
it get done if other jurisdic-
tions questioned its every
exercise of sovereignty and
litigated many of its deci-
sions? That is almost exactly
the case that is faced by most
of the more than 570 federally recognized Indian
Nations that exist today within the United States. Most
lawyers are not aware of or trained in the complex area
of federal Indian law; consequently, a lot of time is
spent by tribal governments protecting their sovereign-
ty against legal attacks on their every exercise of gov-
ernmental authority; time that they would rather spend
providing for their citizens. 

The educational system of the United States, from
high school through law school, has ignored the gov-
ernmental status of the Indian Nations. It is no wonder
that American citizens and lawyers are confused by,
and sometimes hostile to, the unique constitutional sta-
tus of Indian people and their governments.

Education about Indians shifts from “savages who
need to learn the white man’s civilization” to a vague
sense of “we did them wrong but it’s too late to fix that
now.” Little is done to explain the legal relationship
between tribal governments and their citizens and the
United States, and the nearly absolute or plenary power
that Congress holds over tribes and American Indians.
We welcome the opportunity to contribute to this edu-
cation. 

United States Constitution
Understanding federal Indian law and the status of

Indian Nations today requires knowledge of a mixture
of history and law. In 1787, the new United States gov-
ernment began its relationship with Indians by enshrin-
ing their political status in the Constitution. It is obvi-
ous that the Founding Fathers recognized the
sovereignty, governmental existence, and political
actions of the Indian Nations. In Article I, the Constitu-
tion states that “Congress shall have Power . . . To regu-
late Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the

Robert J. Miller Hon. Elizabeth Furse

“The educational system of the United
States . . . has ignored the governmental
status of the Indian Nations. It is no
wonder that American citizens and
lawyers are confused by, and sometimes
hostile to, the unique constitutional
status of Indian people and their
governments.”



sion ratified these past federal treaties with both foreign
nations and the Indian Nations as binding law. Ulti-
mately, the United States negotiated and ratified more
than 390 treaties with American Indian Tribes. Almost
every provision of all of these treaties is still valid
today. The United States did not give Indian Nations
anything for free in these treaties. Instead, the treaties
were formal government-to-government negotiations
for peaceful alliances, and for sales of land and proper-
ty rights that the United States wanted to acquire. The
U.S. Constitution states that these federal treaties with
Indian Nations are the supreme law of the United States
and this provision recognized tribes as political, gov-
ernmental entities which could enter treaties with the
U.S.

By engaging in a treaty-based political relationship
with the Indian Nations, the federal government just
continued the two-hundred-year practice of every Euro-
pean government that settled in North America. Eng-
lish kings and colonies signed more than one hundred
treaties with various tribal governments. The French,
Spanish, Dutch, and Swedish, for example, all engaged
in treaty relations with Indian Nations to guarantee
peaceful conditions and to control trade and land sales.7

In addition, the Founding Fathers also realized that
Indian people were not U.S. or state citizens. They were
citizens of their own political entities: their tribal gov-
ernments. In Article I, when the Founding Fathers
determined how to count the population of a state to
determine the number of members of Congress each
state would have, the Constitution “exclud[ed] Indians
not taxed.”8 Thus, unless individual Indians had pur-
posely joined in the society and life of the state by vol-
untarily paying taxes to that government, they were not
counted as part of the state’s population. 

In 1868, when the Fourteenth Amendment to the
Constitution amended Article I and granted citizenship
rights to the ex-slaves and counted them in state popu-
lations, Indians were still not granted the rights of
American citizenship nor were they counted as state cit-
izens. Again, Indians did not count toward a state’s
population because the Amendment “exclud[ed] Indi-
ans not taxed.”9 This demonstrates that Congress still
considered Indians to be citizens of other sovereign
governments even in 1868. This view was correct
because most Indians did not become United States citi-
zens until 1924 when Congress made all Indians United
States citizens.10 For many years after 1924, states were
still uncertain whether Indians had also become state
citizens because many states did not allow Indians to
vote in state elections until the mid-1900s.11

Consequently, the status of the Indian Nations as
political, governmental entities and Indian people as
citizens of their own governments was enshrined in our
Constitution.

Sovereignty
What is sovereignty? Do Indian Nations have sov-

ereign powers today? Black’s Law Dictionary defines sov-
ereignty as: “The supreme, absolute, and uncontrollable
power by which any independent state is governed;
supreme political authority . . . the international inde-
pendence of a state, combined with the right and power
of regulating its internal affairs without foreign dicta-
tion,” and Webster’s defines it as: “supreme power, esp.
over a body politic; freedom from external control.” The
simple definition we use is that sovereignty is the regu-
latory control and civil and criminal jurisdiction exer-
cised by a political entity over people and events that
enter or occur within a government’s territory. There is
no question that Indian Nations possess this kind of
sovereignty to a great extent. The jurisdictional ques-
tions courts are faced with today is how far can Indian
Nations stretch their power and over what groups of
people.

Some Basic Indian Law Principles
The Europeans that came to this continent operated

under an international legal principle called the Doc-
trine of Discovery. Discovery immediately began to
limit tribal sovereignty and Indian property rights with-
out the knowledge or the consent of Indian people.
Under this principle, which was primarily developed
by Spain, Portugal, England, and the Church, the Euro-
pean country that first discovered a new area where
Christian Europeans had not yet arrived could claim
rights in the territory. This did not mean that the Native
peoples lost the right to live on their land or to farm
and hunt on it, but it did mean that Natives could only
sell their lands to the European country that “discov-
ered” them and that they should only deal politically
and commercially with that European country. In many
situations, the Europeans also enforced the Doctrine
against themselves because they recognized and agreed
to be bound by the principle that the discovering coun-
try earned a protectible property right in newly discov-
ered territories.12

In exercising its sovereignty on the American conti-
nent, the United States also enforced the Doctrine of
Discovery to increase its power over the Indian
Nations. Every American government, from the earliest
colonial governments to the state and federal govern-
ments, utilized Discovery against Indians.13 The United
States Supreme Court was the last branch of any of the
colonial, state, or federal governments to expressly
adopt Discovery in Johnson v. M’Intosh in 1823.14 This
limitation on tribal property, commercial, political, and
sovereign rights rebounded to the injury of Indian peo-
ple then, and, the Doctrine of Discovery is still federal
law today. In addition to the Discovery power, the pro-
vision in Article I of the Constitution, which granted
Congress the sole power to control commercial affairs
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These three cases established fundamental principles of
American Indian law that are still binding today. 

The first case of the trilogy, Johnson v. M’Intosh,18 in
1823, was already mentioned. It adopted the Doctrine of
Discovery and imposed limitations on the property,
diplomatic, and commercial rights and powers of the
Indian Nations. The rationale for the case and for the
Doctrine of Discovery comes from ethnocentric, reli-
gious, and racial precepts.

In 1831 and 1832, attempts by Georgia to control
the Cherokee Nation’s sovereign powers led to the
Supreme Court cases of Cherokee Nation v. Georgia19 and
Worcester v. Georgia.20 The Court laid down several prin-
ciples in these cases that endure to this day. The Indian
Nations are “domestic dependent nations” and “distinct
political communities, having territorial boundaries
within which their authority is exclusive . . . [and] dis-
tinct, independent political communities, retaining their
original natural rights. . . . The Cherokee nation, then, is
a distinct community, occupying its own territory with
boundaries accurately described, in which the laws of
Georgia can have no force.”21 It is important to note
that Chief Justice Marshall did not say that tribes lacked
sovereignty but rather that they had relinquished cer-
tain sovereign attributes to the United States through
treaties. For example, almost every Indian treaty has a
provision in which the tribe places itself and its com-
mercial activities under the protection of the U.S. It is
very important to remember, though, that any rights a
tribe did not relinquish in its treaty are reserved to the
tribe and its citizens, much like the reservations of
rights in the Ninth and Tenth Amendments of the U.S.
Constitution, and these tribal reserved rights are pro-
tected and enforceable under United States law. Hence,
just like the rights that states claim survived their ratifi-
cation of the Constitution, so has the Supreme Court
held that Indian Nations retain and possess all their for-
mer sovereign powers except those they have given up
in a treaty or which Congress has taken from them in
the exercise of its plenary power under Article I, or
which a court has determined are “inconsistent with
their status” as diminished sovereigns.22

The Supreme Court statement that the laws of the
State of Georgia could have no force in Cherokee terri-
tory was modified a bit in a 1973 Supreme Court case,23

but it is still the law in most circumstances. Thus, Indi-
an Nations are the primary government with regulatory
control and jurisdiction over most events and persons
found within a tribe’s territory.24

Treaty Interpretation
Treaty rights are often hotly contested issues

because they are sometimes perceived as “special
rights” for Indians. These rights have been vigorously
opposed by state officials and issues about tribal

between the U.S. and Indian Nations, has strangely
been broadly interpreted over the years by the Supreme
Court to grant Congress plenary power over tribes.15

European nations used the exclusive powers they
had gained through Discovery to enter into political
relationships and treaties with Indian tribes. These
treaties benefited Europeans for a number of important
reasons:

1. They desired to obtain legally recognized title to
lands;

2. They wanted to prevent Indians from siding
with an enemy;

3. They wanted to exclude other nations and their
citizens from entering into contracts with tribes
to their detriment.

The United States adopted treaty-making for the
exact same reasons. When the new U.S. began operat-
ing, it was very weak and very short of money. The
Revolutionary War had left it vulnerable to the Indian
Nations, many of which were still strong. American
treaty-making and conciliatory efforts toward the tribes
were priorities to preserve the peace and to obtain Indi-
an lands as American expansion needed it.16

In exchange for land cessions to the United States,
Indian tribes received federal guarantees to large pieces
of land the tribes reserved for themselves and jurisdic-
tion over their designated lands, people, and assets. In
addition, in many treaties certain rights such as hunting
and fishing, and gathering roots and berries were
reserved. The treaties of the Pacific Northwest in the
1850s, for example, reserved these rights at “usual and
accustomed sites,” which means that those rights were
off-reservation rights, preserved for the tribal citizens
forever, and not governed by state law. Only the citi-
zens of the signatory tribes may exercise these treaty
rights because they were specifically reserved in negoti-
ations with the U.S. by their tribal governments for
their citizens.17

Considerable litigation has occurred over Indian
rights and the desire of states to encroach upon these
rights. Generally, the states resent the implications of
tribal jurisdiction which is outside their control yet
occurs within their borders. They often allege that this
violates their constitutional rights and their sovereign
rights as states. This demonstrates the lack of relevant
information about tribes and their governmental and
national status within the American federal system of
government. 

The extent of tribal rights is affected by: (1) Treaties;
(2) Acts of Congress; and (3) Litigation. The seminal
cases regarding tribal powers and status were decided
in the mid-1800s and are known as the Marshall trilogy.



treaties are often in the news. The property rights that a
specific treaty protects, however, are not for all Indians,
but are rights specific to the tribe that signed the treaty
in question and its citizens. 

Many people misunderstand the nature of Indian
treaties and the reservations that were formed and the
promises that were given. Native governments and
peoples were not given rights or land by the United
States but instead, through political and contract-like
negotiations, tribes traded some of their property rights
and assets to the United States in exchange for pay-
ments, promises, and protection. The treaties were not
gifts, but were financial transactions regarding certain
rights that tribes sold, and a reservation of other rights
Indian Nations already possessed and wanted to retain.
It is clear why we call Indian retained lands “reserva-
tions.” The U.S. Supreme Court expressly recognized
this point in United States v. Winans, in 1905, when the
Court declared that Indian treaties are “not a grant of
rights to the Indians, but a grant of rights from them—a
reservation of those not granted.”25 Thus, the treaties
were contracts in which tribal governments sold some
of their property rights to the United States while the
tribes held onto or reserved other lands and property
rights. It is clear, then, why the Supreme Court has
called Indian treaties “a contract between two sovereign
nations.”26

The U.S. dealt with tribes in this manner because
Indian Nations were viewed as political entities—and
were also very powerful in the 1700s and early 1800s—
and were a serious threat to the new United States.
Hence, the U.S. was heavily involved in negotiating
and dealing with tribes in its early decades. After the
War of 1812, however, and the relaxing of the European
threat against the United States, the weakening position
of tribes led to more one-sided treaty negotiations in
favor of the United States.

As mentioned, Indian treaties are very similar to
contracts and the Supreme Court deals with them as
such. As in contract law, courts try to interpret Indian
treaties to achieve the intent of the parties, the “meeting
of the minds.” The unique aspect of interpreting Indian
treaties, however, arises from the recognition of the dis-
advantaged bargaining position that Indians often occu-
pied during negotiations. Hence, courts narrowly inter-
pret treaty provisions that might injure tribal interests.
This analysis is similar to the judicial treatment of
“adhesion contracts,” which are contracts that were not
fairly bargained for and/or in which one party was
operating from a much weaker position. 

In interpreting Indian treaties, the Supreme Court
has developed canons of construction or tools of inter-
pretation that take into consideration the suspect man-
ner in which many Indian treaties were negotiated.
Indian treaties receive a broad construction or reading

in favor of the signatory tribe by mixing principles of
international treaty construction with contract princi-
ples. For example, courts resolve ambiguous expres-
sions in favor of the tribe, since the United States draft-
ed the treaties and they were negotiated and written in
English, which very few Indians spoke and none could
read. Courts interpret treaties as the tribes themselves
would have understood the terms used in the treaty
and during the negotiations to determine the intent of
the parties. Courts also factor in the history and circum-
stances behind a treaty and its negotiations in interpret-
ing express provisions, and construe them liberally in
favor of the Indians. The Supreme Court has stated that
the language used in treaties should never be interpret-
ed to a tribe’s prejudice.27

For many decades, the U.S. Supreme Court had
been the bastion of treaty support and had consistently
upheld the rights of tribes. Unfortunately for the Indian
Nations, in the last twenty plus years there has been a
rapid erosion of tribal jurisdictional rights, rights which
were seemingly recognized by treaties. Starting with
Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe (1978)28 to Montana v.
United States (1981),29 the Court has moved from the
principle of there being no state jurisdiction on reserva-
tions, as stated in Worcester v. Georgia, to the 2001 state-
ment that “an Indian reservation is considered part of
the territory of the State.”30

Conclusion 
Throughout their histories, the indigenous people

of North America governed themselves and their com-
mercial and political affairs by organizing governments
and political entities. When Europeans started settling
this continent, hundreds of distinct Indian groups
across the continent were controlled and ruled by a
variety of governmental forms from loosely governed
small bands to sophisticated, semi-autocratic rulers of
large groups of people. The European and American
governments recognized that Indian Nations were
political entities exercising sovereign governmental
powers and that almost all tribes had recognized ruling
bodies. Thus, Europeans and Americans dealt with
these tribal governments for centuries through political
diplomatic methods. The Indian Nations are still gov-
ernments today and the United States still deals with
them on a government-to-government basis. Indian
Nations still exercise sovereign powers over people and
events within their territory. The sovereign authority of
the Indian Nations and the principles of federal Indian
law, including treaty rights, are major parts of American
life today. Indian tribes operate fully functioning gov-
ernments, court systems, and economic activities.
Lawyers and Americans need to educate themselves
about this third form of government that makes up part
of our American federalism: the United States, the
States, and the Indian Nations.
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The Impact of the Supreme Court’s City of Sherrill
Decision on Lands Reacquired by Indian Tribes
in New York
By Peter D. Carmen

In City of Sherrill v. Oneida Nation,1 the U.S. Supreme
Court removed the federal bar to state and local taxa-
tion of land recently reacquired by Indian tribes in New
York but left in place the federal bar to enforcement of
those taxes and highlighted the federal “trust land”
process as a way of restoring federal tax immunity to
reacquired lands. 

City of Sherrill involved land conveyed from the
Oneida Nation roughly 200 years ago in violation of
federal law making such conveyances of no validity in
law or equity. The Supreme Court assumed that the
land remained a federal Indian reservation to which the
Oneidas continued to hold the same unextinguished
Indian title (a federally protected right of possession
distinct from fee title) that they held before conveyance
of the land. The Supreme Court nevertheless held that a
mixture of certain equitable principles barred the feder-
al courts from enforcing the tax immunity or otherwise
protecting the exercise of tribal sovereignty that ordi-
narily applies when an Indian tribe is in possession of
its federal reservation land to which it retains its Indian
title.2 Of significance for the future in New York, how-
ever, the Court also observed that reacquired lands
could be protected from state and local taxation and
regulation if the Secretary of the Interior were to agree
to hold them “in trust” pursuant to 25 U.S.C. § 465.3 Of
further significance, the Court did nothing to alter its
previous holding in Oklahoma Tax Comm’n v. Citizen
Band Potawatomi Indian Tribe,4 that, even when states
may tax Indian tribes, still they may not take coercive
action against tribes to enforce the tax. 

Thus, state, local and tribal governments in New
York will move away from pre-City of Sherrill disputes
about municipal authorities’ right to tax and regulate
lands reacquired by Indian tribes and toward new post-
City of Sherrill disputes about trust land applications
and, until that land is taken into trust, about enforce-
ment of the tax and regulatory power.

How Did We Get to This Point?
During the Revolutionary War, the Oneidas fought

as allies of the colonists, even though the other Indian
tribes in New York sided with the British.5 Playing a
key role in decisive battles at Fort Stanwix, Oriskany,
Saratoga, and elsewhere, the Oneidas contributed to the

successful outcome of the war.6 The Oneidas’ homes
and crops were destroyed by the British and their Indi-
an allies, which left the Oneidas living as refugees near
Albany and elsewhere, sick with disease and starvation.
At least a third of the Oneida people died fighting for
the colonists, or indirectly because of it.7

At the war’s end, the Continental Congress con-
firmed the Oneidas’ possession of their lands.8 A year
later, in the Treaty of Ft. Stanwix, the United States sim-
ilarly promised that the Oneidas “shall be secured in
the possession of the[ir] lands.”9 The United States
repeated this same promise five years later in the Treaty
of Ft. Harmar.10 Then, in 1790, Congress enacted the
Nonintercourse Act, which codified common law rules
protecting tribal land and is now found at 25 U.S.C. §
177; the Act always has declared conveyances of tribal
land to be of no validity in law or equity unless
approved by a federal statute or treaty.11 When the Act
was passed in 1790, the Oneidas held a reservation of
some 300,000 acres of land that had always been a part
of their aboriginal lands and to which they retained
their aboriginal, or Indian title—a tribal right to possess
land that is separate from fee title.12 Just four years
later, in the Treaty of Canandaigua, the United States
acknowledged that reservation and promised the Onei-
das its free use and enjoyment.13 The terms of this last
treaty require the United States to deliver cloth to the
Oneidas each year; something that the United States has
always done and continues to do pursuant to its obliga-
tions under the treaty, signifying the treaty’s continuing
vitality.14

Notwithstanding these treaties and the Noninter-
course Act in 1795, for about fifty years thereafter, the
State of New York procured the alienation of Oneida
reservation lands to non-Indians, mostly to the State
itself. Of all the transactions in Oneida land, only two
were approved by a federal treaty, as required by the
Nonintercourse Act and federal common law.15

As a result of these illegal conveyances, the Oneidas
were reduced to possession of a very few acres of their
reservation land. When a state court mortgage foreclo-
sure led to the Oneidas’ eviction from most of that
small amount of land remaining in Oneida possession,
the United States went to federal court to keep that land
in Oneida hands, and won.16 The federal court held that
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tion land.23 Never before had the Court accepted state
taxation or regulation of tribally possessed reservation
land on equitable grounds and in the absence of any
action by Congress to indicate that such land could be
taxed.

Post-City of Sherrill Issues Regarding
Application for Trust Land Status

The Supreme Court ended its City of Sherrill deci-
sion by noting the Oneidas should apply pursuant to 25
U.S.C. § 465 to have reacquired lands taken “into trust”
if the Oneidas wanted them to enjoy the immunity from
taxes and other state laws that ordinarily apply to tribal
lands.24 This means that, under City of Sherrill, Indian
tribes across New York are not simply stuck with only
the tribal land they were lucky enough to keep during
the time when the State of New York was obtaining mil-
lions of acres of Indian land in violation of federal law. 

The federal trust law provides a mechanism for a
tribe to deed its land over to the United States, which
accepts the deed and holds the land in trust for the use
and benefit of the tribe. Land held in trust by the Unit-
ed States is “Indian country” under the key jurisdiction-
al statute, 18 U.S.C. § 1151, and is protected by federal
law in the same way that a formal Indian reservation is
protected. Indian tribes cannot, however, just transfer
land into trust as they wish; instead, the Secretary of the
Interior must evaluate the proposed transfer to decide
whether the land should be held in trust by the United
States.25 The federal courts have approved the statutory
and regulatory regime guiding the Secretary’s exercise
of discretion, which is considerable.26

The trust land process is not novel. Today, about 55
million acres of land are held in trust by the United
States for the benefit of roughly 300 Indian tribes,
groups and individuals.27

In view of the Supreme Court’s trust land com-
ments in City of Sherrill, one can expect New York tribes
to apply to have land taken into trust. The Oneidas, the
Cayugas and the Akwesasne Mohawks have filed trust
land applications with the Department of the Interior.
The Oneida application concerns the approximately
17,000 acres of its reservation land that the tribe had re-
acquired prior the City of Sherrill decision.28 The other
tribes’ applications are for less land. 

There even is an application for trust land in New
York from the Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin,29 a
tribe that has a federally recognized reservation in Wis-
consin but nevertheless asserts land claims in Upstate
New York because its ancestors once lived in—but later
moved away from—New York. Because there are sever-
al tribes in places like Oklahoma, Wisconsin and Cana-
da whose ancestors once lived in New York, there could
be several more such applications from out-of-state

the Oneidas remained in existence as an Indian tribe
and that federal law prevented the conveyance of tribal
lands. As a result, the federal court restored the Onei-
das to possession of the lands from which they had
been evicted.17

Run-up to City of Sherrill Litigation 

In 1974, the Supreme Court reversed lower courts
and decided that Indian tribes like the Oneidas could
assert a federal trespass claim in federal court based on
their continuing right to possess the land that had been
illegally alienated a long time ago.18 Further, in 1985,
the Supreme Court affirmed a money damages judg-
ment entered against two local counties for unlawful
trespass in 1968 and 1969 on certain of the lands the
Oneidas had illegally lost in 1795.19

The 1985 case concerned only a small part of the
Oneidas’ illegally lost land; and one would have expect-
ed after the 1985 decision that the State of New York
and the affected county governments would try hard to
settle the entire Oneida claim. Unfortunately, that did
not happen. 

Beginning in the early 1990s, with no land claim
settlement in sight, the Oneidas started a land purchase
program, using voluntary market transactions to reac-
quire from willing sellers possession of lands previous-
ly lost illegally. Local municipalities, such as the City of
Sherrill, New York, imposed property taxes on the
Oneidas’ reacquired properties and began foreclosure
proceedings when the Oneidas invoked their sovereign-
ty and declined to pay those taxes—although the Onei-
das offered and made large grants to affected munici-
palities and school districts.20

City of Sherrill Litigation
The Oneidas sued to stop the City of Sherrill’s fore-

closure proceedings, asserting, among other grounds,
their treaty rights. In 2001, U.S. District Court for the
Northern District of New York ruled that the state’s ille-
gal alternation of the Oneidas’ reservation land could
not destroy the land’s reservation status—only Con-
gress could do this—and so the court declared such
lands remained reservation lands that are exempt from
state and local taxation like all other Indian reservation
lands.21 The Second Circuit affirmed.22 The Supreme
Court granted certiorari.

The Supreme Court assumed the correctness of the
holding below that the Oneidas’ land remained Indian
reservation land. The Court nevertheless held that,
because state and local governments had taxed and reg-
ulated the land for so long, equitable principles
required federal courts not to enforce the property tax
immunity or the tribal regulatory rights that ordinarily
apply when an Indian tribe possesses its own reserva-



tribes for trust land in New York. The Department of
the Interior, however, has never suggested that it is
willing to use the trust land process to permit tribes
with federally recognized reservations to establish trust
land in other states. 

The trust land process is not quick. From applica-
tion to approval, six to twelve months is about the best
that can be hoped for, and many applications languish
for years. The trust regulations30 provide a process for
comment by state and local governments, and the
Department of the Interior may hold public hearings.
Because a decision by the Secretary of the Interior to
take land into trust is a federal agency action, the provi-
sions of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
apply.31 NEPA requires some level of environmental
analysis and can, but does not necessarily, require an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and its attendant
studies, analyses, comments and hearings, in connec-
tion with some trust land applications.32 By regulation,
the Department of the Interior now requires an EIS for
most trust land applications where casinos may be built
on the trust land pursuant to the Indian Gaming Regu-
latory Act.33

Post-City of Sherrill Issues Regarding Tax and
Regulatory Enforcement

In City of Sherrill, the Supreme Court decided that
equity prevents federal courts from protecting the tax
immunity that ordinarily would apply to such lands,
but the Court did not decide that state taxes, or for that
matter regulation, can be enforced against tribes. To the
contrary, the Supreme Court explicitly declined to dis-
turb its 1985 Oneida decision which affirmed a money
damages judgment for trespass against two counties
that possessed land illegally alienated from the Oneidas
in 1795. The 1985 Oneida decision recognized that the
Oneidas’ illegally alienated land is still subject to the
Oneidas’ right of possession, to federal treaty protec-
tion, and specifically to the protections of the Indian
Trade and Intercourse Act,34 which prevents transfers,
even foreclosures, without the requisite federal
approval. And the Supreme Court was clear in its 1991
Potawatomi ruling that while a state may have the legal
right to collect taxes from an Indian tribe, the sovereign
immunity of the tribe itself may bar enforcement
actions. This is because tribal sovereign immunity pro-
tects the sovereignty of the tribe itself, and prevents
actions against tribal assets, whether a truck, a bank
account or land. Thus, while City of Sherrill provides
that reacquired tribal land may not be immune from
taxation, Potawatomi holds that a tribe may be immune
from enforcement even as to validly imposed taxes, and
by extension with respect to regulation. 

These issues regarding inhibitions to enforcement
of the taxing and regulatory power recognized in City of

Sherrill already are playing out in post-City of Sherrill
federal court litigation. The Northern District of New
York recognized the Nonintercourse Act’s restrictions
against alienation by foreclosure,35 and Potawatomi’s bar
to enforcement of even valid taxes, as bars to country
foreclosures on Oneida land on which property taxes
have not been paid.36

Where Do We Go From Here?
Local governments and Indian tribes both face the

same options for addressing the trust land and tax/reg-
ulatory enforcement issues that exist after the City of
Sherrill decision. They can dig in their heels and contin-
ue many more years of costly fighting in court or they
can work out cooperative agreements that are reason-
able compromises meeting everyone’s needs as much as
possible. Agreements are preferable, stable and pre-
dictable. In Potawatomi, the Supreme Court expressly
noted that Indian tribes and states could enter into
cooperative agreements to resolve tax enforcement
issues.37

As for the trust process, the Part 151 regulations
envision the input of state and local governments. A
variety of NEPA regulations envision state and local
governments as “cooperating agencies” when formal
environmental studies are done in connection with a
proposed agency action.38 “Cooperating agencies,” by
definition, should not be obstructive. 

Whether it be a tax agreement or a trust land agree-
ment, a compromise provides the most likely chance for
both sides to accomplish something constructive and to
end the conflict that is frustrating, costly and that can
stymie the progress of both Indian and non-Indian com-
munities. 

It need not be hard to work out these issues. The
Oneidas, who have far and away the most sizable trust
land application of the New York tribes, some 17,000
acres, have only about 1.5% of the land in the two
affected counties, a tiny fraction of the other, non-Indi-
an tax exempt land in those counties used for military
bases, schools, churches, post offices, parks—and even
private businesses that benefit from generous Empire
Zone tax exemptions (not to mention credits). The Onei-
da Nation is the largest employer in both counties—
4,500 jobs and growing—and is the third largest
employer in the sixteen-county Central New York
region. Local leaders often support job growth by
aggressively creating tax-exempt Empire Zones and
often fight to save tax-exempt (and regulatory-exempt)
military bases. This reality, coupled with the millions of
dollars in grants, user fees and other payments from the
Oneidas to local governments and schools, should put
complaints about taxes into proper perspective. 
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Likewise, the regulatory impact of trust status is
modest. State and local governments across the country
live comfortably near the 55 million acres of Indian
trust land in the United States. The last twenty years of
the Oneida experience on reacquired lands show that
there is no problem whatsoever. Throughout all of the
disputes between the local municipalities and the Onei-
das, nobody has genuinely disputed that Oneida regu-
lations have exceeded state and local standards. The
Oneidas have made agreements with respect to policing
and services and have made clear they are eager to
enter into more such agreements in the future. 

Parties who are willing to compromise can reach
agreements. Significantly, the City of Sherrill and the
Oneidas—the parties before the Supreme Court—
resolved their differences by entering into a sensible tax
and regulatory compact after the Supreme Court’s deci-
sion. The Oneida-Sherrill compact directly addresses
and resolves tax and regulatory issues and brought the
hopeful beginning of an era of cooperation.39 Indian
tribes across the United States enter into similar com-
pacts and agreements with local municipalities to
address a host of issues, such as policing, taxes and
land use. As of the writing of this article, the Oneidas
offered local governments more than $20 million to set-
tle existing tax disputes plus a stream of payments into
the future until land has been transferred to the United
States to hold in trust.40 But it takes two parties to com-
promise. To this point, county governments have
showed no interest in working things out with the
Oneidas.41

Hopefully, the future holds the promise of agree-
ments that end conflicts about the status of Oneida
lands—agreements that provide certainty and pre-
dictability to state, local and tribal governments con-
cerning a reasonable tribal land base for Revolutionary
America’s steadfast ally, the Oneida Nation.
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Acquisition of Land by the United States in Trust
for Indians and Indian Tribes
By David M. Schraver

Introduction
In 1934, Congress ended

the system of allotting tribal
lands to individual Indians or
Indian families. Tribal lands
had been allotted as early as
1798. The origins of the allot-
ment system are found in
numerous Indian treaties, but
the policy culminated in the
General Allotment Act of
1887.1 This allotment system
served the general purposes of federal Indian policy—
break up tribal lands and tribal existence, facilitate the
transfer of Indian lands to non-Indian ownership, and
encourage Indians to become citizens and assimilate
into the non-Indian society. 

Congress passed the Indian Reorganization Act of
19342 during the New Deal Era, reflecting a new federal
Indian policy to preserve communal ownership of tribal
lands of Indian reservations. Section 5 of the 1934 Act3

authorizes the 

Secretary of the Interior . . . in his dis-
cretion, to acquire, through purchase,
relinquishment, gift, exchange, or
assignment, any interest in lands, water
rights, or surface rights to lands, within
or without existing reservations,
including trust or otherwise restricted
allotments, whether the allottee be liv-
ing or deceased, for the purpose of pro-
viding land for Indians.4

Although the legislative intent of 25 U.S.C. § 465 was to
redesignate lands lost by the prior allotment policy of
the United States, primarily in the West, as Indian coun-
try, Indian tribes have recently applied to have the Unit-
ed States take tribal fee land in New York State into
trust. 

City of Sherrill v. Oneida Indian Nation
of New York

New York tribes have historically resisted having
their lands taken into trust by the United States and
moreover the land-into-trust process has not previously
been used in New York. The recent applications5 to
have the United States take tribally owned fee lands
into trust have been spurred by the March 2005 United

States Supreme Court decision in City of Sherrill v. Onei-
da Indian Nation of New York.6 The Sherrill case con-
cerned properties in the City of Sherrill, New York, that
were purchased by the Oneida Indian Nation of New
York in the late 1990s. Long ago these lands were part
of the Oneidas’ historic reservation in northern Madi-
son County and western Oneida County. After they
purchased the parcels, the New York Oneidas took the
position that they were exempt from real property taxa-
tion and refused to pay the assessed property taxes. The
New York Oneidas sued the City of Sherrill in federal
court to enjoin state court eviction proceedings and to
prohibit the imposition of property taxes on their
recently acquired properties. 

In City of Sherrill, the Oneida Indian Nation (OIN)
sought “declaratory and injunctive relief recognizing its
present and future sovereign immunity from local taxa-
tion on parcels the Tribe purchased in the open market,
properties that had been subject to state and local taxa-
tion for generations.”7 Although the Oneidas prevailed
in the District Court and in the Second Circuit (2-1), the
United States Supreme Court reversed the lower courts’
decisions (8-1). “We now reject the unification theory of
OIN and the United States and hold that ‘standards of
federal Indian law and federal equity practice’ preclude
the Tribe from rekindling embers of sovereignty that
long ago grew cold.”8 The Supreme Court went on to
say that “the unilateral reestablishment of present and
future Indian sovereign control, even over land pur-
chased at the market price, would have disruptive prac-
tical consequences” in the City of Sherrill and Oneida
County, which “today overwhelmingly [are] populated
by non-Indians. . . . A checkerboard of alternating state
and tribal jurisdiction in New York State—created uni-
laterally at OIN’s behest—would ‘seriously burden the
administration of state and local governments’ and
would adversely affect landowners neighboring the
tribal patches.”9 The Supreme Court then directed the
Oneidas to the land-into-trust process:

Recognizing these practical concerns,
Congress has provided a mechanism
for the acquisition of lands for tribal
communities that takes account of the
interests of others with stakes in the
area’s governance and well being. Title
25 U.S.C. § 465 authorizes the Secretary
of the Interior to acquire land in trust
for Indians and provides that the land
“shall be exempt from State and local
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tion or not, the criteria to be considered in evaluating
the request are somewhat different.14 In either case,
“Indian reservation” is defined broadly to include:

that area of land over which the tribe is
recognized by the United States as hav-
ing governmental jurisdiction, except
that, in the State of Oklahoma or where
there has been a final judicial determi-
nation that a reservation has been dis-
established or diminished, . . . that area
of land constituting the former reserva-
tion of the tribe as defined by the Secre-
tary.15

The Department of the Interior has indicated it will
treat the New York Oneidas’ application as pertaining
to on-reservation lands because they are within the
boundaries of the historic 1788 treaty reservation and
acknowledged in the 1794 Treaty of Canandaigua, even
though the Supreme Court determined that the Oneidas
cannot exercise sovereignty or jurisdiction over these
lands unless they are taken into trust. 

Whether or not the proposed acquisition involves
on- or off-reservation lands, the Secretary must consid-
er: (1) the existence of statutory authority for the acqui-
sition and any limitations thereon; (2) the need of the
individual Indian or the tribe for additional land; (3) the
purposes for which the land will be used; (4) if the land
to be acquired is in unrestricted fee status, the impact
on the State and its political subdivisions resulting from
the removal of the land from the tax roles; (5) jurisdic-
tional problems and potential conflicts of land use
which may arise; (6) if the land to be acquired is in fee
status, whether the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) is
equipped to discharge the additional responsibilities
resulting from the acquisition of the land in trust status;
and (7) the extent to which the applicant has provided
information that allows the Secretary to comply with
the National Environmental Policy Act.16 If the land is
located outside of, and non-contiguous to, the tribe’s
reservation and the acquisition is not mandated, then in
addition to the criteria described above, the Secretary
must consider the location of the land relative to state
boundaries and its distance from the boundaries of the
tribe’s reservation.17 Furthermore, where land is being
acquired for business purposes, a tribal plan that speci-
fies the anticipated economic benefits associated with
the proposed use must be considered.18 In addition, the
Secretary must notify state and local governments hav-
ing regulatory jurisdiction over the land to be acquired
and give such entities 30 days to provide written com-
ments as to the acquisition’s potential impacts on regu-
latory jurisdiction, real property taxes and special
assessments.19 As the distance between the tribe’s reser-
vation and the land to be acquired increases, the Secre-
tary is obligated to give greater scrutiny to the tribe’s

taxation.” . . . The regulations imple-
menting § 465 are sensitive to the com-
plex interjurisdictional concerns that
arise when a tribe seeks to regain sover-
eign control over territory. . . . Section
465 provides the proper avenue for
OIN to reestablish sovereign authority
over territory last held by the Oneidas
200 years ago.10

The Oneida Indian Nation of New York’s
Application

Within days after the Sherrill decision, the Oneida
Indian Nation of New York wrote to the Bureau of Indi-
an Affairs: 

petition[ing] the Secretary of the
Department of the Interior to accept the
transfer of land from the Nation to the
United States to be held by the United
States in trust for the benefit of the
Nation. All of the land is titled to the
Nation in fee and is within the Oneida
reservation acknowledged in the 1794
Treaty of Canandaigua and in other
federal treaties.11

The lands that are the subject of the Oneidas’ applica-
tion constitute over 17,310 acres of land comprised of
444 parcels, largely non-contiguous and scattered over
10 towns in Madison and Oneida Counties.

Since the New York Oneidas filed their application,
other tribes, namely the Cayuga Indian Nation of New
York and the Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin,
have applied to have land they own in New York State
taken into trust by the United States. These other tribal
applications are significantly smaller in size and scope
than the application of the Oneida Indian Nation of
New York. 

The Regulations
As referenced above, the Part 151 Regulations “set

forth the authorities, policy, and procedures governing
the acquisition of land by the United States in trust sta-
tus for individual Indians and tribes.”12 An individual
Indian or a tribe desiring to convert land into trust sta-
tus must file a written request for approval of the acqui-
sition. Although the request need not be in any special
form, it must set out “the identity of the parties, a
description of the land to be acquired, and other infor-
mation which would show that the acquisition comes
within the terms of [Part 151].”13 The land to be
acquired may be either within a tribe’s reservation or
outside of and non-contiguous to it. Depending on
whether the lands to be taken into trust are on-reserva-



justification of anticipated benefits and greater weight
to the concerns of state and local governments as to
potential impacts on regulatory jurisdiction, real prop-
erty taxes and special assessments.20

The Secretary may request additional information21

and must complete a title examination if the land is in
unrestricted fee status.22 Additionally, the Secretary
may require the elimination of any liens, encumbrances,
or infirmities prior to taking final approval action (and
must require elimination if the liens, encumbrances, or
infirmities make title to the land unmarketable).23 The
Department of the Interior has advised the New York
Oneidas that it is departmental policy not to accept into
trust lands that are encumbered by tax liens.24

The Appellate Process
Once the Secretary has made a decision on the

application, it may be appealed to the Interior Board of
Indian Appeals (IBIA).25 The IBIA’s action may be chal-
lenged in an action against the Secretary in the United
States District Court. Among the issues that might be
raised are whether the Secretary had authority under
the Indian Reorganization Act to acquire the particular
land in trust, whether the Indian Reorganization Act
constitutes an unlawful delegation of congressional
authority or otherwise offends the Constitution, and
whether the Secretary’s acceptance of the land into trust
was arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion in
violation of the Administrative Procedures Act or was
otherwise not in accordance with the law.

Conclusion
Applications to take land into trust pursuant to 25

U.S.C. § 465 are new to New York State. In view of the
legislative intent of this section to reverse the prior
allotment policy of the United States that was imple-
mented in the western states and which had nothing to
do with New York State, there may well be a question
as to whether applications to take land into trust in
New York should be permitted under this statute. How
the process will work and what decisions the Secretary
will make on such applications remain to be seen. The
potential impacts on the state and local governments, as
well as on the tribes, are significant, particularly in the
case of an application such as the New York Oneidas’
involving the 17,000-acre checkerboard reservation that
was specifically discussed in the Sherrill case. As this
process unfolds, it will be critically important for all
interested stakeholders to be aware of the process and
to participate in it at every possible opportunity.
Whether and how this process is applied in New York
State could have profound economic, jurisdictional,
legal, political, and social impacts on tribal and non-
Indian communities across New York State.
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Impact of City of Sherrill v. Oneida Indian Nation
of New York
By S. John Campanie

tion that their checkerboard of parcels was not subject
to any local regulation, including local zoning, plan-
ning, building or environmental controls—and they
have operated in that fashion. While some properties
have been developed (albeit in certain instances con-
trary to local master plans and zoning), others have
been neglected and left to deteriorate.9

Although having received the benefit of services
and municipal infrastructure on which their enterprises
and people depend for their extraordinary success,10 the
OIN and its enterprises paid no real property taxes,
refused to collect and remit sales taxes on sales to non-
Indians, and made no other binding contributions
except service agreements for discrete services in a few
localities.11 They provided, as some mitigation, “silver
covenant gifts” to school districts but, as the small
Stockbridge Valley Central School District learned from
bitter experience, the OIN could and would revoke
those gifts at their will.12 The financial impact on the
local municipal units has been severe. Given the size of
Madison County’s budget, if accrued and current real
property taxes and current sales taxes were collected,
Madison County could cut its real property taxes dra-
matically and begin to restore essential services such as
bridge and highway repairs.13

The OIN acquisitions and expansion have been
predatory. Lands have been acquired not to assemble a
contiguous, comprehensive, and governable reserva-
tion, but for commercial advantage.14 They have
achieved a near monopoly in gas stations and conve-
nience stores in the claim area,15 and sell gasoline at 5
cents or more per gallon less than the local competition,
reaping all of the taxes (including excise taxes) in addi-
tion to the normal profit. Their tax advantage is not
translated into materially lower prices, nor is their regu-
latory advantage. Meanwhile, their competition (those
who remain) pay all real property taxes, are subject to
ordinary regulation designed to protect the public such
as environmental controls, weights and measures, pub-
lic health provisions, etc., and collect and remit sales
taxes to support the highway systems that bring cus-
tomers to their door.16 In all likelihood, OIN will
increasingly use their immense advantage to target

Introduction and
Background

I have been asked to pro-
vide a perspective as to the
impact of the U.S. Supreme
Court’s March 29, 2005, deci-
sion in City of Sherrill v. Oneida
Indian Nation of New York.1 In
short, the impact is monumen-
tal. 

First, some background.
The roots of the dispute in Sherrill emanate from trans-
actions occurring in the 18th and early 19th centuries,
with the “current” litigation stretching back decades.
The challenges have been and remain multifaceted.
Numerous tribes claimed millions of acres throughout
New York State and sought ejectment and damages in
the billions.2 After decisions eliminating ejectment as a
remedy3 and questioning the availability of damages
200 years after the fact,4 tribes are currently seeking to
restore long lost sovereignty by applying to the federal
government to take vast tracts of land into trust to cre-
ate Indian Country throughout New York.5

Beginning in the 1970s, tribes enjoyed significant
success in making these claims, directly related to the
failure of the state and local governments to react and
properly defend.6 This culminated in the Supreme
Court’s 1985 decision in County of Oneida v. Oneida Indi-
an Nation of New York,7 which held that the Oneida Indi-
an Nation of New York (“OIN”) stated a triable claim
for damages against the counties “for wrongful posses-
sion of lands” conveyed to New York State in 1795 “in
violation of federal law.”8

Oneida Indian Nation of New York Land
Acquisitions

Following the Oneida II decision, and using their
enormous casino wealth generated from the Turning
Stone Casino, the OIN acquired over 17,000 acres—in a
very short period of time—scattered over Madison and
Oneida counties and twenty-two cities, towns, villages
and school districts. Upon acquisition of the parcels, the
OIN unilaterally treated the property as Indian Coun-
try, free from local and state regulation and taxation.

The effects of these acquisitions have been pro-
found. Our citizens lost their fundamental right to gov-
ern their own communities. It has been the OIN’s posi-

“In short, the impact [of Sherrill] is
monumental.”



additional business opportunities as the need to devote
excess capital to the local gaming and convenience store
businesses diminishes.17

Continuing Litigation
Elsewhere in the State, other tribes were active. The

Cayuga Indian Nation of New York acquired lands in
the Village of Union Springs, established a tax-free gas
station, and proceeded with plans to open a gaming
establishment in violation of zoning and land-use laws.
The Village responded by issuing stop work orders. The
Cayuga Indian Nation claimed, however, that it was
exempt from such laws because the property lay within
Indian Country (as that phrase is defined in 18 U.S.C
§1151(a)), and commenced an action seeking declarato-
ry and injunctive relief.18 U.S. District Court Judge
David Hurd decided in favor of the Cayugas and a per-
manent injunction was issued which enjoined the Vil-
lage from, among other things, “applying or enforcing
[its] zoning and land use laws” in relation to the Cayu-
gas’ activities on the property.19 Judge Hurd determined
that “given the Indian Country status of the Property,”
the defendants were “without authority or jurisdiction,
and [were] preempted from, applying or enforcing
[their] zoning and land use laws” as to the same.20

Likewise, the City of Sherrill and Madison County
challenged the Indians’ activities. The City of Sherrill,
under its tax act and the County of Madison under Real
Property Tax Law Article 11, sought to foreclose on the
OIN properties for non-payment of tax. The OIN com-
menced federal actions, also before Judge Hurd, con-
cluding that the areas in the City of Sherrill and in
Madison County were Indian Country, that those areas
were not taxable, and that the city and county were
enjoined from proceeding.21 A divided panel of the Sec-
ond Circuit affirmed as to the City of Sherrill22 and the
Supreme Court of the United States granted the City’s
petition for writ of certiorari.23

The Supreme Court (8-1) reversed the judgment of
the Court of Appeals. In a decision written by Justice
Ginsburg, the Court recognized that for two centuries,
governance of the area had been provided by the State
of New York and its county and municipal units and
therefore declined “to project redress for the Tribe into
the present and future, thereby disrupting the gover-
nance of central New York’s counties and towns” and
held “that the tribe can not unilaterally revive its
ancient sovereignty, in whole or in part, over the parcels
at issue.”24 In reaching its decision, in the words of the
Second Circuit Court of Appeals in Cayuga Indian
Nation of New York v. Pataki, the Supreme Court con-
cluded “that equitable doctrines—such as laches, acqui-
escence, and impossibility—can be applied to Indian
land claims in appropriate circumstances.”25

Effect of Sherrill
The effect of the Sherrill decision was profound.

First, it reaffirmed and restored to the State, its localities
and their citizens the jurisdiction and governance they
had enjoyed for 200 years. Accordingly, in the follow-up
to Union Springs, Judge Hurd reversed his earlier deci-
sion, granted the Village’s motion to vacate the judg-
ment, and dismissed the complaint of the Cayugas,
finding that “the Supreme Court’s strong language in
City of Sherrill regarding the disruptive effect on the
everyday administration of state and local governments
bars the Nation from asserting immunity from state and
local zoning laws and regulations.”26

Secondly, the Court’s decision effectively eliminated
the viability of the Indian land claims pending through-
out New York. The Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit on June 28, 2005, applying Sherrill to the Cayuga
Indian Nation of New York and Seneca-Cayuga Tribe of
Oklahoma land claims, reversed District Court Judge
Neil P. McCurn and entered judgment for defendants,
eliminating an approximately $248 million judgment in
favor of the tribes. The Court stated, “[b]ased on
Sherrill, we conclude that the possessory land claim
alleged here is the type of claim to which a laches
defense can be applied. Taking into account the consid-
erations identified by the Supreme Court in Sherrill and
the findings of the District Court in the remedies stages
of this case, we further conclude that the plaintiffs’
claim is barred by laches.”27

Continuing Battle: Jurisdiction and Trust
Applications

While Sherrill has been monumental—and I believe
stands for the propositions that the pending claims of
various tribes for lands in Madison and
Oneida counties will be dismissed28 and that they may
no longer assert jurisdiction to the derogation of the
State, its localities and citizens—the matter is not yet
concluded. 

With respect to state and local jurisdiction, Judge
Hurd on October 27, 2005, in the context of cross-
motions for summary judgment in the Madison County
tax foreclosure case, held that although under the Sher-
rill decision the OIN was not immune to real property
tax, “the remedy of foreclosure is not available to the
County,” stating “the Nation owes real property taxes
to the County. However, the County may not, in effect,
seize lands owned by the Nation in order to collect
those taxes. It must find an alternate method to satisfy
the Nation’s debt to the County.”29 Similar cases are
pending before Judge Hurd involving tax foreclosures
by the County of Oneida and the City of Oneida, and
Madison County has filed its appeal with the Second
Circuit Court of Appeals.30
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After establishing the fundamental importance of
the preservation and protection of this long-standing
state and local jurisdiction, the Court—near the conclu-
sion of its opinion—suggested that if the OIN were to
seek “sovereign authority over territory”39 there is a
process under which it could be evaluated, not a guar-
antee that it will be granted as the OIN appears to
expect.40

The recognition of a process through which this can
be considered does not diminish the principles the Sher-
rill Court established, and the same factors must be con-
sidered and applied in the Secretary’s evaluation,
including: (1) 200 years of state and local governance;
(2) the overwhelming non-Indian population and its
justifiable expectations; (3) checkerboarding as seriously
burdening the administration of state and local govern-
ments and having adverse impact on the landowners of
neighboring patches; and (4) the attendant dramatic
changes in the character of the properties should the
application be granted (including the freeing of the
parcels from local zoning and other regulatory controls
that protect all landowners in the area). As stated by the
Court, in addition to these factors, among other things
the Secretary must consider are “the Tribe’s need for
additional land”; “[t]he purposes for which the land
will be used”; “the impact on the State and its political
subdivisions resulting from the removal of the land
from the tax rolls”; and “[j]urisdictional problems and
potential conflicts of land use which may arise.”41

While the Court pointed to Title 25 U.S.C. § 465 and
the regulations promulgated thereunder, it requires an
application of the principles established by the Court,
and under such analysis I believe the OIN application
must be denied.     

Conclusion
Certainly the legal landscape has changed and the

Court’s decision in Sherrill is in fact monumental. At the
oral arguments before the Supreme Court in January
2005, I was struck by the simple fact that the Court was
extraordinarily well-informed and immediately grasped
the essence of the dispute. While payment of taxes was
an issue, the real concern was whether our citizens
would continue to be self-governing in their own com-
munities, or face a chaotic checkerboard of conflicting
jurisdictions which would destabilize communities and
deprive ordinary citizens of fundamental rights. With
this decision, the Supreme Court has provided both
clear direction and the basis on which those involved
may finally achieve success in the struggle to protect
and preserve the governance of the state, the local
municipal units, and most importantly, our citizens.

The second exposure concerns the application by
several tribes for the federal government to take tribal-
owned fee lands into trust and to effectively establish
Indian Country status, thereby eviscerating state and
local municipal unit jurisdiction. In this connection, the
tribes have argued that the Supreme Court in Sherrill
established a “road map” permitting this remedy. The
counties argue quite the contrary.

It is the position of the counties that while the
Supreme Court at the conclusion of its decision in Sher-
rill identified the process under Title 25 U.S.C. § 465 as
a mechanism and methodology to evaluate the poten-
tial establishment of Indian Country status to some area
of Indian lands, the thrust of the decision was that such
an analysis must be in the context of its decision in
Sherrill. 

The importance of Sherrill in the evaluation and
determination of any application under Title 25 U.S.C. §
465 cannot be overestimated. While the Bureau of Indi-
an Affairs previously may have evaluated and deter-
mined trust applications on bases different from those
articulated by the Court, the Bureau may no longer do
so. As recognized by the Second Circuit in Cayuga,
Sherrill has “dramatically altered the legal landscape.”31

The Supreme Court in Sherrill began by recognizing
that “[f]or two centuries, governance of the area in
which the properties are located has been provided by
the State of New York and its county and municipal
units” and recognized that the area today is “over-
whelmingly populated by non-Indians.”32 The essence
of its decision was the acknowledgment of the impor-
tance of the existing, long-standing governance of Cen-
tral New York by the state, counties and local municipal
units, and the preservation of such governance.33 In
reaching its decision, the Court looked to the jurisdic-
tional history and “the justifiable expectations of the
people living in the area” and observed that “the appro-
priateness of the relief OIN here seeks must be evaluat-
ed in light of the long history of state sovereign control
over the territory.”34 The Court concluded that such jus-
tifiable expectations “grounded in two centuries of New
York’s exercise of regulatory jurisdiction, until recently
untested by OIN, merit heavy weight here.”35

The Court repeatedly acknowledged the long-
standing non-Indian governance, the disruption that
the disturbance of that governance would engender,
and the “attendant dramatic changes in character of the
properties”36 that would result from the reassertion of
OIN sovereign control. In rejecting this result, the Court
recognized the unacceptability of checkerboard sover-
eignty37 and its adverse impact on “local zoning or
other regulatory controls that protect all landowners in
the area.”38
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Laches at Law: The Second Circuit and the Cayuga Case
By Matthew Leonardo

In Cayuga Indian Nation v.
Pataki,1 the Second Circuit
became one of the first juris-
dictions to apply laches to a
legal claim. The magnitude of
this decision has not yet rever-
berated through other jurisdic-
tions and may yet be reviewed
by the Supreme Court. Laches
is an ancient equitable doc-
trine historically used to bar
stale claims in equity. The ele-
ments of laches, unjustifiable delay and prejudice to the
adverse party,2 have dictated its primary use as a
defense by the non-complaining party. The revolution-
ary step taken by the Second Circuit was to apply this
equitable defense to an action at law. In this case, the
court used laches to bar a claim of ejectment brought by
the Cayuga Nation of New York, for dispossession of
ancestral lands. The court’s decision as such is within
the context of Indian land claims. Indian land claim liti-
gation presents unique obstacles to broad analysis
because such claims are subject to special rules and cir-
cumstances that arise from the guardian-ward relation-
ship between Native Americans and the federal govern-
ment. Although each of these considerations will be
discussed in turn, the focus of this article will be the
issues related to the novel application of laches to an
action at law. That is to say, this article is primarily con-
cerned with the court’s reasons for applying laches at
law, consequential implications for the doctrine itself,
and the distinctions between law and equity. To estab-
lish a proper context, a short review of federal Indian
jurisprudence is required. This article will attempt to
identify the unique problems of Indian land claim liti-
gation and reconcile them with the general principles of
equitable jurisprudence. However, the issues identified
are not exhaustive and are discussed only in relation to
laches. Thus, through the context of Indian land claims,
this article seeks to analyze and critique the doctrine of
laches and its applicability to actions at law. 

History

I. Background to Indian Land Claim Litigation

A. Prior to City of Sherrill decision

In a 1795 treaty with New York State, the Oneida
Indian Nation of New York (“OIN”) conveyed 100,000
acres of reservation land to New York State.3 This con-
veyance was not approved by the United States, as
required by the Indian Trade and Intercourse Act, also
known as the Nonintercourse Act. The Nonintercourse

Act of 1790 was followed by the 1794 Treaty of
Canandaigua. The treaty recognized an arrangement
between OIN and New York whereby OIN ceded all its
lands to the state in return for a 300,000-acre reserva-
tion.4 This treaty, although broken repeatedly by the
state and federal governments, has never been rescind-
ed and remains in effect presently. Similarly, the 1790
Act has not been substantially modified since its pas-
sage and is codified at 25 U.S.C. § 177. In 1970 OIN
instituted a civil action in federal district court in the
Northern District of New York, seeking damages for the
fair rental value of the occupied land of the 1795 con-
veyance.5 OIN sought damages, measured by the fair
rental value, for the years 1968 and 1969, of 872 acres of
ancestral land occupied by two New York counties.
OIN argued that the conveyance of over 100,000 acres
of tribal land was in violation of the Nonintercourse Act
and thus did not terminate OIN’s right to possession.
Both the district and circuit courts dismissed the com-
plaint for failure to state a federal claim. The Supreme
Court reversed and found that “a tribal right to occu-
pancy, to be protected, need not be ‘based upon a treaty,
statute or other formal government action.’ Tribal rights
. . . [are] entitled to the protection of federal law, and
with respect to Indian title based on aboriginal posses-
sion, the power of Congress is supreme.”6

In County of Oneida v. Oneida Indian Nation of New
York, commonly referred to as Oneida II, the Supreme
Court recognized that the Oneida Nation could main-
tain its claim to be compensated “for violation of their
possessory rights based on federal common law.”7

Thus, after establishing that the Oneida Nation had
properly invoked federal jurisdiction in Oneida I, the
Court further held, in Oneida II, that OIN had a cogniz-
able legal claim to its ancestral land that had been
acquired in violation of the Nonintercourse Act and the
1794 Treaty of Canandaigua.8 The recognition of a fed-
eral right led other tribes, as well as the Oneidas, to
attempt to assert their lost sovereignty and ownership
over lands possessed by local governments and private
landowners. In 1997 and 1998, OIN purchased parcels
of land in Sherrill, New York that had once been within
the historic Oneida Reservation, but were last possessed
by OIN in 1805. After purchasing the property, OIN
refused to pay property taxes assessed by Sherrill,
claiming immunity based upon its right of sovereignty.9

B. City of Sherrill

The City of Sherrill brought a state tax foreclosure
eviction suit in state court, which OIN removed to fed-
eral jurisdiction.10 In contrast to Oneida I and II, where
OIN sought damages equal to the fair rental value for
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that led this Court in Yankton Sioux to initiate the
impossibility doctrine.”18 Thus, the disruptive nature of
the remedy and the threat of future litigation over zon-
ing and other regulatory controls led the Court to con-
clude that a grant of the requested relief would be
impractical and would severely burden innocent
landowners.

Lastly, the Court applied the equitable defense of
laches to the Oneidas’ request for injunctive relief. In
doing so, the Court reasoned that although OIN
brought the action promptly after acquiring title, this
did not overcome the Oneidas’ failure to reclaim
ancient prerogatives earlier or lessen the problems asso-
ciated with upsetting New York’s long-exercised sover-
eignty over the area.19 The two elements of laches,
unjustified delay by the one seeking relief resulting in
prejudice to the rights of the other party, are based, in
this action, on the legal rights obtained by OIN in Onei-
da II. The Court emphasized the equitable nature of the
laches defense, stating, “laches is not . . . a mere matter
of time; but principally a question of the inequity of
permitting a claim to be enforced—an inequity founded
upon some change in the condition or relations of the
property or the parties.”20 Thus, New York’s two cen-
turies of uncontested and continuous exercise of regula-
tory jurisdiction coupled with the drastic change in
attendant circumstances effectively precluded OIN from
receiving equitable relief. 

The Court’s conclusion in City of Sherrill followed
logically from its holding in Oneida II. In Oneida II, the
Court had recognized the right to an action at law for
damages relating to the unlawful dispossession of
ancestral lands. The Court explicitly reserved the ques-
tion “whether equitable considerations should limit the
relief available to present day Oneidas.”21 Presented
with an action at equity in City of Sherrill, the Court
refused to expand the remedies beyond the damages
awarded at law. The Court delineated the cases as the
difference between rights and remedies. Quoting
Dobbs’ Law of Remedies, the Court stated, “the substan-
tive questions whether the plaintiff has any right or the
defendant any duty, and if so what it is, are very differ-
ent questions from the remedial questions whether this
remedy or that is preferred, and what the measure of
the remedy is.”22 More so to the issue, the Court
declared, there is a “sharp distinction between the exis-
tence of a federal common law right to Indian home-
lands . . . and how to vindicate that right.”23 Therefore,
the Court’s decision in City of Sherrill is in accord with
Oneida II insofar as Indian tribes retain a possessory
right to ancestral land but may be limited in the remedy
to that right. These two cases frame any relevant dis-
course on Indian land claims, and will be the lens
through which the logic of subsequent decisions is ana-
lyzed.

the years of 1968 and 1969, OIN instead opted to pur-
sue equitable relief in the form of an injunction. In this
action, OIN sought equitable relief enjoining the current
and future imposition of taxes. The case was eventually
brought before the Supreme Court. OIN argued that its
acquisition of fee title to parcels of the historic reserva-
tion revived OIN’s ancient sovereignty piecemeal over
each parcel so acquired so as to preclude Sherrill’s regu-
latory power of taxation. The Court ruled in City of
Sherrill v. Oneida Indian Nation of New York that the long-
standing, distinctly non-Indian character of the region,
the continuous regulatory authority exercised by the
state for two hundred years, and the delay in seeking
equitable relief precluded the tribe from asserting its
sovereignty over the property.11 Thus, the Court deter-
mined that a balancing of the equities favored the justi-
fiable expectations of the City of Sherrill and contigu-
ous landowners.

The Court applied several doctrines that effectively
precluded OIN’s recovery. The Court first noted that
OIN’s acquiescence and, in fact, participation in the
long-standing regulatory scheme was an obstacle to
recovery, analogizing OIN’s assent to New York’s gov-
ernance to state recognition of an erroneous boundary.12

They reasoned that “the acquiescence doctrine does not
depend on the original validity of a boundary line;
rather, it attaches legal consequences to acquiescence in
the observance of the boundary.”13 Thus, exercise of
dominion and sovereignty over an area may preclude
outside claims to sovereignty over the territory. The
Court gave this proposition force in Ohio v. Kentucky
where it stated that “long acquiescence by one state in
the possession of territory by another and in the exer-
cise of sovereignty and dominion over it is conclusive
of the latter’s title and rightful authority.”14 Therefore,
OIN was barred from injunctive relief partially by its
own actions.

Additionally, the Court determined that the subse-
quent “checkerboard of state and tribal jurisdiction in
New York State—created unilaterally at OIN’s
request—would seriously burden the administration of
state and local governments.”15 The Court found that
the “longstanding assumption of jurisdiction by the
State over an area that is [predominantly non-Indian],
both in population and land use, creat[ed] justifiable
expectations.”16 Indeed, the Court, quoting Yankton
Sioux Tribe v. United States, determined that it was
“impossible to rescind the cession and restore the Indi-
ans to their former rights because the lands have been
opened to settlement and large portions of them are
now in the possession of innumerable innocent pur-
chasers.”17 The Court found that the “unilateral reestab-
lishment of present and future Indian sovereign control,
even over land purchased at the market price, would
have disruptive practical consequences similar to those



II. Procedural History of Cayuga Indian Nation
v. Pataki 

Similar to OIN, the Cayuga Nation of New York
lost much of its reservation land through a series of
invalid conveyances. The Cayugas, like OIN, were
party to the 1794 Treaty of Canandaigua, which recog-
nized the sovereignty of those tribes over reservation
lands. Shortly after this treaty took effect, however,
New York State acquired the whole of the Cayuga reser-
vation without the required approval from the federal
government.24 In 1980, the Cayugas filed a complaint
requesting that the court declare the tribe “‘owners of
and have the legal and equitable title and the right to
possession to all of the land in the Original Reservation’
[found in the 1794 treaty]” and to “’restore [them] to
immediate possession . . . of the subject land.’”25 The
tribe then moved to certify a class of defendants, which
included New York State. In 1981, the Seneca-Cayuga
tribe of Oklahoma was granted leave to intervene as
plaintiff-intervenor. 

After extensive discovery and numerous motions to
dismiss, the district court granted partial summary
judgment on liability to the plaintiffs against all defen-
dants, except the State of New York, which asserted an
Eleventh Amendment defense, based on the then-recent
Supreme Court decision in Blatchford v. Native Village of
Noatak.26 The remaining defendants moved to dismiss
on the grounds that the state was an indispensable
party. Additionally, in response to New York’s Eleventh
Amendment defense, the United States moved to inter-
vene on behalf of itself and on behalf of the plaintiffs as
their ward. After a stay in the proceedings for settle-
ment discussions, which lasted over three years, the
court determined that although the state was entitled to
immunity under the Eleventh Amendment, its officials
could be sued in their official capacity. The court also
rejected the claim that the state was an indispensable
party. Finally, in 2001, the trial court had ruled on all of
the liability issues and had found for the plaintiff,
awarding damages and prejudgment interest in the
amount of $247 million.27

III. Second Circuit Ruling on Cayuga v. Pataki

On appeal the circuit court made several critical
characterizations of the action at hand that led them
inexorably to its decision. The circuit court’s first deter-
mination, one which would have consequences to its
subsequent analysis, was that the Cayugas primarily
sought an ejectment, with a remedy of immediate pos-
session.28 This allowed the appellate court to character-
ize the Cayugas’ action as a possessory land claim. As
such (through its analysis) the Cayugas’ action was
under the controlling authority of the Supreme Court’s
City of Sherrill decision. According to the circuit court,
“the [Supreme] Court’s characterizations of the Onei-

das’ attempt to regain sovereignty over their land indi-
cate that what concerned the Court was the disruptive
nature of the claim itself.”29 Accordingly, the circuit
court inferred that “the broadness of the Supreme
Court’s statements indicates to us that Sherrill’s holding
is not narrowly limited to claims identical to that
brought by the Oneidas, seeking a revival of sovereign-
ty, but rather, that these equitable defenses apply to
‘disruptive’ Indian land claims more generally.”30 The
circuit court obscured its flawed logic by decisively
declaring “this conclusion is reinforced by the fact that
the Sherrill opinion does not limit application of these
equitable defenses to claims seeking equitable relief.”31

Thus, the court effectively preempted discussion of the
applicable doctrines by determining first, that this was
an action for a possessory land claim and second, Sher-
rill barred such claims by equitable defenses.

The circuit court first sought to support its findings
through its characterization of the Cayugas’ action as
one primarily of ejectment. The circuit “emphasize[d]
that plaintiff’s claim is and has always been one sound-
ing in ejectment; plaintiffs have asserted a continuing
right to immediate possession as the basis of all their
claims, and have always sought ejectment of the current
landowners as their preferred relief.”32 This led the cir-
cuit, relying on the findings of the district court, to
determine that ejectment was, “to put it mildly . . . not
an appropriate remedy in this case.”33 The circuit noted
the disruptive nature of the remedy—namely, the
removal of thousands of landowners with settled title
and reasonable confidence in the security as such—to
conclude that the nature of the claim was purely pos-
sessory. From this, the court determined that such a
remedy was subject to those equitable defenses enumer-
ated in Sherrill.34 Despite the Cayugas’ insistence that
equitable defenses could not bar a legal claim, the cir-
cuit court dismissed this contention on the grounds that
such a defense could apply to any relief sought that
would “project redress . . . into the present and
future.”35 In doing so, the circuit court sidestepped a
crucial nexus in its analysis. In footnote 5, the court
declared that “even though ejectment has traditionally
been an action at law, numerous jurisdictions have rec-
ognized the applicability of equitable defenses, includ-
ing laches, in an action for ejectment based on a claim
of legal title or prior possession, regardless of whether
damages or an order of possession was sought.”36 As
ancillary support for this conclusion, the court noted
the inherent difficulties in translating ordinary common
law principles to Indian land claims.37 The court deter-
mined that “in light of the unusual considerations at
play in this area of the law . . . we see no reason why
the equitable principles identified by the Supreme
Court in Sherrill should not apply to this case, whether
or not it could be technically classified as an action at
law.”38
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Thus, laches may only be a partial defense, its bar rising
only as high as the prejudice to the adverse party. More-
over, the focus of laches is on the remedy sought. The
Second Circuit in this instance used laches to bar not
only the remedy of ejectment, but also the Cayugas’
underlying substantive right to possession. Further-
more, laches’ intrinsic relationship to the statute of limi-
tations should preclude its application in the instant
case. In federal practice, laches may only be applied
where equitable jurisdiction is “exclusive.” That is to
say, laches only applies where the sole remedy is in
equity. Conversely, in Cayuga, no equitable remedies
were sought, and thus, at the most, equitable jurisdic-
tion was “concurrent.”45

Likewise, the Second Circuit did not distinguish or
account for the overwhelming amount of authority to
the contrary. The Supreme Court in Ewert v. Bluejacket,
held that Indian title could only be extinguished by an
act of the sovereign.46 Additionally, in more recent hold-
ings in Oneida II and City of Sherrill, the Supreme Court
has upheld Ewert, and expounded on its general hold-
ing. The Court recognized land claims based on dispos-
session of ancestral lands in Oneida II, but later held
that equitable considerations could limit available relief
in City of Sherrill. Nothing in these opinions—neither in
their holdings or dicta—suggests that equitable defens-
es could operate to bar these legal claims. This proposi-
tion is widely dismissed by courts and commentators
alike. The dissent in Cayuga aptly characterizes the
majority’s disposition of the case as “the application of
a nonstatutory time limitation in an action for dam-
ages.”47 Although a statute of limitations debatably
applies and thus controls, even absent such a statute the
Second Circuit’s ruling would nonetheless be flawed.
Courts in every circuit have refused to apply laches
within the statute of limitations and a few have extend-
ed this prohibition to any action at law.48 Furthermore,
with very few exceptions, nearly every state has prohib-
ited laches at law.49 Commentators as well have noted
that “where a legal right is involved, and, upon the
ground of equity jurisdiction, the courts have been
called upon to sustain the legal right, the mere laches of
a party . . . constitutes no defense.”50

Additionally, in holding that an equitable defense
may bar an action at law, the Second Circuit ignores the
history and nature of equity that are essential to a prop-
er application of its principles. The separate develop-
ment of equity within the Chancery led to unique forms
of pleading, procedure and relief. Equity, as a basis of
jurisdiction, operates on assumptions entirely different
from, and sometimes contradictory to, those of the law.
However, equity developed to supplement the law, not
to supplant it. As such, equitable maxims should gener-
ally be construed to favor the law, not to abrogate the
rights created by it. Indeed, maxims such as “Equity
follows the Law,” “Equity will not suffer a wrong with-

After applying laches to the Cayugas’ claim, and by
extension, to the United States, the circuit court turned
to the Cayugas’ request for trespass damages.39 In addi-
tion to their request for immediate possession of the
land in question, the Cayugas also sought trespass
damages in the amount of the fair rental value of the
land for the entire period of their dispossession. Consis-
tent with the logic of its initial analysis, the circuit court
denied relief based on the Cayugas’ inability to estab-
lish possession. The court stated, “inasmuch as plain-
tiffs’ trespass claim is based on a violation of their con-
structive possession, it follows that plaintiffs’ inability
to secure relief on their ejectment claim alleging con-
structive possession” refutes the underpinnings of the
trespass claim.40 In other words, by barring plaintiffs’
claim to possession through laches, the court found that
they had no underlying basis for trespass. As noted by
the dissent, a more accurate statement of this line of
reasoning is that in barring the relief of ejectment, the
circuit barred the claim of trespass. Thus, only through
its characterization of the plaintiffs’ action as a posses-
sory land claim could the court avoid dispensation of
damages. 

Discussion
The Second Circuit’s ruling in Cayuga raises several

issues that were not adequately addressed in the court’s
analysis. This article will explore the Second Circuit’s
novel application of an equitable defense to an action at
law. However, other issues remain unresolved. In bar-
ring the Cayugas’ claim, the Second Circuit applied
laches to the United States, a holding of questionable
authority. Time, it has been said, can never run against
the sovereign. The court’s reliance on the Seventh Cir-
cuit’s decision in United States v. Administrative Enter-
prise41 may be misplaced. Moreover, the court radically
expanded the scope of the Supreme Court’s City of Sher-
rill ruling. Although these are substantial issues, the
focus of this article is on the Second Circuit’s use of
laches to bar an action at law. The narrow issue consid-
ered is thus the Second Circuit’s central holding, name-
ly, that “[w]e understand Sherrill to hold that equitable
doctrines, such as laches, acquiescence, and impossibili-
ty, can, in appropriate circumstances, be applied to Indi-
an land claims, even when such a claim is legally viable
and within the statute of limitations.”42

Laches is an old doctrine, developed to remedy a
unique problem in the evolution of a separate court sys-
tem; namely, that statutes of limitations, while disposi-
tive at law, were wholly inapplicable in equity.43 As a
substitute, laches operated in equity to bar stale claims
when there had been inexcusable delay and prejudice to
the party asserting the defense.44 Implicit in these ele-
ments is the indication that laches, as an equitable mat-
ter, concerns itself with the fairness of allowing the
claim to proceed, and not just the mere passage of time.



out a remedy,” and “Equity aids the vigilant, not the
tardy,” are intended to fulfill and complement the oblig-
ations of the law, not to impair or vitiate substantive
rights. By extrapolating on these general principles, the
errors and logical inconsistencies in the Second Circuit’s
ruling may be revealed. Thus, an understanding of the
origins of equity is necessary to discern the purpose
and proper place of equity in relation to the law.

I. The Chancery
The dichotomy of law and equity began in early

thirteenth century England as a result of the economic
and social realities of medieval Europe. Prior to estab-
lishment by Henry II of Curia Regis, the law was admin-
istered locally, often by judges lacking legal knowledge
or training.51 With the establishment of the Curia Regis,
the law was administered nationally, through the king’s
court. The judges of the king’s law court acted with all
the power of the state and, in those early years of the
common law, granted relief specifically and freely. In
this period equity could fully be considered a tenet of
the common law.52 Only with the Provisions of Oxford
in 1258 did equity and law emerge as separate
guardians of the same temple. “The Provisions of
Oxford . . . expressly forbade the chancellor to frame
new writs without the consent of the king and Council.
The great freedom which existed prior to this statute in
the issuance of new writs, and the consequent flexibility
in the law permitting a remedy in any case where jus-
tice required it, was extinguished by it.”53 Without the
ability to issue new writs and fashion new relief, the
common law became, in the following years, a rigid
and hypertechnical system of pleading and procedure.54

From this nexus, the creation and evolution of an equi-
table jurisprudence seemed inevitable. The common
law had begun as the power of the king to do justice in
all cases. One had to petition the king for redress; it was
not a natural right. Thus, when the common law
became formalized and specific relief no longer avail-
able, deficient pleadings were widespread and inade-
quate remedies the rule rather than the exception. It
was natural then, that the people would again turn to
the king for a redress of grievances. 

In order to transact the regular business of the state,
the king would assemble the numerous officers of state
and his other advisors to attend a session of his court,
as the Council. The Council was an executive body that
had many judicial powers and duties because of its
close relationship with the king. In this position, “the
Council tried important cases involving the king or
between great men, or involving the special prerogative
power in the king to give relief where relief could not
be had through the regular courts.”55 At the head of the
Council was the chancellor, who may best be analo-
gized as a prime minister or secretary of state. In addi-
tion, the chancellor was often an ecclesiastic who heard

the king’s confessions. The chancellor represented the
king’s conscience and as such, had inherent powers to
remedy any situation to the degree that the king’s con-
ception of justice required. At the beginning of the four-
teenth century, the chancellor, through the Chancery,
began to exercise jurisdiction over common law cases
that involved rights of or against the king.56 The Court
of Chancery, as representative of the king’s conscience,
had extraordinary powers to fashion remedies for any
specific wrong. Thus, those who could ill afford the
price of the law courts, or whose pleading was not rec-
ognized by the hypertechnical forms of the common
law, inevitably turned to the conscience and prerogative
of the king to do justice. “The chancellor was the most
powerful personage in the government, next to the
king, and it was natural that he should be used to bring
such malefactors to terms, rather than the judges of the
common law, whose system of justice had broken
down, making these petitions to king and Council nec-
essary.”57

By the early sixteenth century, the Chancery had
developed into a distinct court, with inherent authority
to do justice as equity required. As Walsh describes it,
“equity[,] as administered by this court, had grown to
be a great system of law, outside of the common law,
competing with it in many ways, many of its doctrines
and rules supplanting the common law, and many more
in direct opposition to it.”58 This conflict grew as the
Chancery steadily increased its jurisdiction over cases
and overturned findings of the courts of law. More so,
the existence of powerful factions within the king’s
court often impeded the execution of justice. Influential
men could run roughshod over the orders of the ordi-
nary courts because they existed in a paramilitary fash-
ion that need only answer to the king. Thus, “appeals
for justice to the king through the chancellor were in
many cases rendered necessary by the inability of the
king’s ordinary courts of common law to compel obedi-
ence from the more wealthy and powerful of the king’s
subjects in cases where the complainant was relatively
poor.”59 This ability of the Chancery to act in personam60

led to a gradual shift in preference of the Chancery over
the common law courts. Thus, “with growing frequen-
cy, the courts of equity were encroaching on the tradi-
tional powers of the courts of the common law.”61 This
conflict culminated in the famous dispute between
Chief Justice Coke of the King’s Bench and the Lord
Chancellor Ellesmere. 

The issue in Coke v. Ellesmere was, very fundamen-
tally, the power of the Chancery to enter an order
opposing the determination of the common law courts.
The Chancellor Ellesmere had issued an injunction pro-
hibiting a plaintiff from executing his judgment at law.
The common law judges argued that the Statute of
Praemunire, which prevented any attack on the judg-
ment of the king’s court, nullified any action taken by
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at law and in equity [and] (3) [t]he abolishment of the
technical rules of pleading and practice at common law
so far as they differed from the rules of pleading and
practice in equity.”67 The effect of merger was to bring
law and equity together in their actual practice and
enforcement. However, merger “[made] no change in
the substantive rules of the common law or equity, nor
[did] it change the character and quality of the relief
given.”68 This is quite obvious from the continued prac-
tice to present of characterizing an action at law or in
equity. Under the merger the “relief granted also contin-
ue[d] to be legal or equitable, but legal and equitable
relief [were now] given in the same action.”69 Impor-
tantly, especially in the present context, the doctrines
and defenses of each system remained intact. Thus,
legal rights and equitable rights remain distinct, and the
same facts must be pleaded and proved to get relief,
whether legal or equitable. This is particularly impor-
tant in determining the availability of a jury trial, which
was historically reserved for actions at law. In sum,
merger consolidated the procedural but not substantive
elements of law and equity. Some previously equitable
defense such as estoppel and waiver came into the law,
but many parts of the system remain distinct. Addition-
ally, though merger is important historically, it does not
affect the rights, defenses or remedies to a significant
extent in the Cayuga case. Merger and the separate sys-
tems of pleadings are typically important to determine
the availability of a jury trial, but not much more. In the
instant case, laches had not historically been available
at law, and the Cayugas’ claims only involve legal
rights. The preservation of these distinctions is critical
to the issues before the court in the Cayuga case. Merger,
in this sense, is important for what was excluded;
namely the separate substantive doctrines and defenses
of each respective area.

III. Laches
The doctrine of laches was developed by the chan-

cellors of equity to prevent the assertion of stale claims
and to remedy an injustice that sometimes arose from
the existence of the separate system of equity: when an
equitable remedy was sought, the statute of limitations
that ordinarily would apply to a legal right was inap-
plicable. The courts, in the interests of fairness, devised
the doctrine of laches to prevent a party from recover-
ing when he or she has slept on his or her rights. Lord
Camden set out this general principle in Smith v. Clay
when he stated, “A court of equity . . . has always
refused to lend its aid to stale demands, where a party
has slept upon his rights, or acquiesced for a great
length of time. Nothing can call forth this court into
activity but conscience, good faith and reasonable dili-
gence. Where these are wanting, the court is passive
and does nothing.”70 However, delay in itself is not a
bar to recovery; the doctrine of laches requires fulfill-
ment of a twofold test: First, inaction or a lack of dili-

the Chancery to interfere with its judgment.62 The dis-
pute was referred to the king, who, along with an advi-
sory body, held for the chancellor. Theoretically, there
was no conflict; since equity acted in personam and not
in rem, the injunction issued by the Chancery left the
law judgment intact. Practically, however, a party wish-
ing to assert his rights at law faced the possibility of
contempt from the Chancery. The consequences of con-
tempt of the Chancery must have greatly dissuaded a
party from enforcing his rights at law. Another practical
consequence was the decline of the power of the
Chancery. Through the Statute of Uses, common law
recognition was given to uses, thus making appeals to
the Chancery unnecessary. Additionally, equity began
to place greater significance on the inadequacy of relief
at law as a prerequisite to the exercise of equitable pow-
ers. This condition precedent to equitable relief empha-
sized the extraordinary remedial power of specific
relief. In fact, though the conflict is famous, it is not
inaccurate to say that no conflict truly existed. Equity
developed, in theory and in practice, to supplement the
common law. Some scholars point out that “equity
developed to give relief, through its power [to act] in
personam, in cases where adequate relief could not be
had at law in the form of damages enforced in rem only;
that no equitable title or ownership can exist except as
fictions, as the trustee has the legal title, therefore the
cestui que trust has only a right in personam against the
trustee,63 that equity intervenes not in opposition to
legal rules, but only to supplement the law so that legal
rights existing under those rules may be more com-
pletely or adequately protected.”64 Nevertheless, the
validation of the Chancery through the result in Coke
allowed equity to fully develop as a complete jurispru-
dence that was similar to the common law in structure,
yet fundamentally different in substance. 

II. Merger
The development of equity outside the system of

common law resulted in two separate systems of jus-
tice, each with its own distinct courts and rules of
pleading and practice. The practical consequence of this
was that suits could not be transferred from law to
equity or equity to law. “Therefore, a party seeking
relief in the wrong court had to start all over again.”65

By the mid-nineteenth century the reasons that had led
to a separate court of equity had disappeared, making
the merger of the courts seemingly inevitable. New
York was the first state to reform, with adoption of the
Code of Procedure, now generally known as the Old
Code.66 The reforms that this statute purported to
achieve were (1) “The consolidation or merger of proce-
dure at law and in equity, . . . without difference in
action or procedure . . . except as differences in proce-
dure necessarily continued in enforcing different forms
of relief. (2) The substitution of a single action, the ‘civil
action,’ for all the different forms of action then existing



gence by the party against whom the defense is assert-
ed, and second, prejudice to the party asserting the
defense. Therefore, although laches is quite rightly
analogized in law as a statute of limitations, the applic-
ability of either to an action is largely dependent upon
whether the action is at law or equity, and other atten-
dant circumstances.71 The relationship between the
legal defense of the statute of limitations and the equi-
table defense of laches is discussed at length in Shell v.
Strong:

A court of equity is not bound by the
statute of limitations, but, in absence of
extraordinary circumstances, it will
usually grant or withhold relief in anal-
ogy to the statute of limitations relating
to actions at law of like character.
Under ordinary circumstances, a suit in
equity will not be stayed for laches
before, and will be stayed after, the
time fixed by the analogous statute, but
if unusual conditions or extraordinary
circumstances make it inequitable to
allow the prosecution of a suit after a
briefer, or to forbid its maintenance
after a longer, period than that fixed by
the analogous statute, a court of equity
will not be bound by the statute, but
will determine the extraordinary case in
accordance with the equities which
condition it. When a suit is brought
within the time fixed by the analogous
statute, the burden is on the defendant
to show . . . that extraordinary circum-
stances exist which require the applica-
tion of laches.72

Moreover, the rationale behind the defense of laches
is more subtle and intricate than that of the statute of
limitations.73 Laches, as an equitable defense, is limited
by the particulars of the remedy sought. Of primary
concern is the notion that laches is based on prejudice
to the party asserting it. According to Dobbs, the rea-
soning behind this is laches’ close association with the
equitable maxim that equity aids the vigilant not the
tardy. At the heart of this maxim is fault on the part of
the plaintiff. Dobbs, however, believes that “the plain-
tiff’s fault, if any, is indeed relevant, but not perhaps
because equity should punish him. Rather it is that if
delay has prejudiced the defendant, the plaintiff may
fairly be asked to bear the responsibility for that preju-
dice, but not otherwise.”74 As Dobbs emphasizes, laches
generally bars recovery only so far as the party was
prejudiced. For example, in a patent infringement case,
the holder of a patent may pray for an injunction from
future use and damages for the misappropriation of the
patent. If the patent holder has unreasonably delayed
his action, so that the infringers relied on his acquies-

cence, laches will bar damages for infringement. It will
not, however, operate to sanction any future infringe-
ments, and thus cannot bar the injunction for lack of
prejudice to the infringers. Therefore, the nature of the
remedy sought will necessarily affect the court’s analy-
sis. For “laches is not, like limitation, a mere matter of
time; but principally a question of the inequity of per-
mitting the claim to be enforced.”75 It follows logically
that laches pertains only to the remedy sought, not the
cause of action itself.

In the Cayuga case, the Second Circuit inappropri-
ately applied laches to bar both the Cayugas’ claim and
the relief they sought. These issues will be addressed
infra, in their relation to the equitable maxim upon
which laches is based. The present issue is the proce-
dural error by which the Second Circuit even enter-
tained a claim of laches. The Cayugas, in seeking
restoration and possession of their ancestral lands,
based their action the Nonintercourse Act. However, in
1982, Congress amended 28 U.S.C. § 2145 to set out a
mechanism with the Secretary of Interior for the filing
of Indian land claim litigation. This statute states
“except that such actions for or on behalf of a recog-
nized tribe, band, or group of American Indians, includ-
ing actions relating to allotted trust or restricted Indian
lands, may be brought within six years and ninety days
after the right of action accrues,”76 in accordance with
subsection (g), which provides that “any right of action
subject to the provisions of this section which accrued
prior to the date of enactment of this Act shall, for pur-
poses of this section, be deemed to have accrued on the
date of enactment of this Act.”77 This Act, as amended
to provide for the Indian Claims Limitation Act, was
enacted on December 30, 1982. Therefore, for purposes
of this litigation, the Cayugas filed a complaint nearly
two years before their claim began to accrue, and nearly
eight years before the expiration of the statute of limita-
tions.78

Furthermore, a prior district court found that the
actions were timely, in light of Second Circuit precedent
which held that “claims brought by Indian tribes in
general, including the plaintiffs herein, should be held
by the courts to be timely, and therefore not barred by
laches, if, at the very least, such a suit would have been
timely if the same had been brought by the United
States.”79 Nonetheless, as discussed above, a court sit-
ting in equity is not bound by the statute of limitations,
but by the prejudice to the defendant. The fatal flaw of
this argument is that the Second Circuit was not sitting
in equity—the very claim stated, with all commensurate
relief, was at law. Even if the Circuit, due to equitable
considerations, had to limit the relief of the Cayugas,
the characterization of the action would still be one at
law. Therefore, as the statute did not require the plain-
tiffs’ sole remedy to be in equity, equitable jurisdiction
was concurrent and not exclusive. Accordingly, the Sec-
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in the inducement,” such as misrepre-
sentation concerning the value or quali-
ty of something sold by plaintiff to
defendant on credit where the bond in
a large penal sum was given to secure
payment of the purchase price. If the
defendant had indeed executed the
bond, knowing it was a bond, then the
kind of fraud by which he was induced
to execute it was not recognized in the
law courts as a defense to an action on
the bond. Equity, however, did recog-
nize this kind of fraud and would
entertain a suit by the debtor against
the creditor (obligee on the bond) for a
rescission of the bond. If the debtor suc-
ceeded in showing the fraud the chan-
cellor would order the obligee to deliv-
er the bond up for cancellation or to
give a release of it under seal, on condi-
tion that the debtor restore to the credi-
tor whatever benefit he had received in
the course of the transaction.83

Once again, the remedial nature of equity is empha-
sized as the foremost purpose and direction of equitable
jurisprudence. Thus, if a party asserts a viable right, a
court in equity will focus not on the underlying sub-
stance of the claim, but rather on the consequences
flowing from such an assertion. Therefore, this maxim
demonstrates that equity implicitly recognizes the
validity of a judgment at law, but will intervene to rec-
ompense the injured party. In this way equity fulfills
the obligations of the law.

In the Cayuga case, the Second Circuit apparently
ignored this maxim to achieve a result it desired. The
Supreme Court in Oneida II established that Native
American tribes had a cognizable legal claim to their
ancestral land that had been acquired in violation of the
Indian Trade and Intercourse Act (Nonintercourse Act)
and the 1794 Treaty of Canandaigua. Importantly, the
Nonintercourse Act remains good law and the Treaty of
Canandaigua has never been rescinded. Accordingly, as
a party to the 1794 Treaty of Canandaigua, the ruling in
Oneida II conferred upon the Cayugas a viable legal
claim for possession of their ancestral lands. Therefore,
the Cayugas’ claim asserted a legal right that they
attempted to enforce through the remedies of ejectment,
declaratory relief, an accounting, and trespass damages
for the fair rental value of the land.84 As their action
was one at law, the tribe naturally sought relief at law.
However, the district court, “after considering the inter-
ests to be protected, the relative adequacy of various
remedies, delay, misconduct, and relative hardship, the
interests of third parties, and the practicability of an
injunction,85 [ ] granted the defendants’ motion to pre-
clude ejectment as a remedy.”86 In other words, due to

ond Circuit should have never reached laches; the con-
current nature of jurisdiction required the statute of
limitations to be applied.80 Although this constitutes
reversible error, this technicality does not reach the sub-
stantive errors of the Second Circuit. Consequently, a
close examination of equitable principles should reveal
the errors in the court’s logic.

IV. Equitable Maxims
As a fully functioning system of laws by the seven-

teenth century, equity was not prepared or equipped to
entirely fulfill its duties and obligations as the king’s
conscience. John Selden, a seventeenth century jurist,
famously remarked that equity varied with the length
of the chancellor’s foot.81 His quip illustrates the lack of
precedent in equitable jurisprudence. Whereas the com-
mon law is bound by prior decisions, thereby adjudicat-
ing disputes through analogy to similar circumstance,
the chancellors had wide discretion to settle disputes in
any way that justice required. In order to aid chancel-
lors, and in an attempt to pursue uniformity, twelve
equitable maxims were developed lex non scripta to
encompass the principles of equitable jurisprudence.82

These maxims are general guidelines; a court must
begin with them and may not rule to conflict with
them, but the court has wide discretion otherwise.
There are three equitable maxims (Equity will not suffer
a wrong without a remedy, Equity follows the law, and
Equity aids the vigilant and not the tardy) that are of
particular significance in the Cayuga case, that the Sec-
ond Circuit either contradicted or misapplied. A brief
analysis of these maxims will demonstrate the Second
Circuit’s misinterpretation of these principles and the
inequitable, and thus unjust, result that followed.

A. Equity Will Not Suffer a Wrong Without a
Remedy

This maxim does not refer to a moral or ethical
wrong, rather to a legal or equitable wrong. It refers to
the idea that a court sitting in equity has inherent
power to grant relief freely and specifically. The plain
words of the maxim suggest the remedial nature of
equity. This underscores the extraordinary powers the
chancellor traditionally held to form a remedy as justice
required. Additionally, this maxim reflects the historical
realities of equity’s development. Equity primarily
evolved as a supplement to the common law; as a way
to correct deficiencies when the law failed to remedy at
all, or where the remedy was insufficient, impractical,
or unfair. To illustrate, this excerpt from James and
Hazard should demonstrate the historical significance
of this maxim:

A typical situation [ ] was presented by
an action at law on a specialty (e.g.
bond under seal) which had been
obtained from the defendant by “fraud



the impracticality, and unfairness of the legal remedy of
ejectment, the district court found that equitable consid-
erations barred ejectment. The insufficiency of the legal
relief, however, did not bar the Cayugas’ underlying
claim. Therefore, the Second Circuit was incorrect, as a
matter of principle, when it held that equitable consid-
erations (primarily the defense of laches) barred the
Cayugas’ possessory land claim.

The Cayugas primarily sought relief through the
theories of ejectment and trespass. As the dissent in
Cayuga notes, “an action for ejectment generally seeks
two remedies, restoration of possession and damages
equivalent to the fair market value for the period the
plaintiff was wrongfully out of possession. . . . Rein-
statement of one’s possessory interest in land is typical-
ly the [more] salient of the two remedies. It is hardly
surprising, therefore, that some jurisdictions have cho-
sen to make the doctrine of laches available to defen-
dants in ejectment actions where a coercive remedy is
sought.”87 Thus, given the impracticality of the coercive
remedy of ejectment, the Second Circuit rightfully pre-
cluded that relief. However, damages for fair market
value remain a remedy that is neither impractical, insuf-
ficient nor unfair. Indeed, as the Cayugas are possessors
of a legal right to the land, equity demands what
amounts to satisfaction of a legal debt. The Second Cir-
cuit, in holding that the coercive element of ejectment
was barred, erroneously concluded that the Cayugas,
having been denied the right to possession, could not
prove the elements of their money claim for damages.
However, an action for ejectment does not require cur-
rent possession, it instead consists of the following ele-
ments: “plaintiffs are out of possession; the defendants
are in possession, allegedly wrongfully; and the plain-
tiffs claim damages because of the wrongful posses-
sion.”88 As the dissent noted, “[m]aking out this claim
cannot depend on the plaintiffs’ ability to obtain the
right to future possession, whether legal or constructive,
as such requirement would make the claim circular.”89

Thus, the wrong of dispossession does not require the
drastic coercive remedy of ejectment; indeed equitable
considerations may bar such a remedy. However, the
wrong remains, and equity, in its power, must remedy
the insufficiency of the law. Therefore, to completely
preclude relief as the Second Circuit has done leads to
an inequitable result.

The Cayugas’ prayer for relief through trespass was
similarly precluded by the Second Circuit. The majority
reasoned that the Cayugas could not maintain an action
for trespass because they had not proven the underly-
ing right to possession. The right to possession was
conferred to the Cayugas by the Supreme Court in
Oneida II. The Second Circuit’s dismissal of this claim as
derivative of the tribe’s prayer for ejectment is another
conflation of principles. The claim for trespass involves
the right to possession, which indisputably rests with

the Cayugas. As demonstrated above, the plaintiffs may
be able to prove the right to possession, but fail to
obtain a coercive remedy that would restore them to pos-
session. Therefore, the impracticality of granting relief
through possession does not necessitate dismissal of the
plaintiffs’ claim in trespass. As the dissent states:

The majority’s contention that the
plaintiffs cannot make out their claim
for damages because their claim for
coercive relief fails treats the special
defense of laches as if it were in the
nature of a statute of repose. . . . How-
ever, the defense of laches does not
apply to prevent a party from establish-
ing an element of its cause of action.
Perhaps if laches were a doctrine akin
to a statute of repose,90 such that, first,
it applied to a legal claim and, second,
it vitiated the claim, the majority’s
analysis that claims involving the right
to possess are barred by laches because
laches barred the remedy might be per-
suasive.91

Therefore, by using equitable considerations to sanction
rather than remedy an insufficiency at law, the Second
Circuit abused the power of equity to preclude a right
that was in need of a remedy.

B. Equity Follows the Law

Perhaps no other principle is as applicable to the
instant case, as the maxim Equity follows the law. As
the maxim concisely states, equity is intended to sup-
plement, not supplant the law. The nature of equity pre-
cludes an equitable doctrine from usurping the force of
a legal claim, defense, or doctrine. Certainly many equi-
table and legal doctrines such as estoppel and waiver
apply with equal force in equity and at law; yet the fun-
damental divide of the historic separation remains. Fur-
thermore, it is abhorrent to equitable principles that an
equitable defense should be used to defeat a legal
claim. To emphasize emphatically: equity follows the
law. Equity may intervene to bar some specified relief
to a stale legal claim, but it can in no way extinguish
that right. Pomeroy stated this principle succinctly in
Equity Jurisprudence: “a court of equity follows and is
bound by the rules of law, and does not use equitable
considerations to deprive a party of his rights at law.”92

The great weight of authority sides with this proposi-
tion, and for good reason; equity imbues an arbitrator
with near ecclesiastical discretion, similar to that power
of the chancellor, a man second only to the king. The
common law, by contrast, follows rigid rules of con-
struction, adjudicates by analogy and is inherently ad
seriatim. In this way, the law is predictable, universal,
and knowable by all; hence the common law. The pow-
ers of equity are extraordinary, and in many ways supe-
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equitable rights.”97 Although this maxim is inherently
vague and possibly contradictory, it may be said to
stand for the proposition that where legal and equitable
rights are defined and enforceable, equity will not oper-
ate to subrogate or otherwise abridge them. For exam-
ple, “equitable titles are subject to the same laws of
inheritance as legal estates, and their devolution is the
same. And so, as at common law, the husband was enti-
tled absolutely to his wife’s chattels in possession, he is
in like manner considered entitled to chattels of which
she is the equitable owner.”98 Similarly, implicit in these
remarks is the notion that equity does not reach a legal
right. In other words, equity must follow the law
because a claim at law is of right, not privilege—its
exercise is inherent in subject or citizenship. Thus, the
true import of the maxim may be: where rights are
established, or claims vindicated, equity will not oper-
ate to extinguish such right. 

C. Vigilantibus Non Dormientibus Æquitas
Subveniunt99

Despite the pretentious title, this maxim is inextri-
cably enmeshed with the concept of laches. In fact, it
incorporates the elements of laches and is thus the
foundation for the doctrine. It is based on the general
principle that one that has acquiesced in an assertion of
rights adverse to his cannot claim the protection of the
courts when he has caused reliance upon his inaction.
Bispham defends the maxim as such: “this defence is
peculiar to chancery courts, which in such cases act
upon their own inherent doctrine of discouraging, for
the peace of society, antiquated demands, and refuse to
interfere where there has been gross laches in prosecut-
ing the claim, or long acquiescence in the assertion of
adverse rights.”100 The interesting particular of this
maxim, as with laches in general, is its limited applica-
bility. Laches will only bar a remedy to the extent the
party it is asserted against has been prejudiced. In this
manner, this maxim is more misleading than any other,
“for equity does not impute laches to a party for delay
alone, but only for delay which is unreasonable under
the circumstances and which has resulted in harm to
the other party.”101 Moreover, laches may be denied for
excusable ignorance and against public officials. To be
sure, laches is a very limited doctrine, which unlike
other equitable doctrines, is limited further by the
merger of law and equity.

Courts and commentators generally agree that lach-
es is not a defense to an action at law. McClintock
asserts that “the defense of laches was a purely equi-
table defense which was not recognized in courts of
law.” He further advises to restrict laches to equitable
issues, lest the substantive rights of the parties be jeop-
ardized “by creating a defense which could not in any
manner have previously been asserted against that
action.”102 Indeed, Robert Thompson notes sparsely (as

rior to the common law; therefore, in order to constrain
such power, it is necessary for equity to accede to the
law.

Perhaps the best summary of these concepts can be
found in Bauer v. P.A. Cutri Co., an action by a seller of
an insurance agency against a sub-purchaser, to declare
a covenant not to compete void and for sum due on the
original sale. As it does not relate whatsoever to the
Cayuga case, it seems an inherently reasonable place to
start. The court in Bauer held:

It is clear from the outset that the
appellee’s claim for money damages is
one normally cognizable at law. Of
course since appellee asked to have the
covenant-not-to-compete declared null
and void, this action was properly in
equity. . . . This does not mean, howev-
er, that appellant can use equitable
defenses to defeat appellee’s legal claim
for money damages. These equitable
defenses are designed only to prevent
an “undeserving” plaintiff from obtain-
ing by an appeal to the chancellor’s
“conscience” the kind of extraordinary
remedies available in equity, but they in
no way prejudice his rights at law.93

Similarly, in First Citizens National Bank v. MacAllister,
the Supreme Court of New Hampshire held that “lach-
es is a doctrine peculiarly applicable to suits in equity.
. . . Where only strictly legal rights are in controversy
no neglect in asserting the right, short of the time pre-
scribed by the statute of limitations, will bar the appro-
priate legal remedy.”94 Indeed, even under Second Cir-
cuit precedent, “while it is hornbook law that the
availability of effective legal relief will bar an equitable
claim, few would suggest that available equitable relief
will bar a legal claim.”95 The implicit line of reasoning
followed in these cases is that equity follows the law.
Thus in Bauer, the court emphasized that equitable con-
siderations could in no way prejudice the party’s rights
at law. Similarly, in MacAllister, New Hampshire deter-
mined that in the context of laches, equity will not
interfere with legal rights. 

Commentators have described this maxim in less
illustrious terms, as a vague and often misleading
expression. Henry McClintock believes that the maxim
that equity follows the law “is disregarded much more
frequently than it is applied; necessarily so, since equity
is a system for the correction of defects in the law.”96

Fred Lawrence notes that the maxim is “somewhat
indiscriminately used to convey two distinct meanings:
(1) the notion of limitation, that courts of equitable
jurisdiction have no arbitrary discretion to disregard
legal principles; (2) that legal principles will be fol-
lowed in the enforcement of legal rights or analogous



if there were no other conclusions) that “laches is an
equitable defense. It therefore does not bar a legal reme-
dy.” The eminent John Pomeroy concluded that “where
a legal right is involved, and, upon the ground of equi-
ty jurisdiction, the courts have been called upon to sus-
tain the legal right, the mere laches of a party . . . consti-
tutes no defense.”103 And so ad infinitum, commentators
have been loath to acknowledge a defense of laches as
an action at law. 

The applicability of the equitable defense of laches
to an action at law is admittedly an arcane subject, so
courts do not often have occasion to visit the subject.
However, the Supreme Court addressed the topic in
United States v. Mack, where Justice Cardozo, speaking
for the Court, concluded that “laches within the term of
the statute of limitations is no defense at law.”104 How-
ever, the decision in Mack predates the merger of law
and equity in the federal courts under the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure. Although the Court has not defini-
tively addressed the subject since merger, it quoted this
passage with approval in McAllister v. Magnolia Petrole-
um Co.105 Additionally, and perhaps most interestingly,
the Court’s last comments on the subject were in Oneida
II, where the Court stated in dicta that “application of
the equitable defense of laches in an action at law
would be novel indeed.”106 In Ashley v. Boyle’s Famous
Corned Beef Co., the Eighth Circuit reversed a district
court’s finding that laches barred the plaintiff’s EEOC
claim that was filed under the applicable statute of limi-
tations. 

The court determined that “separation of powers
principles dictate that federal courts not apply laches to
bar a federal statutory claim that is timely filed under
an express federal statute of limitations.”107 The court
also held:

We noted the general principle in San-
dobal v. Armour & Co., 429 F.2d 249, 256
(8th Cir. 1970) (laches “is rarely, if ever,
invoked as a bar to an action at law
seeking damages for breach of con-
tract”), and our sister circuits have
repeatedly stated that laches is unavail-
able to bar claims for legal relief gov-
erned by a statute of limitations. See,
e.g., FDIC v. Fuller, 994 F.2d 223, 224
(5th Cir. 1993) (Texas law); Miller v.
Maxwell’s Int’l, Inc., 991 F.2d 583, 586
(9th Cir. 1993) (ADEA claims), cert.
denied, 114 S. Ct. 1049 (1994); United
States v. RePass, 688 F.2d 154, 158 (2d
Cir. 1982) (False Claims Act); Nilsen v.
Moss Point, 674 F.2d 379, 388 (5th Cir.
1982) (“although the equitable part of a
mixed [§ 1983] claim can be barred by
laches, the legal part will be barred

only by the statute of limitations”),
vacated on other grounds, 701 F.2d 556
(5th Cir. 1983); Thropp v. Bache Halsey
Stuart Shields, Inc., 650 F.2d 817, 822 (6th
Cir. 1981) (Ohio law); Sun Oil Co. v.
Fleming, 469 F.2d 211, 213-14 (10th Cir.
1972) (Oklahoma law); Morgan v. Koch,
419 F.2d 993, 996 (7th Cir. 1969) (Rule
10b-5 claim); Straley v. Universal Urani-
um & Milling Corp., 289 F.2d 370, 373
(9th Cir. 1961) (Securities Act of 1933
claim).108

Even this summary disposition of cases demonstrates
that the rule is widespread, with very few, if any excep-
tions. Thus, to persist along this line, although demon-
strative, distracts and is uninformative.

A review of a small sampling of state court deci-
sions indicates the same trend. In Oklahoma, Van
Antwerp v. Schultz held that “[t]he doctrine of laches
does not apply to cases not of equitable cognizance, and
. . . laches [is] not a defense to an action at law.”109

Notably, New York has disposed of this issue succinctly
in M. Lowenstein & Sons v. Austin, where the court stat-
ed “the answer[,] short and simple, is that laches is a
defense only to actions in equity, and is not a defense to
an action at law.”110 So too, Connecticut has recently
declared that “[t]he equitable doctrine of laches is an
affirmative defense that serves as a bar to a claim for
equitable relief. Laches is purely an equitable doctrine,
is largely governed by the circumstances, and is not to
be imputed to one who has brought an action at law
within the statutory period. It is an equitable defense
allowed at the discretion of the trial court in cases
brought in equity.”111 In Alaska, the rule is, “laches is
inapplicable to an action at law. . . . When a party is
seeking to enforce a legal right, as opposed to invoking
the discretionary equitable relief of the courts, the
applicable statute of limitations should serve as the sole
line of demarcation for the assertion of the right.”112

Georgia has provided that “the equitable doctrine of
laches is not applicable to suits at law.”113 Similarly,
Arkansas holds “[t]he doctrine of laches has no applica-
tion where the plaintiffs are not seeking equitable
relief.”114 Suffice to say, research yielded only two juris-
dictions, Illinois and Michigan, which allow laches in
actions at law. The scope and applicability of laches in
these instances is not dispositive of the instant case, so
it need not be considered. The undeniable proposition
is that laches, as an equitable defense, is not recognized
at law.

These decisions cut across a large geographic and
political swath and demonstrate the degree of error in
the Second Circuit’s logic. Nearly every state, nearly
every jurisdiction has found the divide between law
and equity too expansive for laches to cross. Although
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knowledge and ample opportunity to assert them, can-
not properly have application to give vitality to a void
deed and to bar the rights of Indian wards in lands sub-
ject to statutory restrictions.”118 Recognizing that the
statutory restraint on alienation of Indian land adopted
by the Nonintercourse Act was still good law, the Court
in this case reasoned that it would require an act of sov-
ereignty to extinguish an Indian title. 

The Court subsequently reaffirmed this view in
United States v. Candelaria,119 and more recently in Onei-
da I.120 Hence, given that a court may not execute a sov-
ereign act, it follows that the judicially created doctrine
of laches cannot extinguish an Indian title. Additionally,
in light of the statutory restraints on alienation of Indi-
an land, it seems inappropriate to apply laches to bar
further claims to title. This would result in judicial abro-
gation of a valid congressional act. Thus, separation of
powers principles would dictate that where Congress
has conferred a right to title (such as in the Noninter-
course Act) the courts are precluded from annulling
that right. Moreover, the Court held in Oneida II that,
“congressional intent to extinguish title must be ‘plain
and unambiguous,’ and will not ‘lightly implied.’”121

Lastly, as with the borrowing of state statute of limita-
tions in the context of Indian land claim litigation, the
use of laches appears to be inconsistent with established
federal policy. 

The United States acts as a guardian to these depen-
dent nations; Congress has provided mechanisms to
further protect their land and customs. In its capacity as
a trustee, the United States and its courts must be vigi-
lant in advancing Indian land rights. In failing to do so,
the Second Circuit conflated legal principles, used a
remedy to bar a right, advanced an untenable equitable
defense, and ignored the substantial weight of prece-
dent that favored the Cayugas.122
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Tribal Land Claims: Before and After Cayuga
By Arlinda Locklear

In 1792, Good Peter, an
Oneida Chief, delivered a
lengthy exposition about
Oneida land to Timothy Pick-
ering, the then federal Indian
commissioner. Good Peter
summarized the negotiations
between the Oneida Nation
and the State of New York,
which led to the 1788 Treaty of
Fort Schuyler. The Treaty
resulted in a transfer of more
than four million acres of Oneida aboriginal territory to
the State and confirmed approximately 300,000 acres as
the Oneida Reservation. Good Peter explained that the
Oneidas believed that the 1788 transaction was intend-
ed to protect them in the possession of their land, only
to be told afterward that the State had purchased their
land from them. Good Peter noted the paltry sum that
the State paid for the transaction, expressed alarm,
“looking forward to our children and grandchildren,
who should come after us,” and sought Commissioner
Pickering’s assistance in obtaining fair compensation
for the transaction.1 Thus began a three-way struggle
among the Oneida Nation, the State of New York, and
the United States of America, that ended with State
acquisition of virtually all Oneida territory.2

Throughout this struggle, the Oneidas continued to
protest overreaching by the State and to seek assistance
from the federal government.3 For his part, Pickering,
by then Secretary of War, attempted to stem the State’s
aggression by seeking the Attorney General’s opinion
on the State’s authority to acquire tribal land without
federal approval. Attorney General Bradford concluded
that the recently enacted Indian Trade and Intercourse
Act4 applied to New York State and therefore Oneida
land could be acquired only by a treaty held under the
authority of the United States.5 Immediately thereafter,
and with the explicit approval of President Washington,
Secretary Pickering transmitted Attorney General Brad-
ford’s opinion to Governor Clinton of New York.6 Nev-
ertheless, the State of New York ignored the letter and
proceeded with its plans to acquire Oneida territory.7

Even after the dispossession was complete, the
Oneidas continued to protest the loss of their lands. The
nineteenth century record is replete with petitions to
various federal government officials.8 The State itself
documented continuing claims and complaints.9 The
generations of protest produced nothing. Eventually,
and consistent with a general trend in Indian country at
the time, the Oneidas sought the protection of federal
courts in 1970.

The important point of this brief history is to dispel
the common myth that Oneida and other tribal land
claims are technical disputes hatched by clever lawyers.
To the contrary, Oneida and other tribal land claims are
long-standing pleas for justice by the tribes, pleas that
are bottomed on established legal principles well
known to New York State, and have been asserted by
the tribes for generations in every forum available to
them. Two decades ago, when the United States
Supreme Court upheld the tribal land claims in Oneida
II, it did not create new law; it merely applied legal
principles that were familiar both to the United States
and New York. When deciding City of Sherrill v. Oneida
Nation of New York, the Supreme Court expressly
declined to disturb its Oneida II holding.10 Thus, when
the Second Circuit concluded that the City of Sherrill
decision had “dramatically altered the legal landscape”
regarding tribal land claims,11 it was flatly mistaken. 

Because of the Second Circuit’s fundamental mis-
reading of Supreme Court precedent and the pernicious
effect of this misreading, the Supreme Court is likely to
review the Cayuga decision. The Cayugas and the Unit-
ed States recently filed petitions for certiorari to the
Supreme Court in the case. Most importantly, though,
neither the parties nor the public in general should con-
clude that the Second Circuit’s Cayuga decision finally
resolves the tribal land claims, whatever the outcome in
the Supreme Court. Experience with tribal claims teach-
es otherwise. 

Oneida II—One Hundred Years of Precedent
When the Oneidas filed their land claim in federal

court, they asserted a claim against Madison and Onei-
da Counties for the counties’ alleged trespass on Onei-
da land—land the State purported to acquire in a 1795
transaction that concluded without the approval of the
United States. The Oneidas sought damages represent-
ing the fair rental value of the land for the two years
preceding the date of filing, 1968 and 1969, as the reme-
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litigation, the City of Sherrill Court appeared to embrace
the result there as well, i.e., that money damages
against the State of New York remain available. Thus,
the City of Sherrill Court concluded that “the question of
damages for the Tribe’s ancient dispossession is not at
issue in this case, and we therefore do not disturb our
holding in Oneida II.”26 Any fair reading of the Court’s
decision in City of Sherrill indicates that Oneida II, and
the money damages upheld therein, remains sound
law.27

Cayuga—A Legal About-Face
With the lightest possible analysis, the Second Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals concluded that the City of Sherrill
decision compelled the dismissal of all remedies, even
money damages, in the Cayuga land claim.28 The court
did so without reference to the hundred years of prece-
dent underlying the Supreme Court’s Oneida II decision
(which was expressly left undisturbed in City of Sherrill)
and without reference to the Court’s apparent approval
of the district court’s determination in the Oneida land
claim case (which expressly preserved money damages
against New York State in that land claim).29 In short, it
was the Second Circuit in Cayuga, not the Supreme
Court in City of Sherrill, that dramatically altered the
landscape in tribal land claims by effectively overturn-
ing the Supreme Court’s decision in Oneida II on the
question of availability of damages as a remedy in such
claims. 

The Second Circuit’s decision in Cayuga will also
have pernicious effects in other tribal claims, if not set
right by the Supreme Court. The 1794 Treaty of
Canandaigua is an important underpinning of the
Cayuga land claim, as it is with other Iroquois claims in
New York State.30 Other important tribal claims are also
based on federal treaties: water rights;31 hunting, fish-
ing, and gathering rights;32 and tribal independence
from state law.33 The Second Circuit’s light analysis
suggests possible limitations on all of these treaty rights
based on the passage of time limitations not found in
any of the cases cited above.

There is obviously a leap from the City of Sherrill
decision to the Cayuga decision. This leap is dramatic
and unwarranted—one that can be made only by the
United States Supreme Court, if at all. There is also a
great deal at stake in the Cayuga case, not only for the
Cayugas but perhaps for Indian country, as well. As this
article is being published, lawyers on both sides of the
case will submit briefs to the Supreme Court on the
importance and correctness of the Cayuga decision.
Whatever the outcome of that case, all affected parties
and governments need to face the reality that the tribal
land claims will not go away until the underlying
morality of the claims is acknowledged and addressed. 

dy. The district court found for the Oneidas and entered
judgment in the amount of $16,694, plus interest,
against the counties.12 Subsequently, the Supreme Court
granted certiorari “to determine whether an Indian
tribe may have a live cause of action for violation of its
possessory rights that occurred 175 years ago.”13 The
Court found that the Oneidas did indeed hold a live
federal common law claim for relief and affirmed the
lower courts’ judgment in damages.14

In so holding, the Court relied upon a long and dis-
tinguished line of its previous cases. As the Court
noted, numerous of its prior decisions had “at least
implicitly [acknowledged] that Indians have a federal
common law right to sue to enforce their aboriginal
rights.”15 In Johnson v. M’Intosh, the Court declared two
private purchases in 1773 and 1775 invalid without
Crown consent.16 This decision, the Court observed a
few years later, established that an action of ejectment
could be maintained on an Indian right to occupancy
and use.17 And in the landmark case United States v.
Santa Fe Pacific R.R. Co., the Supreme Court held that
Indians had a common law right of action for an
accounting of “all rents, issues and profits” against tres-
passers on their aboriginal territory.18 According to the
Oneida II Court, these earlier cases supported the
money damages judgment entered for the Oneidas to
vindicate violation of their federal common law right to
their lands, notwithstanding the passage of 175 years.19

Nothing in the Supreme Court’s decision in City of
Sherrill v. Oneida Indian Nation of New York20 is either on
point or inconsistent with any of the analysis in Oneida
II.21 Oneida II was a land claim case and City of Sherrill
was a tax case—the nexus being that both cases
involved the Oneida Reservation confirmed in the
Treaty of Canandaigua22 on Nov. 11, 1794 and lost to the
Oneidas through illegal transactions with New York
State. As the Court stated in City of Sherrill, “In contrast
to Oneida I and II, which involved demands for mone-
tary compensation, OIN [Oneida Indian Nation] sought
equitable relief prohibiting, currently and in the future,
the imposition of property taxes.”23 The City of Sherrill
Court perceived the latter to be too disruptive in its
effect and, therefore, barred by the passage of time. In
doing so, the City of Sherrill Court had no need to, and
did not, address the hundred years of precedent relied
upon by the Court in Oneida II.24

To the contrary, in its principal discussion of the
Oneida land claim litigation itself, the City of Sherrill
Court noted with approval the district court’s holding
that monetary damages are the appropriate and,
according to that court, apparently sole remedy now
available in land claim litigation.25 By embracing the
analysis of the district court in the Oneida land claim



The Tribal Land Claims—A Moral Imperative
This article began with the observation that tribal

land claims in New York have persisted to this day
because of the strong sense of loss and injustice by the
tribes themselves, not because of the efforts of lawyers.
This sense of loss and injustice is palpable with the
tribes, often experienced personally by tribal citizens.
The tribes’ sensibilities did not originate with any court
decision and will not dissipate with any court decision.
Just as past generations have carried that sensibility for-
ward, future generations will do the same.

The country’s experience with tribal claims against
the United States is instructive in this regard. Like the
New York tribal land claims, tribal claims against the
United States have existed for generations, arising most
often from unjust federal dealings in tribal land or fail-
ure to honor treaty commitments. For most of the coun-
try’s history, these claims were barred in court by the
United States’ sovereign immunity, jurisdictional bars,
and statutes of limitations.34 On occasion, Congress
enacted special legislation authorizing a particular tribe
to sue on a particular claim, notwithstanding the Unit-
ed States’ sovereign immunity or the passage of time.
Between 1836 and 1946, Congress enacted 142 such spe-
cial acts.35

In the face of the tribes’ persistence, Congress even-
tually enacted the Indian Claims Commission Act in
1946. This Act created a unique forum for adjudicating
historic tribal claims against the United States and
waived statute of limitations and laches defenses for
that purpose.36 The Indian Claims Commission has
since concluded its work and transferred its remaining
docket to the Court of Federal Claims. Lawyers have
both praised and criticized the work of the Indian
Claims Commission.37 However, there is no doubt that
the tribes’ continuing sense of injustice led to the cre-
ation of this special forum to hear historic claims,
notwithstanding the passage of time.

As even its proponents acknowledge, the laches
defense found by the Second Circuit to bar the Cayuga
land claim is a defense based upon the passage of time;
it does not deny or alter the underlying merit of the
claim that the State illegally dispossessed the tribe of its
land. Justice Stephens dissented in Oneida II, arguing
that laches should have been applied by the Court to
bar the claim. Stephens examined whether certain

recent federal statutes had revived the claims, since
those claims had already been barred by the passage of
time in his view. He concluded that those statutes did
not revive the claims, but he did not deny that such was
possible to overcome jurisdictional or time-based bars
to otherwise legitimate claims.38 In this regard, the New
York tribal land claims are similar to the historic claims
revived by Congress in the Indian Claims Commission
Act.

Federal legislation to revive the New York tribal
lands is hardly likely in the foreseeable future, in the
event the Cayuga Second Circuit ruling is not over-
turned. Further, an Indian Claims Commission-type
forum may not be the appropriate step for Congress to
take, even if Congress were inclined to consider the
issue. As noted above, the Indian Claims Commission
enjoyed a mixed review. 

The point is this: the New York tribes have pressed
their land claims for generations and will continue to
do so, regardless of the final outcome of the Cayuga
case. Repose and certainty will come only in the form of
honorable, fair settlements of the land claims negotiated
between the State of New York and the tribes. This has
occurred in other states, resulting in stability and
respectful government-to-government relations in those
claim areas.39 In the interests of justice to the tribes, and
finality to all concerned, the same should occur in New
York State.
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Protecting Mother Earth for the Seventh Generation
By Grant W. Jonathan

Seventh Generation
One of the principal tradi-

tions of the Haudenosaunee1

(pronounced Ho-de-no-show-nee,
meaning “People of the Long-
house”) or Iroquois Confedera-
cy, which includes the Mo-
hawk, Oneida, Onondaga,
Cayuga, Seneca and Tuscarora
Nations, is to consider the
ramifications of all decision
making upon the future Seventh Generation. This tradi-
tion is unique to Haudenosaunee communities and is
still practiced today by Haudenosaunee leadership.
When addressing environmental matters within their
communities, this tradition mandates that Hau-
denosaunee leadership make decisions that will not
bring pain, harm, or suffering to seven generations into
the future. This reverence and consideration is imple-
mented in territories where the community is governed
by its traditional Council of Chiefs and those Clan
Mothers who selected the Chiefs as leaders. 

When industries or local and state governments
make environmental decisions regarding non-reserva-
tion aboriginal lands, they consider primarily the eco-
nomic or technological/industrial practices involved
rather than the seventh generation principle. Problems
arise because these decision makers fail to consult with
Haudenosaunee leadership in any meaningful way dur-
ing the decision-making process. The Haudenosaunee
Nations, perceived as ordinary stakeholders and not as
sovereign Indian Nations with legitimate concerns or
interests, are not afforded an opportunity to be heard.
Instead of seeking Haudenosaunee participation early
in the process, consultation, if it occurs at all, happens
at the eleventh hour. This results in final decisions that
harm the physical, spiritual and cultural environments
of Haudenosaunee communities.

The aboriginal territories of the Haudenosaunee
include almost all of upstate New York and start from
the eastern part of the State near Albany to western
New York near the cities of Buffalo and Niagara Falls.
The restoration of these territories is important to the
Haudenosaunee because its Nations have many signifi-
cant cultural and historical sites, former village sites,
burial grounds, and sacred places that they want pro-
tected and to remain undisturbed. Some of these sites
include rivers, creeks, lakes, swamps and springs that
were used for centuries by the Haudenosaunee for cere-
monial use, medicinal purposes, sustenance and enjoy-

ment. Today, these resources are not clean as they once
were because of pollution originating from outside
sources. 

Tonawanda Creek flows through the Tonawanda
Seneca territory and is subjected to non-point source
pollution and other point source discharges upstream
which then flow into the heart of the territory. Fishing
in Tonawanda Creek is subject to consumption restric-
tions because of the contaminated fish. Cayuga Lake
and its tributaries are within the aboriginal territories of
the Cayuga Nation. The Cayuga Nation sites of concern
are landfills, industrial sites, and point/non-point
source discharges into the Nation’s aboriginal territorial
waters. Onondaga Creek and Onondaga Lake are
sacred to the Onondaga Nation. The Onondaga people
can no longer fish in Onondaga Creek because the fish
are contaminated or sometimes there are no fish to be
found. Onondaga Lake is very sacred because on its
shores is where the Iroquois Confederacy was founded.
This sacred site needs to be protected because cere-
monies can no longer take place on those shores
because of congestion, pollution, and the inability to
gain access. The Tuscarora Nation relied upon the fish
of the Niagara River for sustenance. Once the River was
teeming with fish, however, pollution has greatly
diminished the quantity of fish in the River and the
amount of fish that can be eaten must be limited
because of contamination. 

With these matters of concern in mind, meaningful
consultation with the Haudenosaunee regarding these
matters would allow them to be involved in decisions
made or actions taken with the hope that Mother Earth
can be protected for the seventh generation. Developing
partnerships and/or cooperative agreements between
the Haudenosaunee and outside entities would allow
all parties to work together to protect and restore the
resources within aboriginal territories.

The Two Row Wampum Treaty—Guswentah
Asserted in all Haudenosaunee negotiations with

the U.S. government and also the State of New York are
the principles of the Two Row Wampum or “Guswen-
tah.”2 The Two Row Wampum is a treaty which sym-
bolizes the agreement under which the Haudenosaunee
welcomed all Europeans to their lands.3 This treaty was
presented to the Dutch, the French, Great Britain, the
United States, and also to the State of New York.4
Guswentah has three principles to promote harmony:
the first principle is friendship, the second principle is
peace, and the third principle is forever, meaning that
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responsibility or fiduciary obligations to these Nations
as that of the federal government. However, the Gover-
nor of New York State issued a state-wide policy requir-
ing all state agencies within the Executive Branch to
engage in formal government-to-government dialogue
with legitimate representatives of State or federally rec-
ognized Indian Nations or tribes where necessary.12 The
purpose of this policy was to prevent dissident factions
or non-recognized “tribes” from establishing unilateral
contacts with the State.13 Communications from various
dissident factions or non-recognized tribes caused ten-
sion between the legitimate Indian governments and
the Governor’s Office, adding unnecessary complica-
tions to already sensitive and complicated matters. To
avoid such situations, all agency personnel are required
to report any contacts made by Indian tribes or nations
to the Governor’s Counsel’s Office before engaging in
any further contact.14 This means that before agency
personnel can reply to any correspondence, return a
phone call, schedule a meeting, or share information of
any kind, they are directed to wait for further instruc-
tions from the Governor’s Counsel’s Office.15 This poli-
cy was also formally applied to all State University of
New York Universities and Colleges on November 30,
2001.16

While this policy seeks to promote government-to-
government dialogue with legitimate representatives of
Indian Nations in New York, it has hindered the
progress of consultation with the Indian Nations in a
timely manner and also EPA’s progress in consulting on
matters within the aboriginal territories.

Never has there been a stronger need for the devel-
opment of partnerships and cooperative agreements
between state/local governmental entities and their
neighboring Indian/Haudenosaunee Nation govern-
ments than now. But the complexities associated with
on-going litigation and complicated negotiations
between several of New York’s Indian Nations and the
State of New York involving ancient Indian land claims,
taxation matters, and gaming compact negotiations and
casino development for some of the Indian Nations has
frustrated the planning and development of such part-
nerships.17 In addition, differing legal views about their
respective jurisdiction have caused the State of New
York and some of the Indian Nations to aggressively
compete for authority, particularly with regard to lands
purchased by Indian Nations within ancient Indian
land claim areas in New York. Also adding to the frus-
tration is a lack of trust among the Haudenosaunee
leadership due to the State of New York’s illegal treaty
making with the Six Nations during the late 1700s and
1800s.18

Despite the differences regarding jurisdiction and
the aforementioned other issues, many points of agree-
ment and/or partnership could still be negotiated

this agreement will last forever. Haudenosaunee oral
tradition for this treaty is as follows: “We will NOT be
like Father and Son, but like Brothers. . . . These TWO
ROWS will symbolize . . . vessels, traveling down the
same river together. One . . . will be for the Original
People, their laws, their customs, [and] [t]he other for
the [European] people and their laws, their customs
and their ways. We shall each travel the river together,
. . . but [each] in our [own] boat. [And] [n]either of us
will try to steer the other’s vessel.”5 This agreement has
been kept by the Haudenosaunee to this day.

Federal Consultation
Whenever the U.S. Environmental Protection Agen-

cy (EPA) consults with Haudenosaunee leaders on envi-
ronmental matters of interest, the Haudenosaunee fre-
quently remind the Agency of the principles underlying
the Guswentah treaty. The Haudenosaunee lay down
this framework first and foremost because Haudeno-
saunee leaders are very much aware of the federal gov-
ernment’s trust responsibility to all Indian tribes within
the boundaries of the United States. The federal govern-
ment’s interpretation of this trust responsibility is to act
as a guardian of all federally recognized Indian tribes
and that all Indian tribes are its wards to protect.6 How-
ever, Haudenosaunee leaders have a different percep-
tion of this relationship and assert it during consulta-
tions with EPA. Haudenosaunee interpretation is that
this federal trust relationship is not a guardian-ward or
parent-child relationship but a brother-to-brother, gov-
ernment-to-government, or nation-to-nation relation-
ship with the U.S. government. This assertion also
involves a reminder by Haudenosaunee leaders to EPA
representatives of its federal treaty obligations under
certain treaties made between the Six Nations and the
U.S. government during the late 1700s such as the
Treaty of Canandaigua in 1794.7

Like other federal agencies, EPA must act in accor-
dance with the federal trust responsibility when taking
agency action that might affect tribes,8 such as during
consultations with the Indian Nations in New York for
environmental matters located on both reservations and
within aboriginal territory (off-reservation).9 While ful-
filling its mission of “protect[ing] human health and the
environment,”10 the EPA strives to satisfy the provisions
of the Agency’s Indian Policy11 by consulting with
tribes and continuing to work on building effective
partnerships and/or cooperative agreements with the
Indian Nation governments within New York. 

State Consultation
The State of New York and its local government

representatives are of the opinion that the State has no
obligation to consult with Indian Nation leadership in
New York because they do not have the same trust



between the Indian Nations and the State of New York
to address environmental matters to the mutual self-
interest of both parties. One such partnership or agree-
ment could be created between New York and one or
more Nations in the same manner as two states making
an agreement as sovereign-to-sovereign. Other options
could include partnerships/cooperative agreements
where an Indian tribe in another state has developed a
partnership and/or cooperative agreement with an
agency of the U.S. government or with another state.
The partnerships/cooperative agreements would con-
tain provisions that focus upon proper protocols, infor-
mation exchanges, trans-boundary coordination, and
other important protocols and consultation considera-
tions. In some cases, written agreements may not even
be necessary. Frequent outreach, interaction and dia-
logue would be a matter of course to keep open the
channels of communication between the State and the
Indian Nations. The goal would ultimately be the same:
to clean up, restore, and/or protect the environment. If
New York State can change its perception that its Indian
Nations are not solely its adversary but also its partner,
the principles of the Two Row Wampum may be
embraced leading to the effective partnerships and
agreements with Indian Nations to address harm in the
environment of aboriginal territories. 
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Haudenosaunee Hunting and Fishing Rights
in New York State
By Christopher A. Amato

II. Haudenosaunee Nations in New York

The nations of the Iroquois Confederacy,6 or Six
Nations,7 call themselves the Haudenosaunee, which
means “People of the Longhouse.”8

The Six Nations include the Mohawk Nation, the
Oneida Nation, the Onondaga Nation, the Cayuga
Nation, the Tuscarora Nation, and the Seneca Nation.
Each Haudenosaunee nation has a traditional govern-
ment that maintains “government-to-government” rela-
tions with the United States. Most of these governments
are also federally recognized, a status conferring immu-
nities and privileges and establishing eligibility for vari-
ous social, educational and health services provided
through the Bureau of Indian Affairs.9 In addition, there
are non-traditional governments recognized by the
United States.10

The Haudenosaunee nations occupy reservations in
Northern and Western New York.11 These reservations
range in size from approximately 30 acres (Oneida),12 to
approximately 26,000 acres (the Mohawks’ Akwesasne
territory, which lies on the St. Lawrence River and
spans the international boundary between the United
States and Canada).13 Despite the relatively small geo-
graphic territory they currently occupy, the historic con-
trol exercised by the Haudenosaunee over much of
contemporary New York State14 means that Hau-
denosaunee hunting and fishing traditionally occurred
over territories substantially larger than those currently
occupied. 

III. Communal Hunting and Fishing by the
Haudenosaunee

Historically, the Haudenosaunee engaged in com-
munal sharing of hunting and fishing resources. The
tradition of the Six Nations, based on the teachings of
Dekanawideh (also known as the Peacemaker), the
founder of the Confederacy, recognized communal
hunting and fishing rights for all members of the Six

I. Introduction
The geographic territory

known today as New York
State was and continues to be
home to the Indian nations
comprising the Hau-
denosaunee Confederacy, also
known as the Iroquois Con-
federacy or the Six Nations.
From time immemorial, the
Haudenosaunee hunted and
fished throughout much of New York State on a com-
munal basis; Haudenosaunee citizens were free to hunt
and fish throughout Confederacy territory, regardless of
the member nation to which they belonged.1 The 1794
Treaty of Canandaigua2 explicitly recognized Hau-
denosaunee communal hunting and fishing rights by
guaranteeing to all of the Six Nations the “free use and
enjoyment” of all lands covered by the Treaty, regard-
less of which Nation enjoyed possessory rights to a par-
ticular territory.3

Following European settlement and creation of the
reservations where most Haudenosaunee currently
reside, the Haudenosaunee continued to hunt and fish
as their ancestors did. For years, the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation (“DEC”)
has routinely issued citations to Haudenosaunee citi-
zens hunting or fishing off-reservation for purported
violations of state hunting and fishing regulations.4
Even though many of these alleged violations have
occurred on lands concerning which the Treaty of
Canandaigua guarantees to the Six Nations “free use
and enjoyment,” the DEC has failed to recognize those
treaty rights.

This article describes the identity and location of
the Haudenosaunee nations in contemporary New
York, examines the communal approach to hunting and
fishing rights historically practiced by the Hau-
denosaunee, and discusses how the Treaty of
Canandaigua explicitly recognized that practice in its
“free use and enjoyment” provisions.5 The article then
summarizes some recent DEC enforcement actions
against Haudenosaunee exercise of their off-reservation
hunting and fishing rights. The article concludes by
advocating that New York follow the lead of other
states by adopting a new approach that reconciles Hau-
denosaunee treaty rights and DEC conservation objec-
tives.

“From time immemorial, the Haudeno-
saunee hunted and fished throughout
much of New York State on a
communal basis . . .”



Nations throughout the territories occupied or con-
trolled by the Confederacy.15 The Great Law of Peace
binding the Confederacy together states, “[t]he Lords of
the Confederacy shall eat together from one bowl the
feast of cooked beaver’s tail. While they are eating they
are to use no sharp utensils for if they should they
might accidentally cut one another and bloodshed
would follow.”16 Among the Haudenosaunee, eating is
“a symbol of unity: to eat out of the same dish; to eat
with one spoon; to eat across the fire from each other.
[The Haudenosaunee] alliance with the French was
often described as a bowl out of which beaver was
eaten with one spoon.”17

The communal approach to hunting and fishing
was even extended beyond the boundaries of Hau-
denosaunee territory in peace agreements with other
Indian nations or confederacies. For example, in 1701
the Haudenosaunee and the Anishinabek (Union of
Ontario Indians) orally transacted a treaty and created a
wampum belt expressing its terms. The wampum belt
has an image of a bowl with one spoon, representing
that both confederacies “would share their hunting
grounds in order to obtain food. The single wooden
spoon in the bowl meant that no knives or sharp edges
would be allowed in the land, for this would lead to
bloodshed.”18

IV. The Treaty of Canandaigua
In examining the Treaty of Canandaigua, it is

important to understand the historical context in which
the Treaty was negotiated. First and foremost, the
Treaty was a peace treaty intended to ensure the neu-
trality of the powerful Six Nations19 in the war that
occurred after the Revolutionary War between the Unit-
ed States and the Indian tribes occupying the North-
west Territory (the lands west of present day Pennsyl-
vania and New York).20 In fact, the decision to treat
with the Six Nations was made because “rumors began
to circulate that [the Six Nations], or at least the
Senecas, might join the western Indians and take up
arms against the United States.”21

The historical record indicates that the meeting
between representatives of the Six Nations and the
United States at Canandaigua in 1794 was “for the pur-
pose of amicably removing all causes of misunder-
standing and establishing permanent peace and friend-
ship between the United States and the Six Nations.”22

In order to ensure peace, the Treaty not only explicitly
guaranteed the rights of the Six Nations to remain
undisturbed in their possession, use and enjoyment of
the lands then occupied and used, but also restored to
the Six Nations some lands that had been previously
ceded in the Treaty of Fort Stanwix.23

Article I of the Treaty announced that “[p]eace and
friendship are herely firmly established, and shall be

perpetual, between the United States and the Six
Nations.”24 In furtherance of its purpose to preserve
peace between the United States and the Six Nations,
the Treaty delineated in Articles II and III the lands then
possessed by the Oneida, Onondaga, Cayuga, and
Seneca nations, and acknowledged those lands to be
their property.25

Article III of the Treaty of Canandaigua delineated
the lands of the Seneca Nation including, as noted
above, lands previously ceded by them in the Treaty of
Fort Stanwix. After delineating the boundaries of the
Seneca lands, the Treaty stated:

Now, the United States acknowledge all
the land within the aforementioned
boundaries, to be the property of the
Seneka nation; and the United States will
never claim the same, nor disturb the Sene-
ka nation, nor any of the Six Nations, or of
their Indian friends residing thereon and
united with them, in the free use and enjoy-
ment thereof: but it shall remain theirs,
until they choose to sell the same to the
people of the United States, who have
the right to purchase.26

This commitment on the part of the United States was
then reiterated in Article IV:

The United States having thus
described and acknowledged what
lands belong to the Oneidas, Ononda-
gas, Cayugas and Senekas, and engaged
never to claim the same, nor to disturb
them, or any of the Six Nations, or their
Indian friends residing thereon and united
with them, in the free use and enjoyment
thereof: Now, the Six Nations, and each
of them, hereby engage that they will
never claim any other lands within the
boundaries of the United States; nor
ever disturb the people of the United
States in the free use and enjoyment
thereof.27

Article III’s explicit guarantee to all of the Six
Nations the right to “free use and enjoyment” of the
lands recognized as belonging to the Seneca, and Arti-
cle IV’s similar guarantee to all of the Six Nations the
right to free use and enjoyment of all lands covered by
the Treaty are not merely artifacts of treaty draftsman-
ship, but an official recognition of established Hau-
denosaunee custom and practices. Consistent with that
tradition, Articles III and IV explicitly and unambigu-
ously recognized and guaranteed free use and enjoy-
ment of all lands covered by the Treaty to each of the
Six Nations. That such free use and enjoyment necessar-
ily includes the right to hunt and fish on those lands
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consequences of the Supremacy Clause is that Congress
alone has the power to abrogate a treaty or to impose
additional limitations on Indian treaty rights.44

The underpinning of the doctrine was first enunci-
ated by the United States Supreme Court in dicta in
Tulee v. Washington.45 In Tulee, the defendant Indian was
convicted of violating a state fishing regulation pro-
hibiting the netting of salmon off-reservation without a
state license. The defendant appealed, claiming that the
regulation violated his treaty rights. In holding that the
state lacked authority to assess license fees against the
defendant by virtue of the treaty, the Court noted in
passing that “the treaty leaves the state with power to
impose on Indians, equally with others, such restrictions
of a purely regulatory nature concerning the time and man-
ner of fishing outside the reservation as are necessary for the
conservation of fish.”46

The principle that a state may regulate off-reserva-
tion Indian treaty fishing only to the extent that the reg-
ulations accomplish conservation goals was further
elaborated on by the Court in Puyallup Tribe v. Depart-
ment of Game of Washington (Puyallup I),47 and Depart-
ment of Game of Washington v. Puyallup Tribe (Puyallup
II).48 These cases stressed that state regulation of off-
reservation treaty fishing is permissible only if it is nec-
essary for conservation purposes and does not discrimi-
nate against Indians.

The holdings in Puyallup I and Puyallup II were fur-
ther elaborated in the seminal case on state regulation
of off-reservation fishing by Indians, United States v.
Washington,49 which, for the first time, articulated the
“appropriate standards” by which state regulations
must be judged. In United States v. Washington, a group
of Indian tribes and the United States government
sought declaratory and injunctive relief concerning the
tribes’ off-reservation treaty right fishing, including
injunctive relief to enjoin enforcement of the state’s fish-
ing regulations against tribal fisherman who were fish-
ing off-reservation. After reviewing the Supreme Court
cases addressing the issue, the district court held:

Although state police power permits
state regulation of the exercise of off
reservation treaty fishing rights, under
all of the United States Supreme Court
decisions cited or quoted . . . there can
be no doubt that it is not within the
province of state police power, however
liberally defined, to deny or “qualify”
rights which are made the supreme law
of the land by the federal constitution.
Therefore, in each specific particular in
which the state undertakes to regulate
the exercise of treaty right fishing, all
state officers responsible therefor must

has never been subject to dispute,28 and is corroborated
by at least one contemporaneous account of the treaty
negotiations at Canandaigua.29 The only New York
court to have considered the issue explicitly found that
the Treaty guarantees hunting and fishing rights.30

V. State Enforcement Actions Against
Off-Reservation Hunting and Fishing by
Haudenosaunee

Enforcement of state hunting and fishing regula-
tions against Haudenosaunee citizens exercising off-
reservation treaty rights is a recurring issue in New
York. In recent years, Haudenosaunee have been prose-
cuted for failure to carry a hunting license;31 fishing
without a license;32 fishing in closed waters;33 possess-
ing untagged deer;34 taking deer during closed season;35

possession of fish exceeding take limit;36 hunting in a
non-designated area;37 possession of a firearm in a state
park;38 and failing to have a name and address on a
piece of ice-fishing equipment.39

Some of the prosecutions have been clearly unwar-
ranted under New York law. For example, DEC policy
commits the Department to honor Haudenosaunee
enrollment cards in lieu of state-issued hunting or fish-
ing licenses.40 Consequently, several of these cases have
been dismissed on motion by the district attorney.41

VI. The Need for a New State Policy
New York needs to reassess its posture toward

Haudenosaunee hunting and fishing rights that are
guaranteed by the Treaty of Canandaigua. On the most
basic level, honoring treaty rights does credit to New
York’s government and all of its citizens by showing
that we honor tradition, the rule of law, and our word.
On the other hand, DEC has valid conservation and
public safety concerns regarding hunting and fishing
occurring outside the normal regulatory scheme. Fortu-
nately, both legal and practical precedent exist for
reaching a middle ground that honors treaty rights and
at the same time furthers New York’s conservation
objectives. The Conservation Necessity Doctrine pro-
vides the legal framework while the practical frame-
work is provided by the examples set by other states
that have successfully partnered with Indian nations on
natural resource and treaty issues. 

A. The Conservation Necessity Doctrine

The Conservation Necessity Doctrine arises from
the basic legal premise, enshrined in the Supremacy
Clause of the United States Constitution, that states are
bound to respect the terms of treaties entered into with
Indian nations.42 It is a bedrock constitutional principle
that Indian treaties, like treaties with foreign nations,
are the supreme law of the land.43 One of the natural



understand that the power to do so
must be interpreted narrowly and spar-
ingly applied, with constant recognition
that any regulation will restrict the exer-
cise of a right guaranteed by the United
States Constitution. Every regulation of
treaty right fishing must be strictly limited
to specific measures which before becoming
effective have been established by the state,
either to the satisfaction of all affected tribes
or upon hearing by or under direction of
this court, to be reasonable and necessary to
prevent demonstrable harm to the actual
conservation of fish.50

The Court then elaborated that the term “conserva-
tion” “is limited to those measures which are reason-
able and necessary to the perpetuation of a particular
run or species of fish.”51 “Reasonable” was defined by
the Court as meaning “a specifically identified conser-
vation measure is appropriate to its purpose,” and
“necessary” as meaning “such purpose in addition to
being reasonable must be essential to conservation.”52

One year after United States v. Washington was
decided, the Supreme Court expanded its previous
Puyallup I discussion in Antoine v. Washington.53 In
Antoine, defendant Indians were convicted of violations
of state game laws while hunting on lands that were
formerly part of their tribe’s reservation, but had later
been ceded to the United States. After quoting the lan-
guage from Puyallup I that the state may regulate Indi-
ans engaged in treaty hunting or fishing off reservation
“in the interest of conservation, provided the regulation
meets appropriate standards and does not discriminate
against Indians,” the Court went on to elaborate that
“[t]he ‘appropriate standards’ requirement means that
the State must demonstrate that its regulation is a rea-
sonable and necessary conservation measure and that its
application to the Indians is necessary in the interest of
conservation.”54

The Conservation Necessity Doctrine, first enunci-
ated by the Supreme Court in Tulee and Puyallup I and
expanded in United States v. Washington and Antoine has
been consistently applied by both federal and state
courts.55

B. Success Stories from Other States

On a practical level, judicial recognition and
enforcement of the Conservation Necessity Doctrine has
compelled states and Indian nations to enter into part-
nerships through which critical natural resources are
jointly managed in a way that preserves treaty rights,
while at the same time achieving conservation objec-
tives. In fact, the successful partnerships of other states
and Indian nations provides clear hope that issues con-

cerning off-reservation hunting and fishing can be
resolved through joint action by New York State and
the Haudenosaunee Confederacy. 

Successful state-tribal partnerships in resource man-
agement take different forms, depending on the
resources at issue and the particular concerns of the
parties. For example, in Washington State, where both
Indian and non-Indian commercial fisheries are of sub-
stantial economic importance, the Washington Depart-
ment of Fish and Wildlife and the Northwest Indian
Fisheries Commission—a consortium of Western Wash-
ington treaty tribes—jointly manage the state’s fishery
resources.56

The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife has
promulgated special regulations to protect the Indian
treaty fishery on the Columbia River. The regulations
provide for tribal subsistence fishing, ceremonial fish-
ing, and treaty commercial fishing in the Columbia
River and its tributaries, and are specifically intended to
protect off-reservation fishing rights guaranteed by four
separate Indian treaties.57

Montana passed a law recognizing that “it appears
to be to the common advantage of the state and Indian
tribes to cooperate in matters involving hunting and
fishing.”58 To that end, Montana established a state-trib-
al cooperative board with the Flathead, Kootenai, and
Upper Pend Oreille Indian nations to develop hunting
and fishing regulations; to allow Indians to hunt and
fish off-reservation on open and unclaimed lands with-
out licenses, permits or stamps; in other instances, issu-
ing joint licenses, permits and stamps; to provide for
joint enforcement of fish and game laws and regula-
tions; and to afford full faith and credit to any tribal
court judgment for a fish and game violation.59

Moreover, Florida recently passed a statute specifi-
cally recognizing the treaty right of the Miccosukee and
Seminole tribes to hunt, fish and trap for subsistence
within the Big Cypress Reserve.60

California created a pilot project to “involve and
encourage the efforts of the State of California and the
Covelo Indian Community of the Round Valley Indian
Reservation to reach a mutual agreement regarding the
legal framework for the exercise of Indian subsistence
fishing in the boundary streams of the historic 1873
Round Valley Indian Reservation.”61 Another provision
of the California Fish and Game Code provides for res-
olution of long-standing jurisdictional disputes over
fisheries resources in the Klamath River Basin with the
Klamath River Indian tribes.62

The Arizona Game and Fish Department entered
into agreements with nine Indian nations concerning a
host of fish and wildlife management issues including
cooperative wildlife law enforcement;63 hunting per-
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Endnotes
1. See III., infra.

2. 7 Stat. 44 (Nov. 11, 1794).

3. See IV., infra.

4. See V., infra. New York has recognized that it lacks jurisdiction
over hunting, fishing and trapping taking place on Indian reser-
vations. See N.Y. Environmental Conservation Law § 11-0707(8)
(ECL) (providing that “[t]he enrolled members of an Indian
tribe having a reservation located wholly or partly within the
state and such other Indians as are permitted by the tribal gov-
ernment having jurisdiction over such reservation may hunt,
fish, [and] trap upon such reservation subject only to rules, reg-
ulations and fish and wildlife laws established by the governing
body of such reservation”).

5. Although this article focuses on the confirmation and recogni-
tion of Haudenosaunee aboriginal hunting and fishing rights by
the Treaty of Canandaigua, it is not intended to suggest that the
Treaty is the sole source of such rights. Aboriginal hunting and
fishing rights beyond those recognized by the Treaty of
Canandaigua, as well as rights recognized by other treaties, pro-
vide additional legal grounds for assertion of Haudenosaunee
hunting and fishing rights. However, other legal sources of
Haudenosaunee hunting and fishing rights are beyond the
scope of this article.

6. Most scholars believe that the Iroquois Confederacy was estab-
lished by 1600 and may have been formed as early as 1400. The
Confederacy originally included the Mohawks, Oneida,
Onondaga, Cayuga and Seneca. The Tuscarora became the sixth
nation by 1722, after fleeing colonial slave hunters in their
North Carolina homelands and taking refuge under the protec-
tion of the Confederacy. See The Six Nations of New York: The
1892 United States Extra Census Bulletin vii-viii (Robert W. Ven-
ables intro., 1995) (1892) [hereinafter Venables]. The Confedera-
cy was a political and cultural alliance that provided a vehicle
for joint action by its members on matters of diplomatic impor-
tance, but which preserved the autonomy and diversity of its
members. See William N. Fenton, Structure, Continuity and
Change in the Process of Iroquois Treaty Making, in The History and
Culture of Iroquois Diplomacy 9, 14-18 (Francis Jennings et al.
eds., 1985) [hereinafter Jennings].

7. Although there were formerly six member nations of the Iro-
quois Confederacy, the descendants of the Confederacy Senecas
are now part of two New York Seneca nations that are separate-
ly recognized.

8. The longhouse was the traditional dwelling place of the Hau-
denosaunee people. The longhouse was a multifamily dwelling
constructed with a wood frame, rafters and an arched roof, and
weatherproofed with large sheets of bark. See Venables, supra
note 6, at viii. The name Haudenosaunee not only evokes the
communal spirit of the longhouse, but also serves as a metaphor
for the Confederacy that extended across much of what is now
northern and western New York State. According to the tradi-
tional Haudenosaunee view, the Mohawks are the Keeper of the
Eastern Door of this longhouse; the Seneca are the Keepers of
the Western Door; and the Onondaga Nation is the keeper of the
central hearth and fire, where the Grand Council of the Confed-
eracy meets. Id.

9. 25 C.F.R. § 83.2.

10. See Indian Entities Recognized and Eligible To Receive Services
From the United States Bureau of Indian Affairs, 65 Fed. Reg.
13298-03 (March 13, 2000). For example, Seneca governance is
split between the Tonawanda Seneca Nation, a traditional Hau-
denosaunee government that is also federally recognized and
exercises exclusive authority over the Tonawanda Seneca Reser-
vation near Buffalo, and the Seneca Nation of Indians of New
York, a non-traditional federally recognized government with
authority over the Seneca reservations at Cattaraugus and
Allegheny.

mits;64 habitat management;65 and wildlife manage-
ment.66

Maine has developed a Comprehensive Wildlife
Conservation Strategy in coordination with federal and
state agencies, conservation groups, the Penobscot
Nation, Passamaquoddy Tribe, Houlton Band of
Maliseet Indians, and Aroostook Band of Mic Mac Indi-
ans.67

VII. Conclusion
New York can learn from the successful experiences

of its sister states in finding a balance between Indian
treaty rights and resource conservation. In fact, New
York has recently taken several initial steps toward
building a more productive relationship with the Hau-
denosaunee. For example, New York Attorney General
Eliot Spitzer sponsored a Conference on Native Ameri-
cans and the Environment, the first of its kind in New
York.68 The two-day conference brought together repre-
sentatives of Indian nations and state environmental
officials, and provided a forum for discussion of a wide
range of environmental issues of concern to both Indian
nations and the State, including off-reservation hunting
and fishing rights. Additionally, in 1999, DEC instituted
an environmental justice program, which included the
appointment of a new environmental justice coordina-
tor and two new staff positions.69 DEC also created an
Environmental Justice Advisory Group which submit-
ted a detailed report to the DEC Commissioner in 2002
setting forth recommendations for ensuring that DEC
programs are responsive to environmental justice con-
cerns.70 In 2003, DEC issued its final Environmental Jus-
tice Policy.71 Although the Policy does not specifically
address Haudenosaunee concerns regarding off-reser-
vation hunting and fishing rights, it marks a positive
first step in addressing issues of importance to commu-
nities, such as the Haudenosaunee, which have histori-
cally been excluded or bypassed during the environ-
mental permitting process.

Given these recent positive developments, it is pos-
sible that reasonable accommodations can be made by
New York to allow, for example, out-of-season taking of
deer for Haudenosaunee ceremonial purposes, subject
to reasonable restrictions as to time and location and
with appropriate safeguards to ensure public safety.
Moreover, it can most likely be agreed that certain state
regulations are not necessary to the conservation of any
species and thus should not be enforced against Hau-
denosaunee who exercise off-reservation treaty rights.72

By honoring the solemn guarantee of “free use and
enjoyment” set forth in the Treaty of Canandaigua and
adopting a more pragmatic approach to the issue of off-
reservation hunting and fishing, New York can respect
its history and people, while at the same time making
great strides toward improving relations and under-
standing with New York’s first citizens.



11. The Cayuga have long been without reservation lands and, as a
result, many Cayuga reside on the Seneca reservations. Recently,
however, the Cayuga Nation purchased a 70-acre organic farm
within their aboriginal homeland, as recognized by the Treaty of
Canandaigua, which they hope will form the nucleus of a Cayu-
ga homeland. 

12. N.Y.S. Dept. of Transportation Geographic Information System,
Minor Civil Divisions Coverage.

13. Id. See also Akwesasne St. Regis Mohawk Reservation, Akwe-
sasne and Vicinity, at <http://www.racquetteriver.org/
akwesasnemap.htm>.

14. See Venables, supra note 6, at vii.

15. See Robert W. Venables, Some Observations on the Treaty of
Canandaigua, in Treaty of Canandaigua 1794: 200 Years of Treaty
Relations Between the Iroquois Confederacy and the United
States 95 (G. Peter Jemison & Anna M. Schein eds., 2000).

16. The Constitution of the Iroquois Nations: The Great Binding
Law: Gayanashagowa ¶ 57, available at <http://www.
indigenouspeople.net/iroqcon.htm>.

17. Glossary of Figures of Speech in Iroquois Political Rhetoric, in Jen-
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18. Lisa D. Chartrand, Accommodating Indigenous Legal Traditions
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bar.ca/pdf/ Indigenous%20Legal%20Traditions.pdf> (quoting
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19. The significance of the Treaty’s identification of the Indian sig-
natories to the Treaty of Canandaigua as the Six Nations is often
overlooked. As stated by Chief Justice Marshall in Worcester v.
Georgia, 31 U.S. 515 (1832), the use of the term “nation” is not a
matter of mere convenience or shorthand, but an explicit recog-
nition of sovereign status:

From the commencement of our government, con-
gress has passed acts to regulate trade and inter-
course with the Indians; which treat them as
nations, respect their rights, and manifest a firm
purpose to afford that protection which treaties
stipulate. All these acts . . . manifestly consider the
several Indian nations as distinct political commu-
nities, having territorial boundaries, within which
their authority is exclusive, and having a right to
all lands within those boundaries, which is not
only acknowledged, but guaranteed by the United
States. Id. at 556-57.

The Chief Justice went on to note:

The Indian nations had always been considered as
distinct, independent political communities,
retaining their original natural rights, as the undis-
puted possessors of the soil, from time immemori-
al . . . The very term “nation,” so generally applied
to them, means “a people distinct from others.”
The constitution, by declaring treaties already
made, as well as those to be made, to be the
supreme law of the land, has adopted and sanc-
tioned the previous treaties with the Indian
nations, and consequently admits their rank
among those powers who are capable of making
treaties. The words “treaty” and “nation” are
words of our own language, selected in our diplo-
matic and legislative proceedings, by ourselves,
having each a definite and well understood mean-
ing. Id. at 559.
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(W.D.N.Y. 2002), aff’d, 382 F.3d 245 (2d Cir. 2004). 
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Global Warming: An International Human Rights
Violation? Inuit Communities Petition at the
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights
By Eleanor Stein

health problems, and increased dependency on “store
food,” less healthy than the traditional diet. 

The Petition details the deterioration of the living
conditions for indigenous Inuit who remain in their
ancestors’ villages.6 On the coast, for example, erosion
has rendered Inuit villages subject to imminent destruc-
tion. Formerly protected by year-round barriers of ice
and constructed on a base of permafrost,7 these villages
are now prey to destruction by winter storms. 

As of the 1990s, indigenous people represented
roughly 10% of the total Arctic population, although
roughly half the Canadian and the majority of the
Greenland Arctic population are indigenous.8 The Inuit
describe the intimate relationship between land, cli-
mate, and culture, defining the Greenland Inuit word
for weather, “sila”: 

to mean “the elements” or “the air.” But
sila is also the word for “intelligence/
consciousness,” or “mind” and is
understood to be the fundamental prin-
ciple underlying the natural world. Sila
is manifest in each and every person. It
is an all-pervading, life-giving force—
the natural order, a universal con-
sciousness, and a breath soul. Sila con-
nects a person with the rhythms of the
universe, integrating the self with the
natural world. As sila links the individ-
ual and the environment, a person who
lacks sila is said to be separated from an
essential relationship with the environ-
ment that is necessary for human well-
being.9

The Assessment, the product of an international sci-
entific effort that also integrated irreplaceable indige-
nous traditional knowledge, concluded that warming is
“likely to disrupt or even destroy [Inuit] hunting and

On December 7, 2005, as
signatories to the United
Nations Framework Conven-
tion on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) and to its Kyoto
Protocol were meeting in
Montreal to discuss the imple-
mentation of these interna-
tional instruments, Inuit1 from
Canada and Alaska filed the
“Petition to the Inter[-]Ameri-
can Commission on Human
Rights Seeking Relief from Violations Resulting from
Global Warming Caused by Acts and Omissions of the
United States” (“Petition”).2 This dramatic document
details the devastating impact on Inuit land, property,
culture, and life caused by the rapid warming of the
Arctic region. Drawing extensively on the 2004 Arctic
Climate Impact Assessment (“ACIA” or “Assess-
ment”),3 the Petition documents what the world’s cli-
mate scientists agree: the emissions of greenhouse
gases, in particular carbon dioxide (CO2) from the burn-
ing of fossil fuels over the last 150 years of industrial
activity have resulted in a one-third increase in the con-
centration of CO2 in the earth’s atmosphere. This con-
centration produces significant earth and ocean warm-
ing presaging the obliteration of the frozen Arctic. 

A. Background: The Report on Arctic Warming
and its Impact on Indigenous Culture

The signs of warming—bearing out scientific pre-
dictions—are now inescapable. The year 2005 was the
warmest year since temperatures have been recorded.4
The authoritative 2004 Assessment concluded that
nowhere on earth has the effect of the increase in CO2
concentration been so disruptive as in the Arctic, which
“experienced the greatest regional warming on earth in
recent decades.”5 Twice the predicted global climate
temperature increase is forecast for the Arctic. Among
the impacts already observed are: decrease in snow,
deterioration of ice, and melting permafrost triggering
landslides and severe erosion. These changes are caus-
ing degradation of habitat and health of Arctic species,
including polar bears, ice-living seals, walrus, and some
marine birds. Human health impacts include skin can-
cer, immune system disorders, cataracts, heat-related

“The signs of warming—bearing out
scientific predictions—are now
inescapable.”



food sharing culture as reduced sea ice causes the ani-
mals on which they depend to decline, become less
accessible, and possibly become extinct.”10 The conclu-
sion is that these changes threaten the survival of
indigenous Arctic cultures. 

B. The Inuit Petition

1. The Basis for Asserting U.S. Responsibility for
Climate Change

The Petition asserts that, as a matter of provable sci-
ence and fact, these climate effects are attributable, in
very significant part, to actions, policies, and omissions
of the United States. This theory of liability rests on two
interrelated factors: first, the U.S. today contributes the
greatest proportion of greenhouse gas emissions in the
world; and second, the U.S. has refused to join the
world community in crafting mandatory emission con-
trols or other effective remedies. In particular, the U.S.
has refused to ratify the Kyoto Protocol to the U.N.
Framework Convention on Climate Change or adopt
effective domestic policies to reduce CO2 emissions.11

The 2004 United States Department of Energy’s
Energy Information Administration report states that
“carbon dioxide emissions from the [U.S.] electric
power sector have grown by 27.5 percent since 1990,
while total carbon dioxide emissions from all energy-
related sources have grown by 16.0 percent. Carbon
dioxide emissions from the electric power sector repre-
sented 39.4 percent of total U.S. energy-related carbon
dioxide emissions in 2003.”12 The U.S., with roughly six
percent of the world’s people, contributes 24 precent of
the world’s total energy-related greenhouse gas emis-
sions. The industrialized world as a whole contributes
approximately 49 percent of the world’s total green-
house gas emissions, putting the U.S. share at half of
the total share of industrialized nations.13

2. The Inuit Claim Indigenous Rights Under
International Law

The Petition invokes the human and, specifically,
indigenous rights principles of international law. As a
member of the Organization of American States (OAS),
the U.S. has accepted the American Declaration of the
Rights and Duties of Man. The legal argument
advanced for U.S. responsibility is that, although the
U.S. is not a party to the American Convention on
Human Rights, its OAS membership and acceptance of
the American Declaration bind it as a matter of both
international human rights and United States federal
law.14 Other authority in international law recognizing
the special protections due to indigenous peoples
includes the International Labour Organization Con-
vention No. 169, providing that states will safeguard
indigenous rights to traditional lands,15 guaranteeing
indigenous peoples access to and input in the planning

process,16 requiring studies to assess the impact of
actions upon indigenous ways of life,17 and assuring
that indigenous peoples should benefit when possible
from the use of their land.18

The United States is a party to the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the
binding instrument giving effect to the Universal Decla-
ration of Human Rights, crafted immediately after the
end of World War II with the express intention of estab-
lishing international human rights norms in the wake of
the rise, war against, and defeat of genocidal Nazism.19

The United States Supreme Court recently held that the
ICCPR “does bind the United States as a matter of
international law.”20

Commentators note that environmental insults may
affect indigenous communities disproportionately,
where indigenous culture is dependent upon or tied to
“their immediate environment for survival.”21 Advo-
cates have asserted to the Inter-American Commission
on Human Rights (IACHR) the need for special protec-
tion of indigenous people. In several cases, the Com-
mission has heard petitions and initiated investigations
at the behest of indigenous petitioners. Among these is
the 2002 Commission conclusion, acting on the petition
of cattle ranchers Mary and Carrie Dann, members of
the Western Shoshone, that the U.S. Indian Claims
Commission procedures and decision extinguishing
Western Shoshone aboriginal title rights, as applied to
the Dann sisters, “were not sufficient to comply with
contemporary human rights norms, principles and stan-
dards that govern the determination of indigenous
property interests.”22 In the Dann case, the IACHR con-
cluded that the U.S. “failed to ensure the Danns’ right
to property under conditions of equality contrary to
Articles II, XVII and XXIII of the American Declaration
in connection with their claims to property rights in the
Western Shoshone lands.”23 The Commission recom-
mended that the United States provide the Danns with
an effective remedy, including adopting legislation or
other measures to ensure their property rights in West-
ern Shoshone ancestral lands, and more broadly, to
review its laws and practices “to ensure that the proper-
ty rights of indigenous persons are determined in accor-
dance with the rights established in the American Dec-
laration.”24

Similarly, in The Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Com-
munity v. Nicaragua, the IACHR filed before the Inter-
American Court of Human Rights an application
against Nicaragua for relief on behalf of the indigenous
Awas-Tingni people. The Commission requested,
among other relief, that the Court declare that
Nicaragua must establish legal procedures to recognize
indigenous property rights. The Court held that
Nicaragua had improperly granted logging rights to
traditional indigenous peoples’ lands in violation of the
American Convention.25
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mon culture characterized by dependence on subsistence har-
vesting in both the terrestrial and marine environments, sharing
of food, travel on snow and ice, a common base of traditional
knowledge, and adaptation to similar Arctic conditions.” Id. The
Inuit trace cultural roots back 1,000 to 1,600 years, dating from
the birth of whale hunting technology. Id. at 14. Although some
Inuit consider the term “Eskimo” pejorative, it is used in some
instances in the Petition because it is recognizable to Western
cultures. Id. at 13. 

2. The Center for International Environmental Law (CIEL) and
Earthjustice collaborated in the filing of this Petition.

3. Arctic Climate Impact Assessment Report (2005), available at
<http://www.acia.uaf.edu/pages/scientific.html> [hereinafter
Assessment]. The ACIA is a collaborative scientific project of the
Arctic Council, an intergovernmental forum of the eight arctic
nations (Canada, Denmark/Greenland/Faroe Islands, Finland,
Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden, and the U.S.), six indigenous
peoples organizations (Aleut International Association, Arctic
Athabaskan Council, Gwich’in Council International, Inuit Cir-
cumpolar Conference, Russian Association of Indigenous Peo-
ples of the North, and Saami Council), as well as official, scien-
tific, and non-governmental observers. Id. at iii; see also generally
Susan Joy Hassol, Impacts of a Warming Arctic: The Arctic Cli-
mate Impact Assessment (2004), available at <http://amap.no/
acia/> [hereinafter Impacts].

4. James Hansen et al., NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies,
GISS Surface Temperature Analysis–Global Temperature Trends:
2005 Summation (2005), available at <http://data.giss. nasa.gov/
gistemp/2005/>. 

5. Assessment, supra note 3, at 3.

6. See, e.g., Petition, supra note 1, at 2-6.

7. Permafrost is defined as “soil, rock, sediment, or other earth
material with a temperature that has remained below 0º C for
two or more consecutive years. Permafrost underlies most of the
surfaces in the terrestrial Arctic.” Assessment, supra note 3, at
209.

8. Impacts, supra note 3, at 7.

9. Petition, supra note 1, at 18.

10. Id. at 4-5 (citing ACIA).

11. Id. at 6. The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) states as its objective: “to achieve … stabi-
lization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a
level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference
with the climate system.” United Nations Framework Conven-
tion on Climate Change art. 2 (May 9, 1992), available at <http://
unfccc.int/resource/docs/convkp/conveng.pdf>. The UNFCCC
includes commitments by each developed country party to
“adopt national policies and take corresponding measures on
the mitigation of climate change, by limiting its anthropogenic
emissions of greenhouse gases and protecting and enhancing its
greenhouse gas sinks and reservoirs.” Id. art. 4 (2)(a) (footnote
omitted). 

12. Energy Information Admin., United States Dep’t of Energy,
Emissions of Greenhouse Gases in the United States 2003 xii
(2004), available at <http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/ 1605/
gg04rpt/pdf/057303.pdf>.

13. Id. at 2. 

14. Petition, supra note 1, at 5-7, 70. See also State of Connecticut v.
American Electric Power, No. 04 Civ. 5669, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
19964 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 15, 2005). In her decision, Judge Preska
dismissed the complaints of eight states’ attorneys general and
the City of New York, and the companion complaint filed by the
Open Space Institute, among others, that sought to hold defen-
dant energy companies liable for their alleged contributions to
the global warming problem, on the ground that at issue were

C. Conclusion

The Inuit proclaim that they seek dialogue, rather
than confrontation, with the United States. The relief
the Inuit request of the Commission is an on-site inves-
tigation; a hearing; and a report declaring that the U.S.
is internationally responsible for violations of the Amer-
ican Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man,
among other international instruments. The Inuit also
seek a Commission recommendation that the U.S. adopt
mandatory measures to limit greenhouse gases in coop-
eration with other nations, pursuant to the UNFCCC;
that it take into account the Arctic impacts before
approving all major government actions; that it imple-
ment a plan, in coordination with the Inuit, to protect
Inuit culture and resources, and mitigate harm, and to
provide assistance to the Inuit to adapt to unavoidable
climate change.26

And Sheila Watt-Cloutier, the elected Chair of the
Inuit Circumpolar Conference and lead petitioner, seeks
support from the world community in defending Inuit
culture:

Inuit are an ancient people. Our way of
life is dependent on the natural envi-
ronment and animals. Climate change
is destroying our environment and
eroding our culture. But we refuse to
disappear. We will not become a foot-
note to globalization. . . . Climate
change is amplified in the Arctic. What
is happening to us now will happen
soon in the rest of the world. . . . As
well, I invite governments and non-
governmental organizations worldwide
to support our petition and to never
forget that, ultimately, climate change is
a matter of human rights.27

For Americans, her call for support raises profound
questions about our enjoyment of wealth and comforts
based upon a fossil-fuel economy. As the Assessment
reminds us, “[t]he imposition of climate change from
outside the region can also be seen as an ethical issue,
in which people in one area suffer the consequences of
actions beyond their control and in which beneficial
opportunities may accrue to those outside the region
rather than those within.”28

Endnotes
1. Inuit, the word for “people” in the Inuktitut language, refers to

the linguistic and cultural descendants of the Thule and Dorset
peoples in Russia, Alaska, Canada, and Greenland. See Petition
to the Inter[-]American Commission on Human Rights Seeking
Relief from Violations Resulting from Global Warming Caused
by Acts and Omissions of the United States 1 (Dec. 2005), avail-
able at <http://www.ciel.org/Publications/ICC_Petition_7
Dec05.pdf> [hereinafter Petition]. Inuit are defined by “a com-



nonjusticiable political questions concerning U.S. government
foreign and energy policy, including a comprehensive list and
history of government policies such as declining to ratify the
Kyoto Protocol, refusing to regulate CO2 as a category pollutant
pursuant to the Clean Air Act, and other dimensions of federal
energy policy. Id.

15. International Labour Organization, Convention concerning
Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries, No.
C169 art. 14(1) (1989), available at <http://www.ilo.org/ilolex/
english/convdisp1.htm>.

16. Id. art. 6, 7.

17. Id. art. 7(3).

18. Id. art. 15. 

19. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Covenant),
Dec. 19, 1996, 999 U.N.T.S. 171.

20. Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain, 542 U.S. 692, 735 (2004). The Court held,
however, that the Convention was ratified by the U.S. “on the
express understanding that it was not self-executing and so did
not itself create obligations enforceable in the federal courts.” Id. 

21. David Hunter et al., International Environmental Law and Poli-
cy 1283 (2002).

22. Mary and Carrie Dann, United States, Case 11.140, Inter-Am.
C.H.R., Report No. 75/02, § IV(D)(139) (Dec. 27, 2002), available
at <http://www.cidh.oas.org/annualrep/2002eng/USA.11140.
htm>.

23. Id. § I(5).

24. Id. § VI(173). In that case, the U.S. rejected the IACHR recom-
mendation and, according to the Dann sisters, subsequently 40

armed federal agents seized 225 head of their cattle grazing on
the disputed lands and sold them at auction, notwithstanding
the Commission’s request that the U.S. return the cattle. Id. §
VIII(179).

25. The Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua, Inter-
Am. Ct. H.R. (Ser.C) No. 79, § XII (2001), available at <http://
www1.umn.edu/humanrts/iachr/AwasTingnicase.html>. 

26. Petition, supra note 1, at 118.

27. See generally Press Release, Inuit Circumpolar Conference, Inuit
Petition Inter-American Commission on Human Rights to Op-
pose Climate Change Caused by the United States of America
(December 7, 2005), available at <http://www.inuitcircumpolar.
com index.php?ID=316&Lang=En>.

28. Assessment, supra note 3, at 4.
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Free Exercise Claims of Incarcerated Indians:
Grooming Regulations and Judicial Standards
By Amy Lavine

Such blatant hostility can be partly attributed to
Young Elk’s criminal past, but it also evinces a lingering
mistrust of traditional Indian religious values and
beliefs. As Vine Deloria, a prominent Indian scholar
remarked:

Our foremost plight is our transparen-
cy. People can tell just by looking at us
what we want, what should be done to
help us, how we feel, and what a “real”
Indian is really like. * * * Experts paint
us as they would like us to be. * * * The
American public feels most comfortable
with the mythical Indians of stereotype-
land. * * * To be an Indian in modern
American society is in a very real sense
to be unreal and ahistorical.6

This seeming “transparency” may help to explain why
Young Elk’s request was flatly rejected whereas a denial
of more mainstream last rites would be considered
unthinkable to most people. From this view, Young
Elk’s desire to attend a sweat lodge ceremony could be
dismissed because such a ceremony is not “required”
by the Cherokee faith and because, as an Indian, he
could “go into himself” instead.7 While denying Young
Elk’s request was permissible under prison regula-
tions,8 the refusal—based on exaggerated, if not pretex-
tual concerns—showed a reluctance to take Young Elk’s
beliefs seriously and evidenced a more widespread
societal distrust of traditional Indian spirituality. 

This article examines some of the contemporary dif-
ficulties faced by Indian prisoners in asserting their
First Amendment right to the free exercise of religion.9
While Indians’ struggle for religious freedom pervades
many areas of the law,10 it is nowhere more ubiquitous
than in the treatment of American Indian prisoners,
where intolerance and poor treatment can be easily

In March of 2000, Califor-
nia performed its eighth exe-
cution since reinstating the
death penalty in 1977.1 Darrell
Rich, who also went by the
name Young Elk, was a self-
admitted serial killer and was
by no means a sympathetic
character.2 Yet, because he
requested to cleanse his con-
science by attending a sweat lodge ceremony rather
than by being administered pastoral last rites, the
prison warden found grounds to refuse his final
request. In the warden’s view, allowing Young Elk to
leave the prison’s maximum security area to attend the
ceremony held in the prison yard would have created
an unjustifiable security threat.3 But the security con-
cerns were weak justifications in the face of an excep-
tional request: Young Elk had been a model prisoner
during the 22 years he spent on death row; he agreed to
be shackled throughout the sweat lodge ceremony; and,
most significantly, he was confined to a wheelchair due
to a degenerative spinal disease—he couldn’t walk, let
alone wield burning rocks with his bare hands in a last
ditch attempt to escape from one of the most secure
facilities in the world.4

Why was the prison so adamantly opposed to
allowing Young Elk attend the sweat lodge ceremony?
Why did the governor, the district court, the Ninth Cir-
cuit, the United States Supreme Court, and the public at
large refuse to intervene? This is what one commentator
said the day before the execution:

DON’T YOU just love the way vicious
killers turn into sniveling cowards as
their execution date nears? * * * Maybe
it would be possible to believe in the
killer’s remorse if it weren’t so over
done. * * * According to [a] Cherokee
Nation official . . . , sweat lodges hold
no “religious significance” for Chero-
kees. . . . A tribal religious leader told
[the official] that instead of using a
sweat lodge, Rich “needs to go into
himself.” * * * Better yet, if Rich wants
to make amends and prove his
remorse, he could accept his execution
as the only means to provide some
solace to the survivors of his gruesome
killing spree. That would show true
spirituality.5

“While Indians’ struggle for religious
freedom pervades many areas of the
law, it is nowhere more ubiquitous than
in the treatment of American Indian
prisoners, where intolerance and poor
treatment can be easily attributed to
criminal status rather than to religious
identification.”



attributed to criminal status rather than to religious
identification.11 Like canaries in a coal mine, the ves-
tiges of hostile and condescending attitudes toward tra-
ditional Indian religions are especially apparent in a
prison environment, but because they point toward the
persistence of prejudices that are often unstated, they
are often ignored. For this reason, an awareness of the
treatment of Indian prisoners is crucial to fostering a
true acceptance and accommodation of Indians’ reli-
gious and cultural beliefs. Hopefully, a more informed
understanding of Indian religious values and how they
relate to prison concerns can help to fairly resolve
future conflicts raised by Indian prisoners.

Free Exercise Standards and Legislation
Contemporary denials of Indian religious freedom

are not usually marked by the blatant disdain of native
religions espoused by eighteenth and nineteenth centu-
ry policies intended to “civilize” Indian tribes through
Christianization.12 Rather, difficulties in translating the
significance of traditional beliefs and practices often
account for the creation and maintenance of policies
that burden Indians’ freedom to practice their
religions.13 Additionally, as the judicial standards used
to evaluate free exercise claims evolved in a Judeo-
Christian context,14 they are often ill suited to the analy-
sis of laws having a negative impact on Indian religions
that are markedly different in structure and content
from more mainstream faiths.15

The difficulties faced by Indians who challenge the
constitutionality of laws that infringe on their religious
freedoms are apparent in the two leading cases16 on
Indian free exercise claims. Lyng v. Northwest Indian
Cemetery Protective Association concerned Indian objec-
tions to timber harvesting and the construction of a
road through a traditionally sacred area.17 The Court
refused to grant an injunction against the building of
the road, reasoning that although it would “have devas-
tating effects on traditional Indian religious practices,”
the road would not prohibit the Indians’ free exercise of
their religion because it would “have no tendency to
coerce individuals into acting contrary to their religious
beliefs.”18 While prior free exercise cases had applied a
standard of strict scrutiny,19 the Court was able to
invoke a lower scrutiny by holding the road created
only an “indirect coercion.”20 Thus, the Court did not
require the government to provide a compelling interest
for the completion of its project.

Whereas the controversy in Lyng involved a clash of
values concerning property use,21 Employment Division,
Department of Human Services of Oregon v. Smith dealt
with the sacramental use of peyote by members of the
Native American Church.22 As in Lyng, the Smith Court
refused to invoke a compelling interest test and instead

held that neutral laws of general applicability that inci-
dentally burden the exercise of religion do not violate
the Free Exercise Clause.23 The Court acknowledged
that its holding “place[d] at a relative disadvantage
those religious practices that are not widely engaged
in,” and characterized the result as an “unavoidable
consequence of democratic government.”24 This
reworking of free exercise doctrine has been criticized
heavily, not only for its effects on Indians but for the
consequences it may entail for “adherents of other
minority religions whose practices might offend the
Judeo-Christian mainstream.”25

The holdings in both Lyng and Smith relied in part
on the Court’s decision not to analyze the “centrality”
of the religious exercises at issue.26 While the Court’s
reluctance to engage in analysis that could require it to
find “that some sincerely held religious beliefs and
practice are not ‘central to certain religions’” may be
understandable, by sidestepping the issue of centrality,
the Court was able to avoid deciding whether the gov-
ernment had substantially infringed the right to free
exercise of religion.27 As Justice Blackmun noted in his
dissent in Smith, the sacramental use of wine was
excepted from the general ban on alcohol in the statute
at issue, and “[the government] could not plausibly
have asserted an interest sufficiently compelling to out-
weigh Catholics’ right to take communion.”28 Implicit
in this remark is the suggestion that the centrality of
certain religious practices to more mainstream faiths
would not be overlooked in free exercise claims, and
that it would, in fact, have some influence on the
Court’s analysis. The Court’s reluctance to bring to light
the significance of the religious assertions in Lyng and
Smith can therefore be understood to reflect the histori-
cal belief that Indian religions are somehow less entitled
to protection than those that are of a more mainstream
nature. 

In response to the Court’s decision in Smith, Con-
gress enacted the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of
1993 (RFRA).29 The Act reinstated the strict scrutiny
standard for free exercise claims, requiring any law
imposing a substantial burden on religious freedom to
be the least restrictive means of serving a compelling
governmental interest.30 Although RFRA attempted to
provide increased protection of religious rights, the
Court struck it down in 1997 as falling outside the
scope of Congress’s Fourteenth Amendment enforce-
ment power.31 Thereafter, Congress made a second
attempt to provide greater protection for religious
beliefs in the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized
Persons Act of 2000 (RLUIPA), this time justifying its
enactment on the Commerce and Spending Clauses.32

Providing less coverage than RFRA, RLUIPA affected
only free exercise claims brought by institutionalized
persons and claims relating to land-use regulations.33
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claims, and held, “[w]e do not require that prison offi-
cials demonstrate that the prisoners’ religious practices
are causally related to existing institutional problems.
. . . [W]e restrict our inquiry to considering whether the
challenged regulation is logically connected to legitimate
penological concerns.”46 Despite the court’s decision, it
nonetheless seems that the inmates’ contention does
raise a material issue of fact, especially, as a ban on
headwear could arguably aggravate sanitary conditions
by preventing inmates from covering their hair.47

The Eighth Circuit took a similarly deferential
approach in Iron Eyes v. Henry.48 In that case, Iron Eyes,
a Sioux Indian incarcerated in Missouri, challenged a
prison grooming regulation that required him to cut his
hair because he believed cutting his hair was “an
offense to the Creator.”49 Although the Eighth Circuit
had previously struck down a similar provision requir-
ing Indian prisoners to cut their hair in Teterud v.
Burns,50 the court used Iron Eyes as an opportunity to
revise its position on the issue. The court’s previous rul-
ing in Teterud v. Burns held that less restrictive means
were available to further the prison’s stated interests—
preventing inmates from hiding contraband and being
able to impede identification by changing their appear-
ance—than prohibiting prisoners from having long
hair.51 However, the Iron Eyes court interpreted Turner
as rejecting the use of a least restrictive means analysis
and thus analyzed the contested prison regulation
using the highly deferential standard of review pro-
pounded in Standing Deer. Holding the prison’s objec-
tives as security related and therefore valid penological
interests, the Iron Eyes court held that the asserted inter-
ests of easy identification and prevention of smuggling
were rationally related to the hair length requirement.52

Addressing the remaining Turner factors, the court
found that adequate alternative methods of religious
practice remained open to Iron Eyes,53 and thus
deferred to the prison’s position that exempting Iron
Eyes from the regulation would cause undue institu-
tional difficulties.54

Although the Turner analysis easily lends itself to
reaching outcomes deferential to prison administra-
tors,55 as demonstrated in Standing Deer and Iron Eyes, it
did not completely foreclose courts from recognizing
the pretextual nature of some prison regulations.56

Regardless, the Turner standard was superseded in 1993
by RFRA,57 which promised a heightened level of
scrutiny for free exercise cases.58 RFRA provided that
the government could only impose a substantial burden
on the free exercise of religion if the restriction was “the
least restrictive means of furthering [a] compelling gov-
ernment interest.”59 In practice, however, RFRA often
had little effect on the deference courts were willing to
extend to prison administrators.60

Unlike its predecessor, the constitutionality of RLUIPA,
at least insofar as it applies to institutionalized persons,
was upheld against Establishment Clause objections in
2005.34

Prisoners’ Free Exercise Claims
It has long been acknowledged that “prisoners do

not forfeit all constitutional protections by reason of
their conviction and confinement in prison.”35 Howev-
er, it is equally well settled that “[l]awful incarceration
brings about the necessary withdrawal or limitation of
many privileges and rights.”36 The Court promulgated
the first clear standard for evaluating prisoners’ consti-
tutional claims in its decision in Turner v. Safley.37 As
held in Turner, “when a prison regulation impinges on
inmates’ constitutional rights, the regulation is valid if
it is reasonably related to legitimate penological inter-
ests.”38 The Court identified certain factors that were
important in determining the reasonableness of such
regulations, including:

(1) whether a “valid, rational connection” exists
between the regulation and the stated penologi-
cal interest; 

(2) whether “other avenues . . . for the exercise of
the asserted right” are available to the prisoner; 

(3) how and to what extent allowing the prisoner to
exercise the right would affect other prisoners
and the overall functioning of the institution;
and 

(4) whether the stated penological interests could be
served by other, less restrictive, regulations.39

Taking into consideration the caveat that “courts
are ill equipped to deal with the increasingly urgent
problems of prison administration,”40 courts faced with
prisoners’ free exercise claims post-Turner were
extremely deferential to prison administrators.41

Demonstrative of this trend were cases dealing with
personal grooming regulations, one of the most fre-
quently litigated types of inmate free exercise claim.42

In Standing Deer v. Carlson, a group of Indians incarcer-
ated in California challenged a regulation that prohibit-
ed the wearing of religious headbands in the dining hall
area.43 Specifically, the inmates argued that dismissing
their claims on summary judgment was improper
because the prison had provided no evidence that the
regulation was necessary to avert safety and sanitation
problems.44 Opposing this assertion, the prison argued
that the ban on headbands was necessary to preserve
order because if some prisoners wore dirty headgear,
other prisoners upset by these unsanitary conditions
might become disruptive.45 The Ninth Circuit found
that no genuine issue of fact was presented by the



In Hamilton v. Schriro, for example, the Eighth Cir-
cuit reversed a ruling in favor of an Indian who had
challenged prison regulations on hair length and access
to sweat lodges.61 While the court acknowledged that
“Congress intended for the same compelling interest
test in the statute to apply to prisoners as well as non-
prisoners,” it nevertheless held that “the applicable test
must be construed in the prison setting, giving due def-
erence to the expert judgment of prison administra-
tors.”62 Citing Iron Eyes, the Hamilton court held the hair
length regulation was the least restrictive way to further
the compelling interests of preventing prisoners from
smuggling contraband in their hair and from using
hairstyles to express gang affiliation.63 However, the
court failed to address evidence that the threats posed
by long hair were overstated, and it neglected to
explain its conclusion that less restrictive regulations,
such as those considered by the same circuit in Teterud,
did not exist.64

Other courts also applied the RFRA standard in a
deferential manner to reach similar results as the Eighth
Circuit.65 Although RFRA was struck down in 1997, the
provisions of its successor, the more limited RLUIPA,
require that a similar level of scrutiny be applied to
prisoners’ free exercise claims.66 Yet, like claims found-
ed on RFRA, analyses under RLUIPA generally have
not induced the application of a standard meaningfully
more protective of prisoners’ rights than the Turner
test.67 Although not especially surprising given the
courts’ history of accepting prison administrators’ exag-
geration of threats and often pretextual purposes, the
continued deference showered upon correctional deci-
sion-makers is somewhat excessive. This is especially so
in light of RLUIPA’s, unlike RFRA’s, limited applica-
tion, to only two classes of free exercise claims: those
concerning land use regulations and those brought by
institutionalized persons.68

New York State Prison Regulations
New York’s state prisons do not prescribe maxi-

mum hair length regulations, but require only that an
inmate keep long hair tied back in a ponytail.69 Addi-
tionally, the ponytail requirement does not apply to
Native American prisoners participating in approved
Native American cultural gatherings.70 New York for-

merly required the cutting of all inmates’ hair upon
entry into the state penal system.71 At present, Native
Americans are exempt from the requirement that all
male inmates receive a haircut to a length of less than
one inch when newly committed to the state prison sys-
tem.72

However, while prison grooming regulations in
New York may be favorable to Indian prisoners, they
do not guarantee that Indian prisoners asserting other
types of free exercise claims will be respected. Indeed,
as the cases described in this article demonstrate, the
judicial deference accorded to prison administrators
often militates against the accommodation of non-
mainstream religious practices; and it is likely that simi-
lar views are held by legislators, policy-makers, and
portions of the public at large. Furthermore, these views
are likely illustrative of more general attitudes toward
the misconceived transparency of Indian beliefs. By
highlighting and criticizing the treatment of Indian pris-
oners when they attempt to freely exercise their reli-
gion, society can effectively combat this problem, as the
transparency often goes unseen until pointed out in its
most obvious configuration.

Conclusions
With rising prison populations, especially of Ameri-

can Indians and other minorities,73 it is crucial that the
extent and unfairness of prison policies that unnecessar-
ily restrict religious freedom are brought to light and
ameliorated. The balance between religious rights and
genuine prison-related concerns is often difficult to
achieve, but that should not justify perfunctory reliance
on the opinions of prison managers. Rather, the creation
of inmate religious programs and the resolution of
inmate free exercise claims must take into account the
spectrum of religious beliefs outside the mainstream
and employ meaningful standards to achieve a fair bal-
ance of religious and penological interests. 
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The Indian Child Welfare Act Implementation
in New York
By Frederick J. Magovern

The Congress hereby declares that it is
the policy of this Nation to protect the
best interests of Indian children and to
promote the stability and security of
Indian tribes and families by the estab-
lishment of minimum Federal standards
for the removal of Indian children from
their families and the placement of such
children in foster or adoptive homes
which will reflect the unique values of
Indian culture, and by providing for
assistance to Indian tribes in the opera-
tion of child and  family service pro-
grams.8

The major provisions of the ICWA:

• give the tribe exclusive jurisdiction for child wel-
fare proceedings over reservation-domiciled
Native Americans;9

• require that state courts notify the interested tribe
of any involuntary placement proceedings involv-
ing an Indian child;10

• require that, absent parental objection or good
cause to the contrary, state court proceedings are
to be transferred to tribal courts;11

• allow the tribe intervention as of right in state
court foster care and termination of parental
rights proceedings;12

• impose placement preferences that govern state
foster care, pre-adoptive, and adoptive place-
ments of Indian children;13

• fix minimum evidentiary standards and proce-
dures for state court foster care placement and ter-
mination of parental rights proceedings;14

• establish Federal standards for voluntary foster
care placements, surrenders or termination of
parental rights, and adoptive placements;15

• require full faith and credit be accorded tribal
public acts, records, and judicial proceedings in
state court proceedings.16

Application of the ICWA provisions virtually dictate
the course of state termination of parental rights pro-
ceedings, foster care and adoption placements. Of no
lesser significance are the provisions that require that
the state provide remedial and rehabilitative services

There are some 76,500
Native Americans residing in
New York State according to
the 2000 US Census. They
belong to seven federally rec-
ognized tribes and two New
York State recognized tribes:
the Cayuga Nation of Indians,
the Tuscarora Nation, the St.
Regis Mohawk Tribe, the Onei-
da Indian Nation, the Seneca
Nation of Indians, the
Onondaga Nation, Tonawanda Band of Senecas, the
Unkechauga Nation, and the Shinnecock Tribe. The
Indian battles lately fought in New York have been for
the most part confined to litigation over land claims1

and gambling.2 However, as important and financially
significant as such issues may be to the tribes, nothing
elicits as visceral a response from the tribes of Native
Americans as does a challenge to the custody of their
children. The answers to such vexing issues are con-
trolled in New York, as well as elsewhere, by the Indian
Child Welfare Act (“ICWA”), 25 U.S.C. §§ 1901 et seq.3

The ICWA “was the product of rising concern in the
mid-1970s over the consequences to [American Indian
and Alaska Native] children, [American and Alaska
Native] families, and [American Indian and Alaska
Native] tribes of abusive child welfare practices that
resulted in the separation of large numbers of American
Indian and Alaska Native children from their families
and tribes through adoption and foster care placement,
usually in non-Indian homes.”4 Congressional hearings
revealed that “25 to 35% of all [American Indian and
Alaska Native] children had been separated from their
families and placed in adoptive families, foster care, or
institutions.”5 New York reported that 97% of the Native
American children were placed in non-Indian foster
homes.6 Not surprisingly, Congress found that the high
rate of placement in non-Indian homes was not in the
best interests of Native Americans and enacted the
ICWA, noting that “there is no resource that is more
vital to the continued existence and integrity of Indian
tribes than their children.”7

The stated policy of the ICWA is to establish federal
criteria for the removal and placement of Indian chil-
dren and to give assistance to the various Indian
Nations in maintaining their culture and native identity
and in their operation of family and child welfare pro-
grams:



before an Indian child may be removed from his or her
family absent exigent circumstances.17 Thus, in any
court proceeding that concerns the custody18 of an Indi-
an child,19 the presentment agency must first demon-
strate to the court that reasonable efforts were made to
prevent the placement.

New York State’s Department of Social Services,
along with the State’s Department of Health and the
Department of Education, are responsible for seeing that
New York’s specific obligations to its Native American
population are fulfilled. Native American Services came
under New York State’s Office of Children and Family
Services (“OCFS”) when it was formed in January 1998.
OCFS’s Native American Services (formerly known as
the Bureau of Indian Affairs) responds to the needs of
Indian Nations and their members both on and off the
reservations. OCFS provides assistance to both the local
social service districts as well as to authorized child care
agencies.

A court’s determination that state intervention is
appropriate and that placement of the Indian child is
necessary is just the beginning of the inquiry. The court
must follow the specific Foster Care Placement Prefer-
ences.20 The preferences differ somewhat depending
upon the nature of the custody proceeding. However,
the clear goal is for the Indian child not to lose his or her
Indian cultural heritage. The first preference, therefore,
is that the Indian child be placed with a member of the
child’s extended family. If no suitable extended family
member is available, the second preference is for the
child to be placed with a foster home approved or speci-
fied by the Indian child’s tribe. If there is no available
tribal home, the third preference is for the child to be
placed with an Indian foster home certified by the
agency. Deviation from the preferences is permissible
only if there is a showing of good cause. The ICWA does
not specify what constitutes good cause.

In the case of an Indian child being placed for adop-
tion, the authorized child care agency arranging for the
adoption must follow the Adoption Placement Prefer-
ences.21 Again, the first adoption preference is for place-
ment with a member of the child’s extended family. If
there is no extended family member is available, then
the preference is for the child to be placed with other
members of the child’s Indian tribe. In the event no fam-
ily members or tribal members are available, then the
preference is for placement with another Native Ameri-
can family. Only after exhausting the preferences (or
upon a showing of good cause to deviate from the pref-
erences) may the Indian child be placed in a non-Indian
home for adoption.

The ICWA’s purpose is to “protect the best interests
of Indian children and to promote the stability and secu-
rity of Indian tribes and families by the establishment of
minimum Federal standards for the removal of Indian

children from their families.”22 The guiding case is Mis-
sissippi Band of Choctaw Indians v Holyfield.23 The
Supreme Court has not entertained another ICWA case
since Holyfield. The issue in Holyfield was whether two
Indian parents who were residents and domiciliaries of
a reservation could defeat the ICWA provisions granting
exclusive jurisdiction over adoption proceedings involv-
ing domiciliaries of the reservation to tribal courts by
leaving the reservation to give birth to their child.24 The
majority held that the jurisdictional requirements of the
ICWA could not be defeated simply by temporarily
leaving the reservation. The Supreme Court stated that
the ICWA was concerned with, inter alia, “the interests of
Indian children and families” and the placement of such
children “outside their culture.”25 The Court noted that
the tribe’s interest at issue extended only to the “rela-
tionship between Indian tribes and Indian children
domiciled on the reservation.”26 Thus, the Supreme
Court in Holyfield limited its holding to cases involving
domiciliaries of a reservation, and indicated that the
ICWA was directed at existing Indian families and the
placement of children from those families outside exist-
ing Indian culture. Holyfield is relied on by both propo-
nents of the ICWA and those who would limit its appli-
cation. 

Congress also intended for the various state courts
to determine when the ICWA should apply to a particu-
lar case.27 New York’s experience with the ICWA as
reflected in reported decisions has been limited. The
New York County Family Court in In re the Adoption of
Christopher28 avoided wrestling with the ICWA issues by
determining that the ICWA did not apply because the
tribe was not a federally recognized tribe. A year later
the Fourth Department, in In re Philip Jaye J., Jr.,29 simi-
larly found that the ICWA did not apply because there
had been no proof that the child was an Indian child.
However, in Baby Girl S.30 there was no way for the
Westchester Surrogate’s Court to avoid the ICWA issue
in the contested private placement adoption proceeding. 

The birth mother In Baby Girl S. was 13/32 Chicka-
saw Indian and living in Oklahoma.31 Neither the birth
mother nor her husband resided on a reservation. The
birth mother claimed that Baby Girl S. was fathered by a
non-Indian male. Four days after the child was born
both the mother and her husband gave judicial consent
to this child’s private placement adoption. Shortly there-
after the adoptive parents returned to their home in
New York with the child to finalize the adoption. The
adoptive parents notified the Chickasaw Nation of the
mother’s choice to give the child up for adoption and
filed for the adoption in the Westchester County Surro-
gate’s Court. The non-Indian birth father contested the
adoption and the Chickasaw Nation moved to intervene
in the proceedings. Both the birth mother and her hus-
band supported the adoption throughout the proceed-
ings. The threshold issue that the Surrogate had to
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on a reservation and who was not a domiciliary of the
reservation, and the non-Indian birth father arranged
privately for the placement of their child with a New
York couple for adoption. The tribe sought to intervene
under both the ICWA and pursuant to CPLR 1013 (per-
missive intervention), which the adoptive parents
opposed. The Family Court found that the birth mother
had rejected her Indian heritage and that the child was
not a member of an existing Indian family that the
ICWA was enacted to protect.44 Nevertheless, the Family
Court allowed the tribe to intervene pursuant to CPLR
1013.45 The adoption was subsequently found to be in
the child’s best interests. The tribe appealed.

The Appellate Division First Department became
the first appellate court in New York to consider the
ICWA and the EIF exception. The Appellate Division
reversed,46 finding that while Baby Boy C was an ‘Indi-
an child’ within the meaning of the ICWA, the tribe had
no right to intervene under the ICWA because the ICWA
“does not provide for tribal intervention in [private
placement] adoption proceedings as a matter of right.”47

As a practical matter, this appears to be a distinction
without a difference since the court proceeded to find
that the ICWA was clearly implicated in the adoption
proceeding and the tribe was allowed to intervene as an
interested party under CPLR 1013.48 The Appellate Divi-
sion remanded the adoption proceedings to the Family
Court for further hearings on the issue of whether good
cause existed to deviate from the ICWA adoption place-
ment preferences. The case is sub judice.

The Appellate Division in Baby Boy C. soundly
rejected the EIF doctrine’s application in New York and
reinforced the statutory mandate that the ICWA is impli-
cated in every adoption case in which an Indian child is
involved.49 Proponents of the EIF will find the Appellate
Division’s dismissal of the notion that the ICWA is
unconstitutional absent the EIF doctrine troublesome.
The Appellate Division rejected the Family Court hold-
ing that the EIF doctrine was necessary for the ICWA to
avoid constitutional infirmity and found that the Family
Court applied the wrong standard of assessing the con-
stitutionality of the statute.50 The unanimous court held
that since the adoptive parents had no constitutional
right to adopt Baby Boy C. despite his having lived with
them since his birth, they had no fundamental liberty
interest at stake, and therefore then the ICWA’s consitu-
tionality must be evalutated under the rational basis test
rather than the strict scrutiny test. The court went on to
say:

Having concluded that no fundamental
right or suspect classification is implicat-
ed by the application of ICWA in this
case, petitioners’ constitutional claims are
properly evaluated under the rational

determine was whether the ICWA applied to the private
placement adoption.32

The Surrogate Court gave a thorough review of the
policy and legislative history of the ICWA.33 It deter-
mined that the ICWA was not intended to apply in cir-
cumstances where the Indian parent did not live on the
reservation; conceived the child with a non-Indian
father; had voluntarily consented to the adoption; had
relinquished the child at birth so that it lived with the
adoptive parents throughout the proceedings; objected
to the tribe’s intervention; and had no demonstrated
connection to the tribe or the “Indian way of life.”34 The
court noted too that the Indian birth mother did not
want her child adopted by any tribal member and want-
ed the child to be raised in the “larger community” pro-
vided by the adoptive parents who would educate the
child as to her heritage. The Surrogate concluded under
such circumstances that application of the ICWA would
neither further the ICWA’s policies nor serve the child’s
best interests.35

In so ruling the Surrogate aligned New York with a
minority of other states—California with the largest
Native American population prominent among them—
that recognized the Existing Indian Family (“EIF”) doc-
trine as a necessary exception to the ICWA to maintain
its constitutionality. The EIF doctrine holds that the
ICWA cannot legally be applied to voluntary adoption
proceedings where neither parent nor the child has sig-
nificant social, cultural, or political ties with the Indian
tribe.36 The central justification of the EIF is that Con-
gress did not intend to dictate that children of Indian
blood who had never been a member of an Indian home
or culture, and probably would never be, must be
removed from their primary culture and placed in an
Indian environment over their parents’ objection. The
“underlying thread” running throughout the ICWA is
concern with the removal of Indian children from an
existing Indian family unit and the resulting breakup of
that existing Indian family.37 The Surrogate in Baby Girl
S. found nothing in Holyfield inconsistent with the ratio-
nale behind the EIF.38 No appeal was taken.

At present, 14 states have rejected the EIF exception
to the ICWA while 7 jurisdictions have adopted it.39 Sev-
eral courts in other states have adopted the EIF excep-
tion to the ICWA where there is no existing Indian fami-
ly from which the adoptive child is being removed.40

The courts of the states that have rejected the EIF excep-
tion do so relying on the Supreme Court case Mississippi
Band of Choctaw Indians v. Holyfield,41 which they contend
implicitly precludes the EIF doctrine.42

This issue was recently re-visited, this time by the
Family Court of New York County, in In re Baby Boy C.43

Once again, an Indian birth mother, who did not reside



basis test. Applying that test, we agree
with those courts that have held that
ICWA is rationally related to the protec-
tion and preservation of Indian tribes
and families and to the fulfillment of
Congress’s unique guardianship obliga-
tion toward Indians.51

Child rights advocates will no doubt be troubled by
this decision in that it squarely rejected California’s
child friendly Bridget R. decision, where that court
found that Bridget R. did indeed have a constitutionally
protected right, a liberty interest, in being raised by her
de facto parents who loved and cherished her and who
were committed to adopting her. Here too, the Baby Boy
C. decision is largely dimissive of the parental peroga-
tives of the birth parents52 other than to note that a par-
ent’s adoption preference is a consideration for deviat-
ing from the ICWA adoption preferences. This decision
clearly signals that the child’s best interests are subordi-
nate to the continued existence of the tribe. 

In reaching the conclusion that there is no funda-
mental right to adopt or be adopted, the Appellate Divi-
sion relied upon the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals deci-
sion Lofton v. Secretary of Dept. of Children & Family
Servs.53 Lofton concerned Florida’s foster care and adop-
tion program, which prohibited same sex foster parents
from adopting their foster child. The foster parents chal-
lenged this scheme claiming, inter alia, that they had a
constitutional right to adopt their foster child who had
been placed in their care by the state of Florida. The 11th
Circuit upheld Florida’s right to choose who can adopt
its foster child and further held that the foster parents
had no constitutional right to adopt.54 Baby Boy C., how-
ever, did not involve New York’s foster care program.

The Appellate Division did not consider the United
States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit decision
in Rivera v. Marcus.55 Rivera involved the removal of two
siblings by the Connecticut Welfare Department after
being in foster care provided by their half-sister pur-
suant to a foster care contract. The Second Circuit found
that there was a liberty interest deserving of constitu-
tional recognition. The court noted that “the courts have
long recognized that children possess certain liberty
rights and are entitled to due process protection of these
rights.”56 The court went on to state that in making deci-
sions that would upset a long-standing familial relation-
ship, a court must protect a child’s due process right in
maintaining such a relationship:

If the liberty interest of children is to be
firmly recognized in the law, we must
ensure that due process is afforded in sit-
uations like that presented here where
the state seeks to terminate a child’s long-
standing familial relationship.57

The Appellate Division in Baby Boy C. said that the
major flaw with states that accepted the EIF exception
was the failure to give adequate consideration to the
ICWA “good cause” exceptions,58 which allow state
courts to depart from the placement preferences upon a
showing of good cause. The court noted that application
of the preferences was not mandatory or automatic.
These preferences, according to the court, give state
courts the flexibility to deviate from the preferences
where the best interests of the parent or child outweigh
the tribe’s interest in the strict application of those pref-
erences.59 Although good cause is not spelled out in the
ICWA, the Appellate Division found that the Bureau of
Indian Affairs’ (BIA) guidelines could be relied upon for
guidance. The BIA guidelines provide that “good cause”
to deviate from the preferences could be based upon the
birth parents’ request,60 extraordinary needs of the child
as proven by expert testimony, and the unavailability of
suitable Indian families for placement.61 Thus, the
Appellate Division posited that the Family Court below
might well have reached the same result of allowing the
adoption placement without the need invoke the EIF
doctrine and precluding the tribe from participating:

Here, had the Family Court found
ICWA applicable and held a placement
preference/good cause hearing, it may
well have reached the same result of
permitting the adoption to proceed
without having to rely on a judicially
created exception to  ICWA that is
inconsistent with its language and pur-
pose.62

The ICWA serves an important purpose in attempt-
ing to preserve the cultural heritage of Indian children.
Unfortunately, there are situations where pursuit of this
laudable goal can come into conflict with other arguably
equally important interests. The aforementioned case
law on the ICWA clearly demonstrates the tension
between the rights of Indian Tribes and the rights of
birth parents of Indian children who are willing to allow
and perhaps explicitly want would-be non-Indian par-
ents to adopt their children. Some courts have attempt-
ed to resolve this underlying issue by adopting an
“Existing Indian Family” exception while other courts,
such as the First Department of New York in Baby Boy
C., find no basis for this judicially created exception,
instead relying on the “good cause” provisions to the
ICWA. 

The Appellate Division decision in Baby Boy C.,
while not as of yet final, certainly should be reassuring
to the tribes of New York that the ICWA will be enforced
in New York. However, decisions such as Baby Boy C.
also arguably show that the ICWA as applied does not
give sufficient weight to the rights of both the birth par-
ents of an Indian child and those seeking to adopt.
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Off-Reservation Indian Gaming:
Will Congress Change the Rules?
By Bennett Liebman

Indian gaming has become
an enormous business in the
United States. In 1988 before
the passage of the Indian Gam-
ing Regulatory Act1 (“IGRA”),
Indian gaming was a $100 mil-
lion a year industry.2 IGRA has
transformed the economies of
many tribes with gross gam-
bling revenue for the tribes cur-
rently nearing $20 billion3 with
over 367 Indian casinos in
operation.4 Even with this success, most Indian casinos
are considered relatively small5 and not located in urban
areas. The largest American cities are, by and large, not
particularly close to tribal casinos. 

A look at the five largest American cities shows that
none of these cities is particularly close to Indian casinos.
For example, the nearest Indian casinos to New York City
are the Foxwoods and Mohegan Sun casinos which are
approximately 135 miles from the New York City air-
ports.6 The nearest Indian casino to Chicago is in Milwau-
kee. While there are more than fifty tribal casinos in Cali-
fornia generating in excess of $6 billion in revenue,7 few
are located near Los Angeles, and there are almost no
Indian casinos near Philadelphia or Houston.

Given the success of tribal casinos, plus the opportu-
nity for economic development and wealth presented by
locating a casino near a major urban area, it is not entirely
surprising that many tribes and developers have attempt-
ed to locate tribal casinos in sites close to major urban
centers. As the federal Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals
has stated:

The lucky winners at blackjack, baccarat,
twenty-one, and the slot machines are
not the only ones who see the prospect
of great wealth flowing from casinos.
Even more so (and even more reliably),
wealth comes to those who own and
operate gambling establishments. Casino
gambling has become a major enterprise
for many Native American groups, as
Congress has paved the way for their
entry into that business.8

The attempts to build Indian casinos in more eco-
nomically desirable area areas, however, have been affect-
ed significantly by the IGRA. Section 2719 provides gen-
erally that “gaming regulated by this chapter shall not be
conducted on lands acquired by the Secretary in trust for

the benefit of an Indian tribe [after October 17, 1988].”9

The act does provide a number of exceptions to this gen-
eral prohibition against off-reservation gambling.10 This
has led to many tribes, and their backers, attempting to
use political pressure to influence decisions made by
Congress and the Department of the Interior on off-reser-
vation gambling. Thus “while the Interior Department
may sound like the dullest of federal agencies, its power
to approve tribal casinos has made it the locus of a new
generation of political sleaze and intrigue.”11

Indian Land in Trust
Section 5 of the Indian Reorganization Act of 193412

has traditionally given broad authority to the Secretary of
the Interior to acquire property in trust for Indian tribes.
The opening sentence of this section states: 

The Secretary of the Interior is . . . autho-
rized, in his discretion, to acquire
through purchase, relinquishment, gift,
exchange, or assignment, any interest in
lands, water rights, or surface rights to
lands, within or without existing reser-
vations, including trust or otherwise
restricted allotments whether the allottee
be living or deceased, for the purpose of
providing land for Indians.13

The provision has been implemented by regulations
concerning off-reservation properties which similarly
grant broad powers to the Secretary of the Interior. The
regulations provide:

a) Subject to the provisions contained in
the acts of Congress which authorize
land acquisitions, land may be acquired
for a tribe in trust status:

(1) When the property is located with-
in the exterior boundaries of the
tribe’s reservation or adjacent
thereto, or within a tribal consoli-
dation area; or

(2) When the tribe already owns an
interest in the land; or

(3) When the Secretary determines
that the acquisition of the land is
necessary to facilitate tribal self-
determination, economic develop-
ment, or Indian housing.14
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newly acquired lands would be in the
best interest of the Indian tribe and its
members, and would not be detrimental
to the surrounding community, but only
if the Governor of the State in which the
gaming activity is to be conducted con-
curs in the Secretary’s determination.20

The second exception contains three additional sub-
parts. It states that the general ban against gaming will
not apply to lands that are “taken into trust as part of—(i)
a settlement of a land claim, (ii) the initial reservation of
an Indian tribe acknowledged by the Secretary under the
Federal acknowledgment process, or (iii) the restoration
of lands for an Indian tribe that is restored to Federal
recognition.”21

All of these exceptions have been unaltered since the
enactment of IGRA in 1988. There is also almost no leg-
islative history involving the scope of these exceptions.
There was no floor debate on the exceptions, and the Sen-
ate Report on the legislation simply states that § 2719
“[s]ets forth policies with respect to lands acquired in
trust after enactment of this act and applies the Internal
Revenue Code to winnings from Indian gaming opera-
tions.”22

Finally, the decisions interpreting the exceptions have
been of limited significance. To the extent that these cases
provide any guidance, they tend to uphold the general
exercise of the powers of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
the Secretary of the Interior.

Two cases have found that the prerequisite of obtain-
ing the governor’s approval in order to provide for gam-
ing under the § 2719(b)(1)(A) exception is constitutional.23

The governor’s approval requirement has been found
valid against the arguments that it constituted a violation
of (a) the separation of powers doctrine,24 (b) the nondel-
egation doctrine,25 and (c) the appointments clause.26

The cases under § 2719 have also given the Secretary
of the Interior considerable discretion to restore lands
to a tribe that has been restored to recognition under §
2719(b)(1)(B)(iii).27 The District of Columbia Circuit has
found that the “restoration of lands” exception in IGRA
embodies “policies counseling for a broader reading” of
the exception,28 and that the exception should be read
“that the ‘restoration of lands’ is to a restored tribe what
the ‘initial reservation’ is to an acknowledged tribe: the
lands the Secretary takes into trust to re-establish the
tribe’s economic viability.”29

The Sixth Circuit may have even read the exception
for restored lands in a broader fashion. It found that the
general bar against off-reservation gaming in § 2719
“should be construed narrowly (and the exceptions to the
bar broadly) in order to be consistent with the purpose of
the IGRA, which is to encourage gaming.”30

Efforts to find the trust authority of the Interior
Department unconstitutional or to limit the scope of the
trust authority have been unsuccessful. Courts have
found that the trust authority does not amount to an
unconstitutional delegation of congressional power.15 The
act itself contained sufficient standards to guide the dis-
cretion of the Secretary of the Interior.16

IGRA and Lands in Trust
While the general trust authority is broad, it is tem-

pered for gambling purposes by IGRA. In enacting 25
USC § 2719, “Congress struck a balance between tribal
sovereignty and states’ rights.”17 This section does not
provide general “authority to take land into trust for Indi-
an tribes. Rather, [this provision] is a separate and inde-
pendent requirement to be considered before gaming
activities can be conducted on land taken into trust after
October 17, 1988, the date IGRA was enacted into law.”18

As such, IGRA appears to create an exception to the
broad authority given to the Secretary of the Interior to
place land into trust. Subsection (a) of § 2719 states in
part, “gaming regulated by this chapter shall not be con-
ducted on lands acquired by the Secretary in trust for the
benefit of an Indian tribe [after October 17, 1988].”
Nonetheless there are five exceptions in § 2719 to the
exception limiting off-reservation gaming, three in sub-
section (a) of § 2719 and two in subsection (b) of § 2719.
The subsection (a) exceptions are as follows:

(1) such lands are located within or con-
tiguous to the boundaries of the reserva-
tion of the Indian tribe on [October 17,
1988]; or 
(2) the Indian tribe has no reservation on
[October 17, 1988], and— 
(A) such lands are located in Oklahoma
and—
(i) are within the boundaries of the Indi-
an tribe’s former reservation, as defined
by the Secretary; or 
(ii) are contiguous to other land held in
trust or restricted status by the United
States for the Indian tribe in Oklahoma;
or 
(B) such lands are located in a State other
than Oklahoma and are within the Indi-
an tribe’s last recognized reservation
within the State or States within which
such Indian tribe is presently located.19

The two additional exceptions are in subsection (b) of
§ 2719. The first exception is:

when . . . the Secretary, after consultation
with the Indian tribe and appropriate
State and local officials, including offi-
cials of other nearby Indian tribes, deter-
mines that a gaming establishment on



Reviewing the Exceptions
Several of the five exceptions have not been particu-

larly controversial. The exceptions in § 2719(a) have as a
general rule produced few debates. For example, the
(a)(1) exception authorizing on-reservation and contigu-
ous land acquisitions has produced a total of seven gam-
ing acquisitions approved by the Department of the Inte-
rior.31

The other exceptions in § 2719(a) have been even less
noteworthy. There have been no gaming acquisitions
approved by the Department of the Interior for lands out-
side Oklahoma and located within a tribe’s last recog-
nized reservation in a state where the tribe is currently
located.32 Nor have there been any approved trust acqui-
sitions for gaming under the § 2719(a)(2)(A) exceptions
for Oklahoma tribes.33 As of July 2005, there were also no
proposed trust acquisitions pending before the Interior
Department under § 2719(a)’s exceptions.34

The major off-reservation Indian gaming issues all
involve the exceptions in § 2719(b). The two-part determi-
nation of (b)(1)(A) has been a frequent subject of con-
tention. In only three instances have both the Secretary of
the Interior and the governor of the affected state actually
given positive approval of the establishment of an off-
reservation casino.35 The most recent occasion where both
the Secretary of the Interior and the governor agreed was
in 2002 involving the Keweenaw Bay Indian Community
and Governor Engler in Michigan.36

There have been a number of high-profile occasions
where the governor failed to concur in the determination
of the Secretary of the Interior that gaming would be in
the best interest of the tribe and would not be detrimental
to the surrounding community.37 Additionally, many
applications for approval under the two-part determina-
tion have been pending before the Department of the
Interior for many years—if not decades—awaiting
departmental action. The saga of Monticello Raceway in
New York’s Catskill Mountains—which has tried to uti-
lize the two-part determination process to obtain a casino
since 1996—is instructive on the duration of this
process.38 As of May of 2005, there were “eleven applica-
tions for two-part determinations under . . . (b)(1)(A)
pending with the Bureau of Indian Affairs for sites in
New York, Wisconsin, Michigan, California, and Oregon.
Of these, only one concerns the proposed acquisition of
land in a state other than where the tribe is currently
located. However, more applications are rumored to be in
development for cross-state acquisitions, including poten-
tial applications in Ohio, Colorado, Illinois, and New
York.”39

The three sub-parts of the (b)(1)(B) exception have
also been the subject of numerous controversies. Perhaps
the least disputatious of these exceptions has been the (ii)
exception for the initial reservation of an Indian tribe
acknowledged by the Secretary. This has only happened

on three occasions40 with the most notable being the
acknowledgment of the Mohegan tribe in Connecticut in
1995 which led to the creation of the Mohegan Sun casi-
no.41

The exception in (i) regarding settlement of a land
claim has also only been utilized on four occasions—all in
support of the Seneca Tribe of New York in its develop-
ment of a casino in Niagara Falls.42 Nonetheless, casino
opponents have brought a lawsuit against the develop-
ment of a Seneca Tribe casino in the city of Buffalo. These
opponents argue that the claimed basis for the gambling
acquisitions in Niagara Falls—and hence any future gam-
bling acquisitions in the city of Buffalo—(the Seneca
Nation Settlement Act of 1990)43 did not involve the set-
tlement of a land claim.44

Additionally, many tribes have considered using the
settlement of a land claim exception as a way of avoiding
the time-consuming two-part process of (b)(1)(A). For
example, one plan to authorize casinos in New York’s
Catskill Mountain area was to have the tribes with land
claims reach a settlement with the state and the federal
government on the claims. The tribes would utilize the
threat of the land claim to blackjack the state into a casino
gaming agreement.45 In New York’s case, the use of the
land claim as a method to acquire the rights to a casino
was put into jeopardy by the recent decision of the Sec-
ond Circuit Court of Appeals in Cayuga Indian Nation v.
Pataki.46 The court dismissed a New York possessory land
claim of “historic vintage”47 on equitable grounds, which
seemed to extinguish any possibility of a valid land claim
in New York State by those out-of-state tribes that were
seeking the right to conduct gambling in New York.

The most utilized exception has been the (iii) excep-
tion for the restoration of land for a tribe that has been
restored to federal recognition. This has been the basis for
twelve gaming acquisitions.48 It also has provided for
numerous political and legal complications, as tribes seek
better locations for their casinos and are opposed by
other tribes, private casino operators seeking protection
from competition, and anti-gaming activists.49 For exam-
ple, a major (iii) battle is shaping up in Washington State,
in the suburbs of Portland, Oregon, involving the Cowlitz
Tribe. The Cowlitz Tribe was recognized in 2002 but lacks
a reservation.50 The tribe is seeking to utilize the (iii)
exception to build a 134,150 square foot casino in the sub-
urban Portland area.51 Its application is supported by
developers and the Mohegan Tribe of Connecticut which
is seeking to manage the casino and is opposed by anti-
gambling forces and local card rooms.52

Examples of Political Influence
One of the earliest examples of political influence

involved the Four Feathers effort to build an off-reserva-
tion casino at a greyhound racetrack outside of Hudson,
Wisconsin St. Croix Meadows. Three tribes and a busi-
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Pomo Indians. The restored land was in San Pablo, Cali-
fornia located in the lucrative San Francisco Bay area.
Specifically, a provision of the Omnibus Indian Advance-
ment Act of 2000 “directed the interior secretary to take
the Casino San Pablo and its adjacent parking lot into
trust for the Lytton Band and back-date the acquisition to
Oct. 17, 1988. That would put it outside tough restrictions
on gambling on newly acquired lands contained in the
Indian Gaming Regulatory Act passed that year.”56

The amendment contained in the § 819 of the
Omnibus Indian Advancement Act of 2000 read: 

Notwithstanding any other provision of
law, the Secretary of the Interior shall
accept for the benefit of the Lytton
Rancheria of California the land
described in that certain grant deed
dated and recorded on October 16, 2000,
in the official records of the County of
Contra Costa, California, Deed Instru-
ment Number 2000–229754. The Secre-
tary shall declare that such land is held
in trust by the United States for the bene-
fit of the Rancheria and that such land is
part of the reservation of such Rancheria
under sections 5 and 7 of the Act of June
18, 1934 (48 Stat. 985; 25 U.S.C. 467).
Such land shall be deemed to have been
held in trust and part of the reservation
of the Rancheria prior to October 17,
1988.57

While the Lytton Band has made significant efforts to
open a casino, thus far, its efforts to open a Class III facili-
ty have been rebuffed. They are operating a very success-
ful Class II gaming facility.58 On the other hand legislative
attempts by Senator Feinstein of California to terminate
the backdating of the Lytton Band restoration—and thus
make the restoration subject to restrictions under IGRA—
have also proved unsuccessful.59

The Abramoff Influence
Disgraced lobbyist Jack Abramoff is associated with

the most brazen attempts to use political influence to
affect decisions involving Indian gaming off the reserva-
tion. Abramoff and his partners represented the Coushat-
ta Tribe of Louisiana which has run a casino since 1995 in
southwestern Louisiana, not far from the Texas border.
The Louisiana Coushattas paid Abramoff and his part-
ners approximately $32 million for lobbying and other
services.60 Abramoff’s basic efforts were designed to pre-
vent the Jena Band of Choctaw Indians from opening a
casino near the Coushatta casino. The Jenas sought to
have land taken in trust under the two-part approval
requirement of § 2719(b)(1)(A).

nessman sought to have the Department of Interior
take the facility into trust in order to authorize Indian
gaming under the two-part determination process of §
2719(b)(1)(A). The application was opposed by the St.
Croix Chippewa Indians of Wisconsin which operated
two gaming facilities in the area.53

It was alleged that in its efforts to block the casino
development, the St. Croix tribe utilized considerable
political influence to try to block the Four Feathers appli-
cation. After the massive lobbying effort, the Department
of Interior rejected the request to take the greyhound
track into trust. 

As detailed in Sokaogon Chippewa Community v.
Babbitt:

agency officials met with opposition
groups and did not notify the applicant
until six weeks later; the head of the
Democratic National Committee met
opposition groups and shortly thereafter
contacted the White House chief of staff
and the agency about the application; a
lobbyist laid out the explicit political
ramifications of an agency decision to
the White House chief of staff; the
agency faxed two letters to the White
House chief of staff for his signature,
allowing him to determine whether to
announce the department’s decision or
to keep it secret until a later date; the
regular decisionmaker recused herself
after the decision on the application was
made; upper-level agency officials reject-
ed the conclusions of the area office and
agency staff without conducting further
factual inquiries of their own; agency
officials relied on a reason for denying
the application (local opposition) that is
considered insignificant with respect to a
later, similar application; and the head of
the agency said that he was directed
explicitly by the White House chief of
staff to issue the agency decision on a
given date.54

In Sokaogon Chippewa Community v. Babbitt, the district
judge authorized the court to consider extrinsic evidence
in determining whether the Interior Department acted
improperly in rejecting the application for off-reservation
gambling. Eventually, the parties agreed to reconsider the
Four Feathers application. The Department of Interior
eventually agreed to place the land in trust, but the gov-
ernor of Wisconsin refused to concur with the determina-
tion.55

In 2000, Congressman George Miller of California
was successful in restoring land for the Lytton Band of



As stated in the Chicago Tribune, “Abramoff recruited
prominent Christian conservatives James Dobson and
Ralph Reed to campaign against the Jena Band’s casino
on the grounds it would expand gambling, even though
Abramoff’s clients were casinos.”61 House Speaker Den-
nis Hastert sent a letter to the Department of the Interior
in opposition to the Jena Band application a week after
Abramoff held a fundraiser for Hastert’s political action
committee.62 The Interior Department initially rejected
the Jena Band’s request in March of 2002, citing the com-
pact’s imposing an improper tax on the tribal casino.63

The Jenas persisted and eventually won Interior approval
at a different site in northwestern Louisiana off the reser-
vation in late 2003.64 The plan has been tied up without a
gubernatorial approval.65

Abramoff also sought to influence the Department of
Interior staff directly. In what has been described as a
near-Byzantine lobbying effort,66

Abramoff directed his tribal clients to
give at least $225,000 to the Council of
Republicans for Environmental Advoca-
cy, a conservative group that was found-
ed by Gale A. Norton before President
Bush chose her to be his interior secre-
tary. Federal officials are investigating
the nature of the relationship between
the group’s president, Italia Federici, and
Norton’s then-deputy, J. Steven Griles.67

Federici “lobbied Steve Griles, . . . on Abramoff’s
behalf, on behalf of his tribes. She’d call him, she’d talk to
him about issues that Abramoff was concerned about.”68

Abramoff’s most cynical actions may have involved
the Tigua Indians in the El Paso, Texas area. An Abramoff
lobbying campaign in 2001 was instrumental in the state
of Texas closing down the Tiguas’ casino. In 2002,
Abramoff decided to try to become a lobbyist helping to
restore the Tiguas’ casino. Abramoff e-mailed Conserva-
tive activist Ralph Reed stating, ‘’I wish those moronic
Tiguas were smarter in their political contributions. I’d
love us to get our mitts on that moolah!! Oh well, stupid
folks get wiped out.’’69 The Tiguas, in turn, hired
Abramoff, and Abramoff unsuccessfully tried to restore
the tribe’s gaming rights by having a provision inserted
in a bipartisan election reform bill.70

The upshot from Abramoff’s chutzpah and his guilty
plea to charges involving fraud, tax evasion and conspir-
acy to bribe public officials71 has prompted legislative
efforts to put significant limits on allowing off-reservation
tribal gaming.

Potential Changes to IGRA’s Off-Reservation
Exceptions

Not surprisingly, the Abramoff revelations have
placed significant pressure on Congress to limit reserva-

tion shopping; “[t]here is plenty of talk in the House and
Senate of . . . strengthening oversight and regulation of
the gaming operations or put new restrictions on them.
And the number of proposals has been multiplying since
the Abramoff story broke.”72

Congressman Mike Rogers of Michigan has intro-
duced two bills in the 109th Congress to restrict approval
of off-reservation gambling. H.R. 4677 would simply
place a two-year moratorium on all new tribal-state com-
pacts for gaming. H.R. 2353, his Common Sense Indian
Gambling Reform Act, would add a number of barriers to
the approval of off-reservation gambling. A tribe would
only be authorized to conduct gaming “on only one con-
tiguous parcel of Indian lands. Such Indian lands must be
located where that Indian tribe has its primary geograph-
ic, social, and historical nexus and within the State or
States where the Indian tribe is primarily located.”73 In
most instances, land may only be taken into trust for
gaming purposes if the state and all the local govern-
ments within or contiguous to the trust area give their
approval.74

Congressman Charles Dent of Pennsylvania has
introduced legislation to limit casino expansion.75 Con-
gressman Dent’s bill would eliminate the three exceptions
for settlements of land claims, initial reservations, and
restored tribes in subparagraph (B) of § 2719(b)(1). Addi-
tionally, while the two-part determination is retained in §
2719(b)(1)(A), the second part of that determination is
altered so that both the governor and the legislature in
the state where the land is located must consent to the
land trust application. Neither the Dent bill nor the
Rogers bills have passed the House Committee on
Resources.

Arguably, a more significant bill has been introduced
by Senator John McCain of Arizona who serves as the
chairman of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs.
Under the McCain proposal, the two-part determination
exception of § 2719(b)(1)(A) was repealed for submissions
after November 18, 2005, the date his bill was
introduced.76

In introducing his measure, McCain stated:

Related to protecting the integrity of
Indian gaming is the issue of off-
reservation gaming. When enacted in
1988, IGRA generally banned Indian
gaming that was not located on reserva-
tions, however, in the interest of fairness,
several exceptions to this ban were pro-
vided. Exploitation of these exceptions,
not anticipated at the time IGRA was
enacted, has led to a burgeoning practice
by unscrupulous developers seeking to
profit off Indian tribes desperate for eco-
nomic development. Predictably, these
ill-advised deals have invited a backlash
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that for a trust acquisition for gaming purposes (a) the
lands must be within the state of such tribe and be locat-
ed where “the Indian tribe has its primary geographic,
social, and historic nexus,”82 (b) the Secretary of the Inte-
rior must find that the gaming is in the best interest of the
tribe and not detrimental to the surrounding community
and nearby Indian tribes, (c) both the governor and the
legislature of the affected state must approve the gaming,
(d) the nearby tribes must concur, and (e) the county
where the land is located must hold a referendum
approving the gaming. The Pombo draft legislation is
softened by allowing a tribe without a casino, on invita-
tion, to lease the reservation land of another tribe in its
state for gaming purposes.

Congressman Pombo’s draft has been criticized by a
number of anti-gaming activists. The Congressman has
been the recipient of more than $500,000 from tribes, their
members and lobbyists and other gaming interests in the
past three years, making Pombo the third-leading benefi-
ciary of Indian money in Congress.83 Tom Grey, executive
director of the National Coalition Against Legalized
Gambling has stated that the Pombo draft “would do lit-
tle to control Indian gambling. . . . It would help existing
casinos.”84

Additionally, the Department of Interior has stated
that it now has plans to draft off-gambling regulations by
the end of 2006.85

Conclusion
While there seems to be a general call to action to

alter the rules governing lands acquired by tribes for
gaming purposes, there does not appear to be a consen-
sus on what changes will be made in § 2719. Indian gam-
ing has been unpredictable since its start, and the odds
are that any changes in the law will also be nearly impos-
sible to predict. Top flight poker players are renowned for
their ability to spot tells—their ability to decipher from
non-oral cues what hands are held by other players in the
game. In the game of off-reservation casinos, there are no
tells and limited ability to foresee the path of any future
legislation.
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and Director, Government Law Center of Albany
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Susan Herman

Carl Copps, James Horan and Marjorie McCoy enjoy
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Professor Patricia Salkin introduces Ira Millstein and
Assemblyman Richard Brodsky
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with attendees after their
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